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T H E  S E A  S H O R E .
The wide sea stretches beneath the sky,
In the golden light of day,
And the wild waves come with their snowy plumes, 
That glitter, and glance, and play,
And on they come, and on they come,
With the lofty pomp of power,
To scatter their beauty on shiny weeds,
And die on the briny shore.
OR, THE E V IL  EYE.
A S tory of English R u ra l Life.
In the cottage to the left hand of the forge 
■ at Harwood, there lived, about five and twenty 
years ago, a man of the name of Christopher, 
—or as the ccuntry-folks abbreviated in Kester 
—Pateman. He had formerly held the post of 
I village blacksmith and furrier, but hud long since 
retired from the exercise of his craft, lie was 
said to have the gift of the evil eye ; not that 
he was a malicious man, but that unvoluntarily 
his look blighted whatever it fixed upon.— 
! FrieDd or enemy, his own children or aliens, it 
was ull one ; Kester's eye settled on them, and 
they withered away. No single thing prosper­
ed with him. The crops on his farm were a l­
ways either frosted, blighted or miserably thin ;
: or, if they were good and abundant, rain came 
after the corn was cut, and it lay out until it 
sprouted and rotted away ; once he got it all 
stacked and the stack took lire ; another time 
• the grain was thrashed outand stored up in safe- 
! ty, hut the rats devoured a third of it. His cat- 
i tie were the leanest in the country ; his sheep 
died of disease; bis children perished one by one 
as they grew up to manhood and womanhood ;
I every horse he shod, fell lame before it had gone 
I a mile, Kester was a miserable man ; all the 
I country avoided him as if  he had got the 
i plague.
Kester had one child le ft; a daughter, born 
j long after the re s t; she being the offspring of a 
. young Irish girl whom he had chosen to marry 
in his old age. The Irish girl ran away soon 
after the child’s birth, on the plea of having a 
husband in her own country whom she liked 
' better.
Kester made no attempt to bring her back,
From T ail’s Magazine we select this elegant b u t.contented himself with spoiling Katie.—
, • , . „ ,, , Katie was not a bit like what his other childrenpoetry, which is very superior to the poetry j had been . she was her mother QVer ugain Tw0 
that generally drugs the pages oi the penodi- wide-open dark blue eyes, a white skin con­
siderably freckled, black elf locks always in a 
tangle, a wide red mouth, and small teeth like 
pearls ; a figure smart and lissome, and a step 
that tilted along as if it kept time to an inward 
tune, made cf Katie a village beauty and a co- 
i quette.
, The strangest thing of all was (so the people 
' thought at least) that Kester’s evil eye had no 
: effect on Katie. She grew as strongly and bloom- 
; ed as hardily, ns the wild Irish in the hedge- 
, row. Every-hody remembered the five children 
who were horn to him by his first wife ; how 
they pined from their cradle. They bad a sickly 
hectic in their faces like their mother ; while 
Katie's cheeks were red as a damask rose ; they 
crept about home weary and ailing always, while 
Katie was always in the woods, nutting and 
bird-nesting like a boy. Kester could deny her 
nothing, and she grew up, to the wonder of the 
village, healthier, more wilful, aud bonnier thau 
any girl in the district.
The wild waves gliiler, and glance, and play, 
To break on the briny shore.
But each is bearing its tribute on,
To add to earth’s bright store.
Some may bring us the lit/le shell,
And some the store of gold.
And some the sailor’s shipwrecked form,
And ghastly, and stem, and cold ;
And the wild waves murmur iu sadness round, 
Or thunder with martial roar,
As each rolls up with its given freight,
And dies on the briny shore.
There’s a wide, wide sea, a changing sea.
The shadowy sea of life,
Where the lofty billows rise aud fall,
In never ceasing strife.
And on, and on, and ever on,
Pressed by resistless power,
They bear their joy or their curse to earth,
And die on the sandy shore.
Aud on they come, aud on they come,
Till night sweeps o’er the scene,
And the dun clouds float o’er the gloomy sky, 
And the stars look out between—
Till far away in the orient 
The sun comes forth iu power,
And the secret burdens lie all revealed 
Vpon the briny shore.
T O  M Y  B R O T H E R .
cals
Come with me, dearest, to the rh 
Where the bright floods make music as they flow.
And while we wander by its sparkling tide,
Sweet memories will rise of long ago}
And thoughts, that childhood bade these waters keep, 
Flash forth once more from their enchanted sleep.
Look where it flows, unchanged, unchangeable, 
Foaming o’er rocks and rippling to the sun,
The shy trout plays among its eddies still,
Where deuse and dark the restless currants run ;
How strange to know that thrice three years have past, 
Since we two wandered by its margin last !
Yet change is here ; when we were wont to stray 
From morn till eve these woody banks among,
Thick hung the hawthorn blossoms from the spray, 
And the birds of spring iu every thicket sung ;
And like a shadow of gold the bonny broom 
Flung to the amorous gale her buds of rich perfume.
Now astumn looks o’er fields of ripened corn,
And sear leaves rustle where our footsteps fall,
Few and unfrequent now the notes are borne,
That made these solitudes so musical;
And so it is with us, for life uo more,
Though happy still, is spring time as of yore.
Ay, we are changed ; upon thy noble brow 
Dwells the deep musing meet for manhood’s prime :
Thy step is firmer and thy rich locks now 
Are somewhat darkened by the touch of time,
And graver cares are round thy spirit twined 
Than iu these shades thy childhood left behind.
Yet though time sports with outward forms at will,
Iu deeper things his breath has scarce been felt,
Aud the long lapse of years doth find us still
r aide,
Aud what in [host 
Arc still the .amt-
young days 
the dearest
Still, as of yore, ’lis thy delight to bend 
Where some bold river thunders in its course,
Where cataracts in whitened showers descend,
Deafen.ng the air with clamor loud and hoarse ;
Thou lovest to ply the angler’s silent art,
Alone with nature and thy deep heart,
Thou hast gone forth to mingle with the world,
And breathed the air ol many a foreign cliine ;
But from thy spirit never has been hurled 
The warm, fresh feeling of that early time ;
Aud I behold the glory of thy youth,
Blest with an honest heart of kiudliuess and truth.
For we, though years have borne upon their flight,
A thousand joys my childhood could not dream
My soul has ever found its chief delight 
By lonely tnouutaiu glen or gushing stream,
And life can yield uo pleasure and uo pride 
Dearer than this—to wander by thy side.
And should we hither stray, when young romance 
Has iaded in the world’s ungenial air,
And the soft lightning of the eagle glance 
In those dark eyes, be seeu but faintly there,
O I may we find in nature’s beauty still 
A joy all shadowless, a charm for every ill.
The V agrant at the C hurch Door.
BY A D R IA N .
He stood beside the village church 
A wanderer, deeply stained with sin—
He stood half hidden iu the porch,
But did not venture in.
Strange voices iu the music now 
Spoke to his heart of days gone by—
He pressed his hand against his brow,
And wished that he could die.
For, while the music reached his ears,
Before his vacant, dreamy eyes,
A ghostly troop of wasted years 
In mockery seemed to rise,
As though to ask—“ W hat dost thou here?"’
The idle thought, the foolish word,
The fiendish laugh, the drunken jeer,
In the deep notes he had heard.
These voices from the dreary past 
He had not heard for many a day—
And now they only came to cast 
A shadow on his way.
*• Begone !” the voices seemed to shout—
Or such, indeed, was iiis belief—
“ The congregation coming out 
Will take thee for a thief!”
Hark I—from within, what does he hear ?
’Twas thus the minister began—
“ Christ came to save the sinner here,
And not the righteous man.”
The vagrant triumphed o’er the past,
And all the taunts of vice and sin—
’Twas like a spell around him cast—
For then he ventured in.
T H E  S E E D  M U S T  D I E ,
The seed must die before the corn appears,
Onl of the ground in blade and fruitful ears ;
Low must those ears by sickle’s edge be lain,
Ere thou const treasure up the golden grain.
The grain is crushed before the bread is made,
And the bread broke ere life to man conveyed.
O he content to die, to he laid low,
And to be crushed, and to he broken so, 
i f  thou upon God’s table may he bread,
Life-giving food, to souls an hungered.
[Trench.
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nt the gate, and one of the men asked if  Kester 
wanted hands for his corn ?
‘ No, I see nae the use o’ hands,’ replied the 
oid m an; ‘ i t ’ll all be spoilt.’
I t had been a splendid season, and Kester’s 
little field showed as rich and ripe a crop as 
any in the country ; it was quite ready for cut­
ting, and the weather was settled and favora 
ble.
‘ But father, you must have some hands,’ said 
Katie, who had a most irreverent disbelief in 
the evil eye ; ‘ two reapers and a binder with 
you and me, will get the crops in this week, and 
I’ll overlook ’em for luck.’ Kester stopped two 
men and a lad, and bid the others go hither up 
to the lane to Marshall's farm. ‘ But where's 
the good of it Katie?’ he added. ‘ You’d have 
bad a tidy fortune but for me. Go into the 
barn, lads, you’ll get your supper ’enow.’ The 
old man was very despondent; for be had just 
lost a fine calf, which he tho 't to sell at a good 
price. Katie bade him cheer up, and went in­
doors to set out the supper for the reapers.— 
When it  was ready, she called to them to come; 
three as Ragged Robins as ever might have 
served for scare-erows appeared at her bidding 
One of them was a tall, fine young man, with 
a'head well set on his shoulders, a roguish eye, 
and a very decided national tongue. He looked 
a t Katie, and she at him ; and, for the first time 
in her life, the g irl’s eyes fell, and her color 
rose. Aliek seemed slightly bashful too,—very 
slightly—(or, after dropping his glance on hia 
plate lor a second, it followed Kate to and fro 
in the kitchen without intermission, until she 
went out into the garden again, Alick could 
see her through the branches of briar across the 
window, standing a t the gate with her father, 
talking to Rob Me Lean, and he immediately 
conceived an intense dislike for tha t well-built 
son of Vulcan, with the scar across his forehead. 
Alick jumped to conclusions very quickly ; he 
had fallen in love at first sight, and was ready 
to quarrel with any man who so much as looked 
at Katie.
Having made an end of his supper, he went 
out into the lane to his comrades, who were sit­
ting under the hedge resting and munching 
lumps of bread and cheese,—Marshall’s kitch­
en not being big enough to hold them all. Aliek 
kept Katie a t the gate iu s ig h t; and though she 
seemed to look his way, she knew perfectly well 
how lie watched her , and moved perhaps by the 
natural spirit of coquetry, she marched with 
her knitting into the house, and shut herself up 
in her bedroom. I t  had a  window looking on 
tho lane, and Katie sat near it with her pins 
and stocking, peeping out sometimes to see how 
the evening went on, and whether there was 
promise of fine weather next day to cut the 
corn. Alick wandered off by-and-by. How 
should he know that tiny lattice in the busy 
pear-tree was Katie's?
threatened to tell her father. Katie’s blood 
was up, and she dared him to tell a t once. So 
Johnny did tell, and Kester bade Alick keep 
away. ‘ Katie’s for no Irish beggtr, hut for a 
decent Harwood lad,’ eaid he strlily. 1 And 
you’ll come about my place no moie, Sir Game- 
keeper,—d’ye hear?’
Alick feigned obedience ; but le and Katie 
met in the green lane on Sundays. There was 
a little gate from the pasturo where Kester’s 
cows were, into the wood and often, at milking 
time, you might have seen Alick leaning over 
the gate, talking to Katie at her tisk; hut as the 
evenings grew cold and the cattle were brought 
up to the house, these meetings were less fre­
quent, for Kester began to watcl his daughter 
as a cat watches u mouse. Uesuipected her.
The neighbors noticed Katie leeome graver 
and paler, and shook their heads portentously,
‘ She’s fading like the rest of then,’ they said ;
‘ she’ll not see the spring. Kesters smitten her, 
poor man !’•
And, by-and-by, Kester saw tla change him­
self. When fie did see it, his bean stopped beat­
ing. ‘ Why, Katie, my bairn !’ cried lie, with 
fully awakened love and fear; ‘ Kitie. my bairn! 
Thou’s tn o t going offin a waste, 5ke thy broth­
ers and sisters ?’
Katie was knitting by the firelight; and as 
her needles went, her tears fell. ‘ I don’t know 
father; hut the neighbors say 1 look like it. I ’m 
sick and ill------’ And her tears flowed faster.
Kester kissed her and went out in a black 
mood.
‘ Oh, what’ll I  do ! W hat’ll I do for thee, 
Katie my bairn ?’ said ho aloud. ‘I ’m fit to tear 
mv eyes out o’ my head ! W hit have I done, 
that all goes ill with me ?’
I t happened that Alick was loitering about in 
the hope of a chance word with Katie, and he 
overheard Kester's lamentation.
‘ What's the matter, Master Pateman? Katie’s 
not ill, is she?’ he ventured to ask. Glad to 
unfold his misery to anybody, Kester told Alick 
of his daughter’s changed looks, and what every 
body attributed them tu.
• Go to the wise man, BramRex, at Swinford 
to-morrow ; he’s got a charm agen tho Evil 
Eye,' suggested Alick, in haste. ‘ He’ll tell you 
what to do ; you may trust him.’
Somewhat comforted, Kester re-entered the 
house. Alick went of to Swinford to prepare 
the Eage for his visitor the next day.
Peter Askew, and Tom Carter, and Johnny 
Martin------’
* Them’s their names ! None o’ ’em must 
your Katie marry, the Btars has otherwise fie 
spoken for ’em. Do you know who this last is, 
Kester ?
‘It maun be Alick, the wild Irish reaper; him 
tha t’s at the Squire’s now.’
‘Him it is, and no other ! The interpertation 
thereof is ju s t! ’ said ’Bram, emphatically, and 
he rolled up^the sheet of paper.
Kester Pateman was greatly in awe of ’Bram, 
but he endeavored to protest against the con­
clusion.
‘ ’Bram couldn’t you bring forward another?’ 
said he, hesitatingly.
‘ Can fa lte r  the stars, K ester!’ replied the 
sago in hia sternest tone ; ‘ I do not make, or 
mend, or mar, I only read for the blind what 
is written. You must give your balm Katie to 
Alick, or she’ll die.’
‘ 0  ! .1 will—surely I will, ’Bram !’ in great 
haste cried poor Kester. ‘ He’s honest if he’s 
poor, and Kutie’ll not have a penny. Tell me, 
said Kester, will I sell my corn well this time?’
‘ You shall,’ responded ’Bram, ‘ you shall sell 
it as others do.’
‘ Have you that charm agen the Evil Eye that 
one told me of, ’Bram ?’ Kester humbly inquir­
ed.
‘ Yes, Kester ; hut it is not to be bought with 
silver nor gold. Send me half a bushel of your 
best aits, and you shall have it. I ’ve parted 
with a many, hut I ’ve only one on hand now, 
and i t ’s a good one.’
‘ Let mo have it, ’Bram. You’ll get the aits 
to-morn.’
‘ Bram went to a drawer in the dresser, and. 
after rummaging for some minutes amongst its 
contents, he brought forth a hare’s loot with a 
string attached to it. He smoothed it carefully 
with his hand, muttering a formula of words to 
himself as he did so.
‘ You must put this in your pillow, Kester, 
and every morning, the first thing when you get 
up, open tho window, and fix on some particular 
tree or bush, and look at it steadily while you 
spell your own name backwards three times.— 
lo u  must look every day, fasting at the same 
thing, and in time it will wither away and die. 
And so you’ll fie cured, and in smiting the tree 
the rest o’ your tilings’ll be safe.’
Kester took tho hare’s foot as tenderly as if 
it had been a sacred reliee, and put it in his 
bosom;
NO. 27.
Some Incidents of a P ilgrim age 
Througii Kansas.
Lawrence, K. T., May 22,1857.
I  have sometimes thought, in reviewing tho 
chequered history of Kansas, that God's prov­
idence either slumbered, or tha t the Border Ruf­
fians were avenging Babylonians, sent to punisli 
the sinniDg Israel of Republicanism. Yet pun­
ishment lollows on the heels of transgression, 
sometimes, even ia Kansas. I  have an incident 
to record, illustrating this, the items of which 
I gathered in my recent journey.
Some two years ago, a few men from the 
western Missouri border moved into the Terri - 
tory, and settled in the Valley of the Blue, near 
the confluence of the Black Vermilion. The 
place of settlement; a t the confluence of the val-
f  o f t  a n t r  J u t  p r i n t i n g .
Having made large additions to our former variety of 
PL A IN  AND FANCY 
J  0  . 3  T Y P E ,
We are now prepared to execute with neatness and des­
patch. every description of Job Work, such as 
C irculars, BUl-heads, Cards, Blanks, 
Catalogues, Program m es,
Shop Bills, Labels, A uction and H and 
BiUs, &c., &c.
Particular attention paid to
P  H I N T I N G  I N  C O L O R S
BRONZING. &.C.
Easy Consciences.
The London Times says there is an act of Par­
liament in force which requires a clergyman 
who has two livings more than five miles apart 
to keep a resident curate a t one, and to give him 
a hundred pounds a year, beside the use of the 
parsonage. Every possible provision is made ia 
the law for its own enforcement. A solemn 
declaration must be signed to this effect:
I. A. B., (the vicar) do declare that I bona 
fide intend to pay, and I. C. D., (the curate) do 
declare that I bona fide intend to receive, tha 
whola actual stipend mentioned in the foregoing 
nomination and statement, without aDy deduc­
tion or reservation whatever.
Moreover it is stated in the bishop's licensa 
that “  the bishop will revoke the license, and 
leys, is very fine but has hitherto been compara- not countersign the testimonial of any enrata 
------i . j . j  -------.— . .p — at.  wbo accepta a smaller sum than the stipend as­
signed in the lieense.”
­
ly.
Alick, Kester, Katie, and the rest, were all 
in the fields next morning as soon as the sun 
was up. The reaping began. Katie would bind 
for Alick ; and during the day, the two ex­
changed a good many sharp words. Rob Mc­
Lean came to lend a hand in the afternoon, and 
the men soon found each other out ; hut Roh 
had a decided advantage over the other. ‘ Was 
there ever such a wild Irishman, all tatters and 
rags ever seen in the country-side before ?’ whis­
pered Rob to Katie, as they sat under a tree, at 
lour o’clock, eating the.* lowance that had been 
brought from the house. Katie gave Alick a 
sly glance, and said * No.’ And, as Alick over­
head both question and answer, he vowed ven­
geance agiiinst Rub.
That night in the lane there was Jasper Lin- 
foot and Puil Cressy ; and Katie talked and
The blacksmith who had succeeded Kester 
Pateman at the village forge was a young man 
of herculean strength, and a wild character.—
He was more than suspected of a tenderness for 
the Squire’s pheasants, but the gamekeeper had 
not yet been found bold enough to give him a 
night encounter in the woods ; his name was 
Rob Me’ Lean ; he had been a soldier, and was 
discharged with a good conduct pension, after 
ten years’ service, and two wounds. He was 
Katie’s first sweetheart. She was very proud 
to be seen walking with him in the green lane 
on Sunday nights : but it was more child’s pride 
I than anything else, for, when he began to talk laughed with both of them : and the next day 
ohe “ll0 busBI1‘i,,d " ! tn r,!ter. Askew over the
‘ Where are you going, father?’ Katie asked, 
the following morning, as her father came to 
breakfast dressed as if for church or market.
I'm  going to ’Bram Rex, Katie, to hear 
what he says about something. He’s a wonder­
ful wise man.’
• Is it about the stacks, father? I ’d fear none: 
all's right so far. Them Irish reapers brought 
you luck I ’m thinking.’
1 I t ’s not about the corn. Katie,—hut thee.— 
I niaun’t lose thee, my bairn. Alick savs 
’Bram has a charm, and I ’m a going to get it 
fur thee. I don’t like tby white looks and thy 
crying.’
Katie dropped her spoon, and smiled to her 
self as she stopped to pick it up ugain, with a 
lace like a rose, which she was fain to hide by 
looking away through the window for ever so 
long.
Aftey breakfast, Kester mounted his old gray 
mare, and went slowly to Swinford, very mourn­
ful, and much troubled in his uiiud. The vil­
lage of Swinford was, by the river, seven miles 
from Harwood, and the high road ran along the 
bank, with a steep fall to the water, which was 
covered with hazel and low shrubs. ‘ Where­
fore shouldn’t I flung myself in there, and save 
the poor bairn?’ he said to himself, as he saw 
the river shining and glancing through the bush
tively secluded—an outpost of civilization. No 
other settlements lay to the west or north-west 
E asto f them, some miles’ distance, in the Val­
ley of the Black Vermilion,' there was a settle­
ment from Ohio. These came later that Mr. 
Langdon—such was one of the Missourian’s 
names—and between the Free-State settlers 
Irom Ohio and the handful of borderers, there 
was little communication ; differences of politi­
cal sentiment offered a still greater barrier than 
the few intervening miles between them. Lang­
don settled close on the creek, like most of the 
class to which he belongs. The stream promis­
ed a  mill-seat, for it rusned over a rocky bed at 
the sp o t; but he had neither the money nor the 
enterprise requisite, and the mill lay a slumber 
ing chimera in the tra in  of the squatter, and 
the waters of the Black Vermilion murmured 
idly away. The first season passed over these 
squatters marked by few improvements, and their 
residences rude cabins, when a change was in­
augurated. A Free-State settler from Ohio 
while wandering in search of a good location, 
chanced to halt a t the point selected by Lang­
don. His name was Brown. Intelligent and 
enterprising, and possessed of some means, he 
entered into a partnership with the Pro-Slavery 
squatter. His enterprise and wealth were to be 
balanced against the labor and location of Lang­
don. The mill was to he built, and a town was 
to grow up a t this place. Their partnership 
was only to extend to the mill and the town ; 
Langdon was to continue his farming operations 
and Mr. Brown brought a valuable stock of 
goods aud opened a store. Timber for the dam. 
and the mill was hewed ; part of the machinery 
“  Thank you 'B ram -and  you're sure Katie’ll wae “ gained, aud a lair prospect of prosperity 
be well if I let her wed Aleck !’ ®eemed daHin,.'n"  °,n tbe PlaC®'„ J!*'?, , S
“ Yes, man ! You’ll find the lass’s face shin­
ing when you get home, for she’s feeling that 
your heart’s changed towards her already. The 
stars has been whispering of it to her.
Quite c'neerlully Kester trotted the grey mare 
home, ami, as if immediately to prove the sage's 
words true, Katie came to meet him at the gate 
as rosy as a peony. Alick, at that minute, was 
escaping by the cow-house door into the pasture 
after telling Katie of his visit to ’Brain Rex, 
and preparing her lor its probable results.
VII.
In the centre of the great meadow directly 
opposite Kester Pateman’s chamber window 
there was a fine old oak tree, quite in the m a­
turity of its years and strength. Under its 
wide-spreading branches a herd of cattle could 
shelter from the summer heat, and in its giant 
bole was timber enough to build a frigate a l­
most. When Kester rose the morning after his 
visit to 'Bram Rex, he opened his window, and 
his eyes fell on this tree the first thing, as they 
had probably done for many a year. This time 
he gazed at it fixedly, half expecting to see the 
leaves and branches shrivel under his gaze ; but 
he s
Summer. After the war in the thiekiy-settled 
portion of tho»valley of the Kaw, several small 
bands of the Southern regiment located in dif­
ferent parts of the Territory. This was by far 
the smallest portion, as most of them left Kan­
sas to return to the South, Some half-dozen ol 
them located, a t or below Marysville, a Pro- 
Slavery station and lerry, and these were in 
visiting range of Langdon's. Lato last Fall, 
Mr. Brown had several thousand dollars iu 
money, iu his store, taken for the sale of goods. 
This money was stolen from him. A mystery 
of course, enveloped the perpetrators of the 
felony, hut not sufficiently piofound but that 
Mr. Brown fancied he could see through it. As 
might be expected, he expressed his opinion of 
certain facts and occurrences in couneetion 
therewith. To obtain redress was impossible. 
The “  enforcement of the law,’’ about which we 
hear so much, and which affords such a fine 
theme for official bulletins, only means giving 
something like vitality to laws l'raimed for po­
litical effect which the people repudiate. The 
few Pro-Slavery squatters in that region, as
All this seems plain and strong ; but in point 
of fact we are told that these declarations are 
mere waste paper. The viear does not mean to 
pay the above “ actual stipend,” and the curate 
does not expect to receive i t ; and the way the 
game is played is this. The parsonage in which 
the curate must live has some tumble-down, 
rickety furniture, worth perhaps some fifty or 
sixty pounds, belonging to the vicar. This is 
let to the curate at the rate of one hundred 
pounds a year, payable quarterly; and he thus 
receives with one hand and pays with the other. 
The reverend pluralist gets his work done for 
nothing, and coolly evades the law of the land. 
It is not difficult to obtain young men to serve 
as curatek, even on these hard terms ; fur thus 
they securo a title to orders, aud are qualified 
to receive any clerical promotion which may fall 
to their lot.
Nor is this all. The bishop himself under­
stands this solemn game of thumble-rigging—• 
knows that the whole proceeding is a disgrace­
ful farce—and lends the purity of his lawn to 
this conspiracy against undefiied religion and 
the law of the land !
The Boston Courier remarks :
The Times well says that these transactions in 
which bishops and clergyman play their parts 
are as disgraceful as any of those which have 
recently occurred in the world of business. I t  
is edifying to see a whole diocese stirred up 
abont some point of doctrine which no two men 
can  explain in the same way—to watch fierce 
controversies, terminated by solemn judgments, 
about candles and altar-cloths—and then to 
observe these degrading practices tolerated by 
by clerical public opinion. The Common people 
of England are every day growing more and 
more enlightened, and more and more disposed 
to estimate their institutions at their exact 
working value; and if the church means to 
keep its hold upon tuem, it most nut connive at 
tricks like these.
T he Camel’s R evenge.— A few years ago 
it chanced tha t a valuable camel, working 
an oil mill in Africa, was severely beaten by 
its driver, who, perceiving that the camel 
had treasured up the injury, and was w ait­
ing a favorable opportunity for revenge, 
kept a strict watch upon the animal. Timo 
passed aw ay ; the camel perceiving tha t it  
was watched, was quiet and obedient, and 
the driver began to think tha t the beating 
was forgotten, when one night, after tha 
lapse of several months, the man who slept 
on a raised platform in the mill, whilst, as 
is customary, the camel is stalled in a cor­
ner, happening to remain awake, observed
she laughed and said ,- about iuarryin
as nor fqr him. no .Jasper Linluui, me miller s eldest son, next 
! cast his eyes upon her, and followed her like her B^ie wanted to weave into a mat, and Katie chat- 
shadow lor a month; but no—Katie did no fan- tered with Win i aDa2 [l« next day Johnny Mar­
ti,e evening
ireds ot scarlet cloth that
cy him, he was too ugly; he squinted, he had 
red hair, and his leg6 were not of the same 
length. Then there was Peter Askew, the 
Squire’s hustsman, but he was widower, and 
Phil Cressy, the gardener, but he was a goose ; 
and Tom Carter—but Katie could never abide a 
. tailor.
W hile Katie, very hard to please, was co- 
> quetting with her would be lovers, perfectly safe; I mean beseemed not to take notice of her 
! and perfectly heart-free, Kester Paterin.in had J Katie y a s  as cross as sticks, and pretended 
settled all the time whom she should marry— I she was ill, and must go home. Home, accord- 
Johnny Martin, and nobody else. Johnny was. 8j ie went, and tangled her knitting honi-
tiie only son of Martin, the Squire’s coachman, i ^*7- .Whe had not been there long, when Alick 
who iiad saved money, lie was a simple young ! came in at the gate with a long lace, holding his 
man, with lank hair, a meek expression of coun-1 han(I in a handkerchief all stained with blood.
elsewhere in tlie.Territory, were the Country
------------------------------------- ------. p__ , ___ officers, appointees ot the bogus Legislature, and . .  • r. • ,,
But, after all v he added ‘ it  will be as I n  pelt his nam e'’‘tekwards threa times, and ! there^yns^on. ranch, reason QUSbt m o o n h g D ^  cautiously
,’J  iVnon ’  i,„;7n ' -ph,,* 1 W’ere were no visli’indsold his corn, and bough C robbery in seme shape. At ail events getting around, rose softly, and stealing towards a
a new cow ; so implicit was his faith in Brain's anothing like justice at their hands against Pro- 3pOt where a bundle of clothes and a ber-
c-harm ; and, meeting Johnny Martin, told him Slavery compeers, w as out of the question. n‘Q|l thrQwn earelessl 0„ the qJ re_
ruefully, that he must leave oil thinking of The robbery was only the prelude to a more . /  x -a n  -xi_-  ‘ - hiM-handed outrage on the unfortunate Free- senfbllnS a deeping figure, cast itself with
State settlers who had fallen into their hands.! Vlolence UPOU ^ eul‘ rolllng "-lth a11 lt3 
Mr, Brown was dragged from his bed one night weight, and tearing them viciously with its 
late last Fall, hut a short time after the rubbery, teeth. Satisfied that its revenge was eom- 
strripped and most mercilessly whipped by these plete, the camel was returning to its corner, 
ruffian.-, who dragged him from the house of when the driver sat up and spoke; and a t 
licketashortdistanceoff. When onllnj  i,:a r n ip p  n m l  nf>rn<»ivinrr
he^s got to say to her. My pocr bairn ! TOO 
Katie ?’
So he went forward to a small sized cottage a t , 
the entrance of the village, and knocked a t the I 
door.
Come in ,’ said a rough voice. Kester fas-
tin cauie with an offering of summer apples, 
which t, Alick being there to see) were gracious­
ly accepted. So Johnny was heartened into j tened his bridle to the paling of the garden, and 
staying half an hour, sighing and smiling spas-i entered.
modically. Alick went out very wrathful. 'So | q-be wjsa man wa8 gating in a large chair by 
many rivals are too many for one man, thought tll0 fireside, stirring n composition in a pan 
he. And, on the following morning, he took which had far more of the perfume of a poacii- 
nojnore notice of Katie than he did of_ Kester | ed bllr^ than hell-broth, which the gossips said .wJtined 
he was in the habit of making. ’Biam was an
old man with a long beard, and the subtlest and
Katie ; for she was not permitted to be his 
wife.
‘ Why not, Master Patem an!’ demanded 
Johnny, to whom this sudden change was in 
comprehensible.
‘ Because thou’s bespoken, Johnny, for anoth­
er woman ; aud thcre’d be contradiction and the 
mischief and all if we tried to go agen wiiat’s 
I spoke to ’Bram Rex yesterday—it 
was lie te ll't me.’
• ’Brain Rex ! the vagagbond fortune-teller !most wily of smiles. He looked up at 11s visitor , . , r i n- _ t i ■r  i , . , - , i i  i- exclaimed Johnnv, puffing out Ins fat cheeks infrom under Ins brows cunningly and shrewdly, , t- t i - i i .. j  i , g I token ot contempt, lor Johnny pretended tothen motioned him to be seated by a wave ol Ins ,. . . . .  . . .  V 1, , , r L  , more light than his neighbors. ‘ Is thatK atie shand. Kester was not here for the first time ; , , °  i- . n ? =,, ... - i n i  r , , best reasons, Kester Pateman?a hall-crown had he paid Bram lor prog- . . .  . ’ , .. ‘ . .  r. °  ‘ S la v -h o -n n t m an  : khe s  no
and left a valuable stock of goods and all of his
___ , ........ .........., ________ r ____________  . many a halt-crown Had he p a id ’Bram lor prog-1 7 ---------- t r. , improvements to the mercy of those who had
tenanee, and some gift for expounding, which | Lp sprang Katie, the color going out of her lace nostics touching the weather, information abou t' , ^W -be-not an ; she s no inkling that I ve > shown themselves so merciless to him He left 
he practised to small, select congregations in , «'ith fright. , lost artideSi a °d charm3 for his cattle against ?haDSed .m,nd l et- 1 alnt sPokcn to her>' ‘ le Territory and has not since returned. I
- .............................  . ‘ Yau’re hurt, Alick ! 0  how have you done diseasc n d h ig c r 0 8 a a in 8 t  b|i h t . but he | bu‘ I maun almost forgot to add
it? , Let me see and hind it up bad nevel. before feft gu”,, a submission -
c fhe least bit in creation, Miss k a tie ; but 110 awful sage in the chair covered with cat’s
you’re the best binder in the world, and it II heal skjn3.
L ingdon toatlucsetasuortu i i ii n . »  n u th(J sou d of  hi3 vo ce) and pe ceiv g the 
morning came lie was bleeding and lacerated.— • , , . °
Fearful of a  consummation of their outrages by mistake it had made, the animal was so 
his murder, he hastily packed a few of tho more mortified a t the failure and discovery of its 
valuable articles ot his property in a trunk, and scheme that it dashed its head against the 
getting into a skiff paddled down the Blue to wall aud died on the spot.
the Free-State settlements on the Kansas R i v e r , __________________
Peterman's barn every Sunday evening. When 
Kester announced his intention to his daughter, 
Katie pouted her red lips and tossed her head, 
j saying with an accent of superlative contempt, 
‘ That Johnny !' Rut she answered neither yea 
nor nay to her father’s words ; and tho next 
! Sunday ‘ That Johnny ’ came courting with a 
little basket of cabbage on his arm, as an offer- 
, ing to his belle.
I Katie looked as if it would have done her 
heart good to fling them one after the other in 
his fat foolish face, hut she restrained the im- 
;pulse, and only said:
‘ I ’ll plant ’em out to-morrow, Johnny.’
‘ Plant them out, Katie? Why they’re to 
eat.’
‘ Pigs?’ asked Katie in innocent bewilderment.
‘ We don’t keep any.’
• No, they’re for you, K atie ; they’re the 
finest white-hearts.’
‘ Hearts! Oh, Johnny, take ’em away di­
rectly ; hearts!—I never saw a heart before,’
: and she peeped into the basket with a face of 
; horrified curiosity.
! Now, Johnny had proclaimed that his afl'ec- 
, tions had fallen on Katie because she was such 
i a clever girl, and could do everything ; but this 
I exhibition of her talents by no means equalled 
■ his former impressions. He tried her again ;
‘ Can’t you cook, Katie? Did you never 
' stufi and roast a heart for your father's din- 
! ner ?’
’ ‘ Oh, Johnny, and you putting up for the
-ehool-master’s place ; what wicked nonsense 
you are talking! Surely you've called a t the 
Blue Cow by the way 2’
Johnny a t this monstrous insinuation broke 
out into a cold perspiration ; he was the most 
abstemious of young men, and laid a name in 
the village for every variety of excellence; and 
Kate was quite capable of telling tier suspicions 
everywhere. He endeavored to take her hand 
and to put his arm around her w aist;—hut 
Katie brought her palm against his cheek with 
such hearty good will that he was fain to sub 
side upon his chair in meek dismay.
• If you do that again, Johnny Martin, I ’ll 
tell my father,’ she cried ; and,with an affecta­
tion of great anger, she bowled his cabbages out 
into the garden, and ordered him to march alter 
them in double quick time. He took up his 
hat and obeyed her, casting on her, as lie went, 
the most pitiful aud expostulate^ glances.
•Don’t stop a t the Blue Cow, Johnny; gn 
straight home,’ she cried ae he went out at the 
gate, and the defeated swain crept away quite 
dejected.
Katie returned into the house, and began to 
6leek her hair before the little glass by the 
kitchen fire, humming a tune ull the time, and 
thinking how well she was rid of Johnny, when 
that worthy's voice sounded through the open 
window :
‘ I did'nt stop at the Blue Cow, Katie.’ She 
turned smartly round with such a shrewish face
under your eyes.’ replied the wily Alick, uncov­
ering the injured hand.
Katie got a sponge and water, and bathed it, 
and her pity lied.
‘ I t ’s not much more than a scratch,’ said she; 
so Alick groaned miserably.
‘ Surely, Miss Katie, it’s the hard heart you’ve 
got, for all your bonnie face,”  said he, reproach­
fully.
Katie blushed. Nobody else’s compliments ; 
had ever had that pleasing effect before ; and J 
Alick suddenly took heart of grace, and said 
one or two -more pretty things that did not seem 
to vex Katie very much. The dressing of the 
wound being done, Alick was obliged to go back 
to the field ; carrying the ’lowance was an ex­
cuse lor Katie to return too ; so, leaving her 
ball to the mercy of the cat on the floor, she got 
the basket and stone buttle of beer ready, and 
followed Aliek. The reapers said ’lowance was 
early that day, and then her fattier found fault 
about it.
Alick’s reflections were of a more cheerful 
turn now. ‘ Too many rivals may be as good as 
none,’ he thought. Indeed, he had found oat 
—who knows by what freemasonry?—that Katie 
liked nobody so well as him ; and he turned bis 
discovery to good account. Did she encourage 
Roh, or Jasper, or Peter, or Johnny, or anyone 
of her many admirers, by wurd or smile, lie de­
voted hiuiseif to Jennie, the pretty Irish girl, 
who was binding at Marshall’s farm; and Katie’s 
pillow could have testified that he had ample 
revenge.
Thus they went on till the last shock was in 
stack, and the Irish reapers began to travel 
north iu search of fresh pastures. All went but 
Alick ; and he, from his quick wit and sharp 
eve, had won favor with the Squire's head keep­
er, who retained him as one of Iiis watchers.
Although he had arrived at Harwood a scare­
crow of rags, who so trim and spruce now as 
Aliek ! Katie had a secret pride iu Iiis appear­
ance, as, with his gun on his arm and his game- 
bag slung over Iiis shoulder, he followed the 
Squire in the woods,—looking, as she thought, 
far the liner and handsomer gentleman, That 
Johnny’s face had now become perfectly sicken­
ing to her, and none the less so because Kester 
would talk of their marriage ; for the young 
man had been chosen village schoolmaster, wiiii
‘ I know your errand, Kester Pateman,’ said 
’Bram solemnly. ‘ I  have been working out reason.‘ Her reasons, Johnny, is that she can’t abide 
lad, hut it goes agen the grain
science, and his poor old hands shookas he drew I 2 L ! i * \ °  ? kuG' , e 8 8aucy lassie,
1.:. 1....U___L .......  ,._,i 1 and her that s bespoken you by the stars has a
mint of money.’
a horoscope all night. It is a case of difficulty.’ i , . , ’ , .. 1 7 ji • , . .. ■ J thee; tliou’s good Kester was profoundly impressed by this pre- wU(] her to_t ’ [|k q
out Iiis leathern purse, -and said
‘ ’Brain, i t ’s not money nor corn this time, 
i t ’s my bairn Katie.’
The sage nodded and echoed.
‘ Katie ! I knew it .’
‘ W hat must I give you ! This ?’
And Kester took out a gold piece’ and laid it 
on the seemingly unconscious palm of ’Bram.
‘ Enough, Kester Pateman,’ replied ho ;
‘ enough. Tell me what you want—your 
daughter is smitten------’
‘ Yes ’Brain ; but there was one told me you 
had a charm agen the Evil Eye. Would it save 
her? W ill you sell it? asked Kester, trembling 
all over with anxiety, and stretching out his
feeble hands with the purs6 to ’Brain. i , - , ,‘ ld o  not sell, Kester Pate ,nan-talk  not o f l arP le8 as. a  wedd,.nS P ^ e n t ,  and 1 
selling Describe to me your child’s symptoms ous a11 nl«h t- "  heQ Katle came ne 
and be at peace.’
The wise man had a voice of such preter-na- 
tural depth that it really seemed ns if Iiis words 
were also of superior sagacity ; Kester listened 
to him with the profoundest faith, and then gave 
a description of Katie’s state—her pale cheeks, 
her stillness, and her crying. ’Barm shook his 
head
‘ I don’t say she’ll die, Kester, and I can't 
say she’ll live , but there’s chance, if you’ll try
that in going down the
But it 's  not fair to jilt a poor fellow, because Bine in his canoe, he was so weak from the har- 
’Bram Rex tells you a pack of lies,’ remonstrated barou3 treatment he iCid received that he was 
Johnny. ‘ I ’ll speak to Katie myself, with ; unable to manage his frail vessel. It upset and 
your leave, Master Pateman, and ask her, her ! he was nearly drowned. His trunk and its con­
tents were lost.
This act of unprincipled barbarity wilted the 
enterprise of the place. The timbers for the
11 lie retting, unheeded. The irons rust, acd
This happy invention of Kester's was uttered 
boldly as a consolation to the forsaken swain,
the grass grows where the footstep.-, of business 
would have been, But a more signal visitation 
came. In the region of which I write, the 
prairie grass grows most luxuriantly, aud when
A Land Specllation.—Before Suggs opened 
his saddle-hags to pay the Indian woman lor tha 
land, General Lawson, who wanted a slice, 
came to Suggs and said, • Mr. Suggs,’ said he,
‘ I ’d like to have an interest in your contract 
and I'm  willing to pay for i t ; I ’ll find the 
money to pay the Indian, and give you an in­
terest of one-third.’ ‘ Not ’thout I was will­
ing, would ye?’ asked Suggs jeeringly. ‘ I’ll 
do better than tha t,’ said Tayior, wiping the 
blood from his nose; ‘ 1 11 furnish the money 
and give you half the land sells for when wo 
part with it ?’ ‘Very proverbly,’ remarked Si­
mon, ‘ hut unless some on ye counts me out five 
hundred, and furnishes your own money to  buy 
the land with, I shall have to nnlock these 
here,’ patting the saddle-bags, ‘ and buy it for 
myself.’ ‘ I ’ll do i t !’ said Colonel Brvan, whoand he, as such, accepted it. Johnny was as | jt ba8 drjed Up_ and a tire gets in it, it pours a
credulous as his neighbors. . . .  resistless flood of fire over hill and dale, Mr. had been making a calculation on the inside of
In a lout a mouth alter Kester I ateman s visit Langdon, in company with his son, had gone to the crown of his hat—‘ I ’ll do i t !’ ‘ All,’ said
to biam Rex there was a wedding at Harwood j one op tbe Missouri River towns for a load of Suggs, that's ‘ what made the chicken squall.’ 
and such a danee in Kester s barn as had never , ovj3jons_ They were returning, having a Yoir’r  the man I'm a huntin '! Draw your 
been heard ol in the country sidebefore. _ All wagOn with two pairs of oxen, when they were weepins!’ The land was forthwith ‘ certified’
1 met by a furious fire in the prairie, at a spot to Suggs, who immediately transferred it to
where the grass was very luxuriant. Tho wind ; Bryan. ‘ Now, gentlemen,’ said the Captain,
blew almost a gale. Langdon told me of the . ‘ everybody’s satisfied—ain’t they?’ If they 
affair himself. ain't they ought to be,’ replied Colonel Bryan,
‘ The fire leap a hundred feet every pop,’ h e ! who was deligiited with his bargain. ‘ I think 
said. ‘ I tried to git my matches to tire agin it, 80 too,’ remarked Suggs, ‘ and bain as that s 
hut tiie wind Mowed ’em o u t; an ’t seemed to - the case, lie continued, opening his saddle- 
me as though everythin’ went wrong, for thej baK8i ‘ 88 ' 'iafi to acs before you all as il my 
kern up on us almost afore we knowed. I pulled : saddle-bags were lull of gold and silver, or else
the defeated swains were there. Johnny Mar­
tin and Tom Carter made the music on two in- 
dependent-minded violins, and lost in this op­
portunity of distinguishing themselves, the sore 
sensation of disappointment. Johnny behaved 
nobly ; he presented Katie with half a peck of 
looked glori- 
ar him once
he whispered :
‘ Katie, did you tell anybody about the Blue 
Cow ?" my coat tight around me, and turned my hack
‘ No, man ; it was only my fun.’ replied she - to b,ut (roared and a" d 'V:‘9 bu,rnin’
mischievously, and Johnny drew a long breath a  bundred ,eot w,de' When tt first struck us, 
of relief.
‘ I ’ll do anything, ’Bran)—why I'd die for 
that bairn! You don’t know how I love my 
Katie. W hat’s the chance, Bram?’
• The stars will not bo hurried, Kester Pate­
man ; they have not spoken yet. Come and 
see.’
The sage led the way into a second room, in 
the middle of which was a table whereon lay a 
sheet of paper with sundry figures and scrawls 
thereon.
‘ Look hero,’ and ’Brain began to trace a line 
witli his forefinger. ‘ This is the girl's line of 
life. Mark it well, Kester Pateman.’
Kester, dizzy with anxiety, fixed his eyes on 
it intently.
Here is a man of battles : it passes him.—
a salary of thirty pounds, a Cottage and garden > This part shows them that seek her in matri- 
rent-free, and coals ad libitum ; so that he had ' mouy I them that she must not marry, Kester— 
you mark me ?’
Kester nodded his head.
‘ She must not marry any one of these with 
the cioss agen ’em. Not this with the spade, 
nor the figure with the sack nor him with the
a home to take her to.
Katie was having a good cry one afternoon in
the house by herself, over the thoughts of John­
ny, when there came a knock to the door. She 
got up and opeued it, expecting to see a neigh­
bor come in for a gossip ; but, instead, there 
stood Alick
Directly he saw what she had been about he
We find the following beautiful little gem that Johnny added, in haste to deprieate h e r d e d ,  ‘ Who has been vexing thee, K atie ' 
floating about, uncredited in our exchanges ; wrath, ‘ I left my basket, Katie ; let me get it 
, —it’s in the corner.’There’s many an empty cradle,
There’s many a vacant bed, 
There’s many a lonely bosom,
Whose joy and light has fled, 
.For thick in every graveyard
The little hillocks lie—
And every hillock represents
An angel in the sky.
Virginia is said to bo overrun by Gipseys.__
They are of European origin, and practice all 
the tricks and pilferings for which tho alas# 
have ever been distinguished. They are a t­
tracted to Virginia just as they are found in 
worn out countries of the old world.
‘ At your peril set foot over the door-stone, 
Johnny!’ Johnny’s plump countenance in ­
stantly disappeared. She snatched up the bas­
ket, threw it after him, and then took a hearty 
lit of laughter to herself.
in.
I t  w’as the beginning of harvest ; and, on the 
evening of the day alter Johnny Martin’s in­
auspicious courting visit, Kester Puterman and 
Katie were sitting on the wooden bench before 
the door, she knitting, and he bemoaning, when 
a party of Irish reupers, with their sickles in
Only tell me,—tell me, Katie!’ A nda smile 
broke through her tears as she said, ‘ 0  Alick, 
it’s that Johnny !’ And they looked in each 
other’s faces and laughed.
What Alick said more, this tradition betray- 
eth n o t; but, whatever it was, Johnny’s pros­
pects of a wife were not increased thereby ; and 
when Alick went away home to his cottage at 
the park gate, it was with a  triumphant step 
and his curly head in the air ; and Katie cried 
no more over her knitting that afternoon, 
v.
Village gossip soon proclaimed tho fact of 
Alick’s visits to Kester Pateman's cottage ; and 
amongst the first to hear of them was Johnny.them hands, came up the lane. Ihey s to p p e d )^  lelnon6trated with J d
W hat a danee that was to the tune of Mer­
rily danced the Quaker’s wife and merrily danced 
the Quaker ! It seemed as if it would never 
come to an end. So loudly hilarious was the 
mirth at the sapper after it, that nobody heard 
the thunder rattle over-head, or saw when all 
separated and went home, the lightning leaping 
about the hills. But there had been certainly a 
terrible storm that night, though few people at 
Harwood recollect i t ; and the next morning, 
when Kester opened his window, as Iiis custom 
was, to give the charmed gaze at the oak tree in 
the meadow, behold ! one side was reft entirely 
of its boughs, and a black scarred trunk faced 
him instead of yesterday’s majestic grow th.~ 
Kester started back affrighted. Gould this be 
tho effect of the Evil Eye ?
If you ever go to Harwood, as you rido into 
tbe village, in tho meadow opposite the black 
see the blasted trunk of
my boy hollered, and his clothes took fire. I 
ran to Idin to put out the tire that was burnin’ 
him. and that's why I got so bad burned myself
lose my chance of profit here, I'll now throw 
out these here rocks and old iron, for its mighty 
tiresome to a horse !’ and the Captain did threw 
out the recks and old iren. for he had not a 
dollar in the world ! The speculators vanished. 
This here’s a mighty hard world,’ murmur-
It was wadin’ through fire—’twasbreathin’ tire, i the Captain to himselt, musingly, • to get
I am a useless man now, stranger. My arms 
are so burnt that I cannot use them, and I was 
burned badly here and there. I will never do a 
lick o’ good work again.’
And the boy? you ask. Well, he died, as I 
learned, after a few days of lingering torture. 
Even the oxen were so burned that they perish­
ed from the effect of the tire.
‘ I uant to sell the mill, stranger. It 's  a 
mighty fine site. I own just half of it myself 
and 1 don’t think Brown’ll ever come back 
again. Ef you seo any one as wants to buy. 
I ll give ’in a chance, an ’ they kin take it and 
the resk with it. We've got our town laid off, 
too. We’ve got a charter from the Legislature 
this Winter.’ He pointed to a bare hill over the 
creek as the site. ‘ That’s a mighty nice hill 
over there ; make a right peart lookiu place for
aloi-g in. Ef a fell -r don't n alre evrry i.idg 
cut, lie's in the back ground directly. It's  tile 
and strive and tussle every way to make an hon­
est livin’. Well !’ he continued, in a strain of 
unusual piety, ‘ well, there is a Providence that 
purvides; and ef a man will only stand squar’ 
up to what’s right, it will prosper his endeavors 
to make somethin' to feed his children on ! Yes, 
there is a Providence ! 1 should like to see the 
man who would say there ain’t. I don't hold 
with no sieh. Ef a man says there ain’t no 
Providence, you may be sure there's something 
wrong hire,' striking in the region of his breast 
pocket—‘ and that man will swindle you, ef he 
can—certain!’—Scenes in Georgia.
smith's forge, you
the giant oak tree; and, should curiosity prompt ( 
you to ask how it came to be destroyed, any a church.
gossip will tell you that one Kester Pateman C hurch ' W hat was a church to them ! 1
withered it away by the power of tho Evil Eye questioned him a little about the whipping ol 
—he having gazed at it every morning, fasting, Brown.
for that purpose. They will tell you also that, ‘ I had nothin’ to do with it. stranger. No- 
froin having been one of the most unlucky men, body knows nothin’ about who it could be.— 
he became one of tho most prosperous in the : They tuk him out by the elm yandor, aud I could 
district, with grandchildren and great-grand-( hear him yell every time they h it him.’ Andas 
horse, nor yet one with the peaked cap and I children, and flocks and herds innumerable. ! he spoke 1 could see tho vindictive ferocity of n ntrfln ’om «•» 11 ’ A llvo in fho firm-hniferule—the stars have spoken agen ’em all.
Kester wiped his forehead, and said lie saw 
that clearly enough.
‘ Mark me agen, Kester,’ pursued the sage 
sinking his voice until it sounded as if it eaure 
up nut of the toes of his boots ; ‘ mark well,
fur I can’t show you it a second time. This is 
the sign of a powerful man who has eonre over 
tho sea—he’s got a sickle and a gun. The sic­
kle means, that he shall reap abundance of corn 
and live on the fat o’ tho land all his days, and 
the gun is a token that he's a bravo man ; and 
his face being to Katie's line o’ life is a sign 
that he loves her, and that she has a thought 
for him. Are you hearkening Kester ?’
• Yes, ’Brain, I  hear. Oh ! buc you are a 
knowledgeable man. These,’ following the first 
marks with his lingers, ‘are surely Rob McLean 
and Jasper Linfoot, and here's Phil Creasy, and
Alick and Katie still live in the farm-house, his eyes even there, 
down by tho water-pasture, which the Squire j ■ You heard him,’ I asked, ‘ did you not go 
let them have when they were married. By ; down p  j  gxed uly eyes on him as I usked the 
d in to f talking of it, they have come themselves I lion and a bua tinged even his
to beiievo in tho Evil Lye. Brain Rex s de- bronzed cheek, and Iiis eyes fell.
seendents livo and flourish in various districts ; | ;
thou-h ’Bram himself, for mistake respecting ‘ Oh, no, 1 didn t go near cm ho stammered, 
another person’s proper^, was transported to a j ‘ 1 bad t0 do wlth Be3,d89' 1 leaI"
a interfered with ’em.
_____  I looked at the useless timbers in the grass.
. . . .  11 listened to tho murmurs of tho Black Vcrmil-
Wanted.—A young man of industry, ability : jon and thought of the hopes and enterprise 
and integrity, &c, I that had haply perished. I looked over to the
This meets our eye daily in the column of bar0 tnoll and thought of the bogus charters, 
‘ W ants,' and it is as true as the Pentatoutli.— and feit that fifty bogus charters would not com- 
Wanted? Of course they are always wanted. - en3ata for the lost enterprise that ruffian stu- 
The market can never be overstocked ; they w ill, ^jdity aud C1.;me had driven from tho field of its 
always bo called for and never quoted ‘ dull’ or and labors.— -V. Y. Ttibune.
‘ no sale.’
was transnorteu to a  ......  — , , ,  , _ , ,
distant colony to exorcise his craft there—with , tb.at, tb^ d a .,h,?".™ aD^  ° F “  U
what success, this tradition sayetli not.
Good Humor—Good humor may be defined a 
habit of being pleased ; a constant and perenni­
al soltness of manner, easiness of uppruuoli, and 
suavity of disposition ; like that which every 
aian perceives in himself, when the first trans­
ports of new felicity have subsided, and his 
thoughts are only kept in motion by a slow suc­
cession of soft impulses. Good humor is a state 
between gaiety and unconcern ; the act or ema­
nation of a mind at leisure to regard the grati­
fication of another.
It is imagined by many, tha t whenever they 
aspire to please, they are required to be merry, 
and to show the gladness of their souls by 
flights of pleasantry, and bursts of laughter.— 
But though these men may be for a time heard 
witli applause and admiration, they seldom de­
light us long. We enjoy them a little, and then 
retire to easiness and good humor, as the eye 
gazes a while on eminences glitteii.ig with the 
sun, but soon turns aching away to verdure and 
to flowers.
Gayety is to good humor as animal perfumes 
to vegetable fragrance; the one overpowers weak 
spirits, and the other recreates and revives them. 
Gaiety seldom fails to give some pain : the hear­
ers either strain their faculties to accompany its 
towering, or are left behind in envy and dtsp.u'r. 
Good humor boasts no faculties, which every 
one does not believe in his own power, and 
pleases principally by not offending.
r
© j b  f t o r f c t a i i  ® a ^ t f e ,
T h u r s d a y  E v e n in g , J u l y  2 , 1857 .
The Eepublican Convention.
The Republican State Convention for the nomi­
nation of a candidate to be' supported Tor the 
gubernatorial chair at the coming election 
was held at Bangor, on Thursday of last week, 
and is characterized by the various reports as 
one of the largest and most enthusiastic dele­
gate meetings ever held in the State.
The Convention was called to order by the 
Chairman of the State Committeo, and Jede- 
diah Jewett, Esq., of Portland, was made tem­
porary Chairman with two Secretaries. Prayer 
was then offered by Rev. Mr. Caldwell, after 
which Committees on Credentials, permanent 
organization, and general business, were raised. 
On a motion for the Chair to appoint a Commit­
tee on Resolutions, there was a warm though 
amicable debate, the only point of difference 
being the fear that such a Committee would not 
properly express the views of the majority upon 
the temperance question. The Committee was 
finally selected, however,by Countv delegations, 
one member being joined from each county, 
and the State Committee for the ensuing year 
was aUo raised in the same way.
In accordance with the report of the Com­
mittee, the permanent organization was effected 
by the choice of Hon. Noah Smith, J r  , ol 
Calais, as President, with one Vice President 
from each county, and five Secretaries. Mr. 
Smith briefly acknowledged the honor which 
had bsen conferred upon him, and it was then 
voted that the balloting for a candidate for Gov­
ernor should take place at 2 1-2 o'clock P. M. 
Previous to the balloting, as some delegates bad 
been instructed to vote for Gen. Perry, of Ox 
ford, that gentleman withdrew his name. A 
letter from Hon. Jos. 11. Williams, "was also 
read, in which he declined to be considered as a 
candidate for nomination. The Convention 
then proceeded to ballot for candidate for Gov 
ernor, with the following resu lt:
Whole number, C01
Lot M. Morrill, had 585
S. P. Benson, C
J .  J  Perry, 4
All others G
Mr. Morrill’s nomination was then made 
unanimous, amid enthusiastic demonstrations of 
applause.
Eloquent speeches were then made by Hon. 
Isruel Washburn, Senator Hamlin, General 
Fessenden, and Messrs. Vinton, of Gray, Poor, 
of Portland, and Farwell, of Rockland. We 
find in the Boston Journal the following very 
brief synopsis of the remarks of the two first 
named gentlemen :
“ Hon. Israel W ashburn was called for 
and took the stand. He was surprised at the 
numbers present, and congratulated them upon 
the unanimity it bespoke. He referred to the 
contest of last year, and declared that the Re 
publicans had accomplished all they had a right 
to expect. He counseled subordination of all 
other questions to the principle of freedom, and 
spoke eloquently of the future of the Republi­
can party.
Senator H amlin was called to the stand amid 
great enthusiasm. He considered this one ol 
the proudest days of his life. The Republi­
cans of Maine now had nearly all the men they 
desired. They had mortgage on a few more 
Democratic hearts, and meant to foreclose soon I 
He briefly sketched the downward progress ol 
the Democratic party till bottom was reached 
under James Buchanan. He inculcated undi­
vided devotion to freedom, and conciliation on 
other questions, and said the process which had 
So'i 'iTrelnVtj'ra&Drmoeraey to mere. 
must he pursued till Maine_shone as the banner 
Republican State.
Mr. Pike, from the Committee on Resolutions, 
reported a series of Resolves, which were anan 
imously adopted, shortly after which the Con­
vention adjourned. The declarations of the 
Resolutions are, briefly—
That the tendencies of the times admonish 
the people of the free States to the excercise of 
a  more jealous regard for their rights, anti the
will be calkd to fill by an overwhelming major­
ity of the electors of the State in September 
x t.”
A New M otive Power.
A new motive power is alleged to have been 
discovered and brought into practical operation 
by Prof. J .  C. F. Salomon, of Baltimore, and 
the Baltimore Patriot is quite enthusiastic over 
the matter, This new mechanical agent is called 
the “  Su/ph. Oil Carbonic Acid Engine.” Prof. 
S, is said to have bsen at work on this discovery 
for nearly ten years, aided during this timo by 
everal of the most wealthy nnd intelligent gen­
tlemen of Baltimore. The machine is n com­
mon rectilinear steam engine, the motive power 
being the only essential point of difference from 
those in general use. This new motor is thus 
spoken of by the P a tr io t:
“  The patent novelty consists in the motive 
power and its application, which wholly super­
sedes steam. This motor is produced by a com­
pound of do. sulphiated bi. sulphuret of carbon, 
coal tar, and volatile or fixed oil, which, under 
ertain influences of heat, becomes powerfully 
expansive, and thus gives momentum. Though 
only a fonr-horse engine, it was performing the 
estimated duty of ten horses, and has been so 
doing since put in operation, nearly a fortnight 
ago.
The great virtue and triumph of thia wonder­
ful invention, which in all probability will cause 
a revolution in mechanics, are its economy, safe­
ty, and power, combining, also, cheapness and 
convenience.
The fluid, or gaej constituting the motive 
power, is used over and over again with scarce 
ly any diminution or waste, being thrown, after 
performing its work, from the heater to the con­
denser, and from the condenser to the heater 
again, with thorough renovation. The heater, 
where the gas or fluid is introduced, is sub­
merged in a cistern of heated oil, kept hot by a 
gentle fire. In this condition the gas expands, 
aining its power and passing through pipes and 
valves, acts upon the piston, giving motion to 
the engine. The appliances are simple, easy of 
comprehension, free from complication, and not 
subject to accident or disarrangement. Thus a 
steady, active force is at all times kept up.
The cost of this fluid is estimated at ten cents 
per gallon, and it is demonstrated that eighteen 
gallons, by careful attention, will run an engine 
of the capacity here noticed, for one year. Its 
components are such as not to freeze, even at 
ninety degrees below zero. The amount of fuel 
is, in a proportion of fifteen pounds of coal to 
-me hundred pounds .compared with a steam en­
gine of the same dimensions, whilst more than 
double the force can bo brought into requisi­
tion.”
I f  this new invention be all that is claimed 
for it, the mighty works of steam will ere long 
belong only to the history of the past, The su­
periority of this new moving power over steam, 
in its application, is said to have been clearly 
shown in a trial with steam under the same ap­
plication of heat. With a degree of heat with 
which the steam engine scarcely moved, and 
stopped, the ne.tv motor produced eighty revo­
lutions per minute. In addition to this advan­
tage, it is claimed that, with tho new moving 
power, explosion is impossible, which, as it ob­
viates danger, is a great desirability. Many 
practical machinists and scientific men, who 
have examined this engine and witnessed its op­
erations, express the utmost confidence of its 
success. The inventor, Prof. Salomon, though 
be has been a citizen of the United States for 
twenty-seven years, is a native of Prussia. We 
shall look with interest for further developments 
with regard to this invention.
Store Roiiberv—Almost.— An attempt to 
break into and steal from the Oyster and Re­
freshment Saloon ol II. S. Moore was made 
at about one or two o'clock on Saturday morn­
ing, by two thievish individuals, who were de­
feated of their booty by timely discovery. The 
diately in the rear cf the wooden block con­
taining the store upon which the attempt was 
made, and tire back window of the store is hut 
a few feet from those of the house occupied by 
Mr. Wass. Some of the family ol Mr. W. were 
awakened by the breaking of a pane of glass, 
and called tc him, and rising and going to the 
window, saw that the rear window of the store
was open, the thieves having entered. Direct- 
adoption of measures of rajre determined vindi- Lv Llr. W. was told by a member of his family 
cation of State sovereignty. that the burglars had struck a light, and pro-
That tho recent judgment of the Supreme _ j  .t i r ,Court, and the denial of the doctrines of the t0 the kltchen’ the W1Dd°W ° f whlch
Declaration of Independence by the to-called commanded a good view of the store, thinking
F o u r t h  o f  J u l y !
Eighty-First Anniversary o f our National 
INDEPENDENCE.
Independent C itizen s’ C elebration .
PROCESSION, MUSIC, SPEECHES &c.
The Eighty first Anniversary of our National 
Independence will be appropriately observed by 
our citizens, on Saturday, by a Military, Fire­
men’s and Civic Parade, Orations, &e. U e 
have understood that there will be a rowing 
match, for a purse, upon the waters of the Bay, 
and also trotting-matches for the lovers of “ last 
horses.” A programme of the celebration has 
been printed, which wo publish, and we trust 
that our organized societies, Ac., as well as all 
our city officials will swell the ranks of the pro 
cession, by promptly filling the places assigned 
them.
We extend a cordial invitation to our friends 
abroad to be present with us, and are confident 
that such as come will enjoy a pleasant day’s 
entertainment. Our excellent hotels are mak­
ing ample provision for the entertainment of 
guests, and friends from neighboring towns who 
may have occasion to patronize them will be 
sure to find the “  lateh-string on the outside,” 
and good cheer within. The favorite little 
steamer “  Rockland ”  is to make an excursion 
from Belfast to Rockland, on the Fourth, leaving 
the former place at G, A. M,. touching at Cam' 
den and Rockport, and returning at 4 1-2 P. M 
We understand that, by invitation ol Defiance 
Engine Co., No. 4, the E ureka and State of 
Maine Engine Companies, of Thomaston, will 
participate in the festivities of the day. Al­
together, we think that our citizens and their 
visitors will enjoy a “  grand good time,” not­
withstanding so little time has been spent in 
preparation for the celebration. The services 
of our Rockland Band have been secured for 
the day, giving us the best of music for the oc­
casion.
The general features of the celebration will 
be as follows :
Tho Bells of the several churches will ho rung 
for half an hour, a t Eunrise, noon and sunset.
Tho usual decorations will be made, and as 
this department is not in charge of a commit­
tee, it is expected that our citizens, generally, 
will exert themselves to give our streets and 
prominent buildings a gala suit in honor of the 
day.
At nine o'clock A. M. under the direction of 
Marshals, a Procession will be formed on Lime 
Rook and Main streets, the right resting at the 
Commercial House. The following is the 
O R D E R  O F  P R O C E S S I O N .
M ilita r y  E scort.
Rockland Band.
City Guards.
Mechanic Rifles.
C IV IC  PROC ESSIO N.
AIDS. CHIEF MARSHAL. AIDS.
President and Vice President of the Day. 
His Honor, the Mayor and Ex-Mayors. 
Marshal and Deputy Marshal. 
Aldermen and Common Council. 
President and Clerk of Common Council. 
City Clerk and Treasurer.
Committee of Arrangements.
Orators of the Day.
Chaplain and Reader of tho Declaration. 
Chief and Ass’t. Engineers of Fire Department 
Fire Companies with Engines.
Masonic Procession.
Citizens of Neighboring Towns.
Citizens of Rockland.
R o u t e  o f  P l ’OC C bbiU U .
From Lime Rock, through Union, to Pleasant 
street; down Pleasant to Main street, and 
through Main street to Crockett’s Block ; thence 
through Warren, North Main, Rankin,"Union, 
Middle and Main streets, to the Congregational 
Meeting IIouBe.
At the last named place will be observed the 
following
Order o f  Exerca*e».
Democratic State Convention, met at Port­
land on the 30th instant. The committee on 
credentials reported the presence of 585 Dele­
gates, and the committeo appointed to report 
on the votes given in for a candidate to be sup­
ported (or Governor, reported as follows :
Whole number of votes thrown, 585
Necessary for choice, 293
Manassah II. Smith had 29G
N. S. Littlefield 131
W. P. Haines 82
E. K. Smart 50
G. F. Shepley, aud all others G
Mr. Smith’s nomination was then made 
unanimous, ani three cheers were given for the 
next Governor
“ Patent Leather Photographs.” —We 
would call attention to Blodgett’s advertise­
ment of photographs on patent leather, in to­
day s paper. Phis is a new and unique style ol 
picture, and Ins its peculiar advantages which 
others lack. Call at the saloon, near the “  Wil­
low Tree, ’ and examine specimens.
2 7 '  A IRepo t of the Trial of “  Lucien A. 
Dean,” on an action for breach of marriage 
contract, before the S. J . C. of the Young Men’i 
Forensic Union will be found in our columns 
next week, havng been crowded out of to-day’s 
paper.
573* In lookng over the advertisements it 
will be observel that oar friends, the Messrs. 
Harris have diaolved their business connection 
and that the :taod is in the keeping of the 
Senior of the oil firm, who has thought it ex­
pedient to change, somewhat, his business, hav­
ing added to his extensive stock of Cloths and 
Clothing a choice assortment of Dry Goods, 
adapted to the wants of our community a t this 
season. He would be pleased to have a call 
from the ladies of Rockland and vicinity. *
Kate.” —Our occasional fair correspondent 
is informed that her poetical favors have been 
received, and will in due time appear.
T e r r ib le  A c c id e n t .
Burning o f a St. Lawrence Steamer.
T h ree H undred nml F ifty  L ives Lost I
NEW S ITEM S.
Democratic party, point to a serious change in 
the theory of the government, threatening alike 
to personal liberty and to the permanence ol 
popular rule.
That the aim of the Republican party is the 
assertion of the true principles and ju s t inter­
pretation of the federal Constitution; opposi­
tion to  the modem heresy that freedom is no 
bett r  than slavery ; the defence of the personal 
liberty of the citizens, the rights of free labor, 
and the essential rights of man.
In lavor of bringing, as far as practicable, all 
federal offices within reach of the people by 
popular election ; and in favor of preserving 
the Union as it was established by the founders 
of the Republic.
The resolution in regard to the liquor iaw 
recommends the withdrawal of the question 
from the arena o f politics, and the submission 
of a prohibitory law to a direct vote ol the peo­
ple.
We are glad that the dominant political par­
ty in the State have made the decision which 
they have adopted with reference to tho tem­
perance question, and if that party are success­
ful in the coming campaign, we look to see the 
principle which they have expressed faithfully 
adhered to. We are pleased that the question 
of a prohibitory law has been withdrawn from 
the coming political contest, and that it must 
he considered on its own merits. Our own mu­
nicipal experience since the enactment of the 
“  license law ” has proved this question to ba a 
vital ono, and if. as wo trust, it shall come up 
singly for their decision, we have little reason to 
fear that we shall be ashamed of the testimony 
of our citizens. We look, wc say, to see the 
principle embodied in the last Resolution of 
the Republican Convention carried out. We 
look to see a prohibitory law carefully and ju ­
diciously framed a t the Dext session of the Leg­
islature of Maine and submitted to the people 
for their direct and unequivocal vote, This is 
a question of deep and vital moral interest 
to the people of Maine, and, in a position where 
there can be no prevarication, no skulking be­
hind mere party organization, no excuse for in­
action or wrong action foreign to the single 
merits of the question itself, we look to see 
them decide it. And if we do not sadly mis 
take the feeling of tho people of Maine, that 
decision will not be a matter of doubt, but be 
the case as it may, we will trust, at least, that 
the moral reputation of the State may be re­
lieved from the disgrace of that most miserable 
of abortions and most odious of compromises, 
the present License Law.
The nominee of the Convention, Mr. Morrill, 
16 well known from his previous connection 
with the politics of the State, and we know of 
nothing which should render him in any degree 
unworthy of the so fully expressed confidence 
of hie party, and we find the following allusion 
to him in the Portland Advertiser of a  recent 
date :
”  Mr. Morrill’s political career is well known, 
and the tnost vituperative of his opponents 
cannot deny to him the merit of entire consist­
ency nnd h-.nesty in all his conduct. « * *
As a lawyer, Mr. Morrill ranks among the most 
ea insnt in our State He is an eloquent speak­
er and we have no doubt possesses all the ad­
ministrative talent requisite for the faithful and 
leaeficial discharge of the position which he
that he might be able to see and identify the 
thieves, but when he got to the window the 
light had been extinguished. Going back to 
his room and hastily putting on some articles of 
dress, Mr. W ., when he went to the window 
again, saw the rogues escaping, and going out 
as toon as possible was unable to trace them.— 
The rascals had been quite noisy, throughout 
their attempt, breaking the glass and raising 
the window without care, and talking loud
Voluntary by the Rockland Band.
Prayer by Chaplain.
Reading of the Declaration of Independence. 
Music by the Band.
Speeches by Rev. N. Butler and J .  0 . Skinner, 
and T. K. Osgood, Esq.
Music,
Benedictiou.
Any society, company or organization desiring 
to join the procession, and to whom a position 
has not been assigned, in the programme, will 
have a place assigned them in the procession, on 
reporting themselves to G. F. Blrgess, E sq.,
enough to he heard by Mr. IV. Mr. Wass im- 1 Chief Marshal, previous to 8 o’clock A. M. of 
mediately called Deputy Marshal Myers and ; Saturday.
Mr. L. D. Carver, hut no farther trace of the 1 N. B. The several companies are requested 
thieves Cuuld he found. They had been obliged ' to re-assemble on the corner of Main and Lime 
to flee without an y booty, however, for fear of Rock streets at 3 o’clock P, M.
L adies’ Festival.
The ladies of the First Baptist Society will 
hold a Festival, a t Phoenix Hall, on the even­
ing of the Fourth. The Rockland Band will be 
present, contributing to the attractions of the 
festival.
G T In a paragraph relative to the death by 
drowning of Mr. Henry S. Creamer, of Waldo, 
boro,’ copied from one of our exchanges last 
week, it was stated that Mr. C. was intoxicated 
when he went on board the vessel. This state­
ment we believe to have been a mistake, as we 
are informed that Mr. C. was a man of the 
most temperate habits. Wecopy from the Ban­
gor Journal the following paragraph relative to 
the death of Mr. Creamer:
■jyAn important and pleasing change in the 
business aspect of “  the Square ”  near our office, 
was that effected by the entire renovation of tho 
old store a t the north corner of Main aud Lime 
Rock streets. A neat new front has been given 
to this store on Limo Rock street, and a pleasant 
entrance and commodious flight of steps on 
Main street, making it one of the best and 
deceased went on board of his vessel about mid- j pleasantest locations in the city. This store is 
ni2ht. boon alter he a t te m n te d  to  m  nn alm m  11 J
now occupied by our young friend, Mr. Geo. 
Tolxan, who has just opened one of the best 
and most attractive assortments of Family Gro
D rowned.—On Sunday morning the body of 
Henry S. Creamer, seaman on board of "the 
schooner Jane, Capt. Loud, of Orrington, was 
taken from the water near Mason's wharf. The
g S f p go o shore
again and fell into the river between the vessel 
and the v.liarf. Mr. Creamer belonged in Wal­
doboro. He was regarded as very correct in his 
habits and was about to become master of the 
vessel.
Excursion.—The fine little etcamer “  Rock­
land ”  made a “  moonlight excursion ”  to Dix 
Island, last Monday evening, which, though 
rendered less pleasant than was anticipated by 
the clouds that overspread the heavens, and re' 
fused the desired quantum of “  moonlight,” 
was well enjoyed. This opportunity enabled 
the excursionists to view the granite works and 
other objects ol interest at Dix Island, before 
dark, and the steamer brought them hack to 
the wharf at half-past nine. We were not of 
the excursion party, but understand that it  was 
quite a large and pleasant one.
ceries, choice F ru it and Confectionery, N uts’ 
Cigars, &c., to be found anywhere in the city. 
A beautiful Soda Fountain also stands ready tc 
dispense cooling drinks to the thirsty multitude 
who will find this a convenient and pleasant 
place to obtain such refreshment. We wish 
“ Georce ”  success, nnd advise those who 
havn’t a contrary opinion stronger than we 
know of to give him a call.
Montreal, June 57. The steamer Montreal 
was burned last night near Cape Rouge. There 
were about five hundred passengers on board, 
and only one hundred and seventy-five are known 
to be saved. About two hundred were drown- 
ed ; the remainder are supposed to have swam 
ashore and been rescued in other ways. Cape 
Rouge is between Queboc and Montral.
SECOND DISPATCH.
The steamer Montreal left Quebec last night 
at six o’clock, with five hundred passengers, and 
when opposite Cape Rouge a fire was discovered 
on board. I t spread with frightful rapidity.— 
The steamer Napoleon being nearby, ran along­
side and rendered every assistance in her power; 
but notwithstanding, at least two hundred per­
sons are supposed to be lost. The Napoleon 
succeeded in saving from one hundied and sev­
enty-five to two hundred.
The principal portion of the passengers were 
Scotch emigrants who had just landed at Quebec, 
and were bound for the West.
The commander of the Montreal, Capt. J .  C. 
Rudolph, aud the crew are among the saved.
Latest. The reporter has just returned from 
the steamer Napoleon, which has arrived with 
the rescued passengers. He was assured by 
those on boatd that the number lost will reach 
three hundred and fifty. The above are all tlie 
particulars up to this time.
A D eta iled  Statem ent*
The steamer Montreal, one of tho regular 
steamers running between Quebec and Montreal, 
left this port at 4 o’clock yesterday afternoon, 
having on board between lour and five hundred 
passengers, of whom a majority were Scotch 
rope. Nothing unusual occurred alter leaving 
the wharf until the Montreal had reached Point 
Cape Fudge, about twelve or fifteen miles abuve 
this city, when the wood work near the furnaces 
was discovered to be oo fire. Almost at tho 
very moment that the smoke was first discover 
ed, the flames broke forth, causing the utmost 
consternation among the crowded passengers.—. 
The fire was first discovered atabuut five o’clock, 
when the steamer wa9 nearly abreast of Cape 
Rogue. Every efl'nrt was made to arrest the 
flames, nnd fur this purpose the engines were 
stopped so as to lessen the draft, but finding it 
impossible to save the Bteauier, Capt. Rudolph 
ordered her to be run towards the shore, and at 
the same time tho officers and crew exerted 
themselves to get out the life boats.
The flames spread with the most astonishing 
rapidity, and in a few seconds after the steamer 
began to move forward, the wildest confusion 
and despair prevailed throughout the ship, and 
numbers ot the passengers threw themselves 
overboard and were in most cases drowned.— 
Fortunately the steamer Napoleon, also bound 
for Montreal, was but a few miles in advance of 
the burning boat and as soon as the fire was 
discovered put back with all possible expedi­
tion, and succeeded in rescuing from the burn­
ing wreck 127 passengers. Capt. Rudolph and 
the purser of the Montreal were amongst the 
number of those who threw themselves into the 
river, and they being excellent swimmers suc­
ceeded in reaching the steamer Alliance and 
were saved It is quite possible that others 
may have succeeded in saving themselves by 
swimming, but as the steamer became unmana­
geable when a considerable distance from the 
land, there is no doubt but that most of those 
who threw themselves from the homing boat 
found a watery grave. Sixteen of those saved 
died within a short time ufter they reached the 
deck of the Napoleon, and from present inform­
ation it is believed that the total loss of life by 
this terrible disaster will not fall short of from 
three to four hundred. The steamer Alliance 
arrived here this afternoon with 45 dead bodies, 
and another boat is known to have GO bodies, 
bnt we have not beeo able to learn the names of 
any of those lost, except of Norcross and Phil­
lips, of Three Rivers. The Montreal had on 
board 258 emigrants recently arrived here from 
Glasgow, together with several Gorman families 
and raltmen. and several American passengers. 
Statem ent o f  Jam es IVI’D in ru iid .
James M'Dial mid, a waiter on hoard the 
Montreal, is badly burnt, and is in tho Hospital. 
The following is his statement :
The lire caught above tho boiler ; he supposes 
from the intense heat from the boiler, and it 
spread very rapidly. I was in the lower cabin 
when the baggage man came down and said : 
You had better look out, for the boat is on fire. 
We all rushed up stairs, and found it had caught 
exactly in the same place as it had done previ­
ously. It had taken there twice this season,
P earls by the Bushel.—The Albany States­
man haB an extremely fishy pearl story. I t says 
that some two weeks since, two gentlemen, 
while on a fishing excursion, out of curiosity ex­
amined a muscle which they found in a muddy 
brook, and, to their surprise, it contained a 
pearl. Fishing operations were suspended, and 
the search was continued with astonishing re­
sults. For six days, tho two friends, in a pri­
vate manner, continued gathering pearls, and 
about a week since one of them took nearly a 
bushel ol nice pearls to New York, where a cel­
ebrated firm in the jewelry business advanced 
$40,000 upon the gems !
A Pennsylvania judge has decided that a hotel 
is a tavern, and a landlord is obliged to take 
anybody that comes along and asks for accom­
modations, however suspicious may he his ap­
pearance, and the landlord has no right to turn 
anybody away whether he could pay for lodg­
ings or not. His honor said this was clearly 
the object of the law. Rather sharp for land­
lords, that.
P ersonal.—The Transcript says :
“ The reports of M r.. Sumner’s health, re­
ceived by the Persia, are not so favorable as his 
friends could wish. His chief difficulty appears 
to be iu his spine, as he is easily fatigued by 
walking, and after having been seated uny con­
siderable length of time, he moves about when 
rising like a veteran of eighty years. He is 
now visiting the rural districts of France. His 
mind is very active, and his spirits quite cheer­
ful.”
Ex-President Pierce and Senator Mason of 
Virginia, are travelling in the White Mountain 
country.
The saw mill of John Rogers, in Stetson, Me., 
was destroyed by fire on the 22d inst. Loss 
quite heavy and probably no insurance.
Canadian Flour for N ew York via Port­
land. The Argus states that the steamer West­
ern Port which sailed from P irtland for New 
York, on Wednesday, took 1000 barrels of flour 
for that city which came from Canada on the 
Grand Trunk Railway to Portland ; being a ful- 
tillment of a  prediction that flour from Canada 
would ultimately be transported to New York 
by that route.
Jemmy remarked to his grandmother that old 
Mrs. Cranshaw had the appearance of a person 
who had one foot in the grave, “ Well, really, 
upon my word,” said the antique lady ‘1 thought 
I noticed that she walked a leetlelame, lately.”
The Bangor Daily News says that despite 
the dull times, the house carpenters and paint­
ers are fully employed in that city, and have 
been for about two months. But little new 
building is doing, it is true, but there is enough 
of that, and repairing, to keep those two use­
ful branches employed. Mr. E. G. Low is 
building a fine residence on the highest point 
of Thomas’ Hill.
L A T E R  F R O M  E U R O P E .
QciBiCi.Juna 27.
The steam propeller Indian, from Liverpool, 
17th inst., arrived here to-day bringing lour 
days later dates than those by the Persia, at 
New York.
G reat B r ita in .
The Baptism of Queen Victoria’s infant took 
place on the 15th, in the chapel of Buckingham 
Palace.
The funeral of Douglas Jerrold took plaoe on 
the loth, attended by a large number of the 
most eminent men ot literature and art.
Arrangements are perfected for the running 
of a Cunadian line of steamers between Liver­
pool and Quebec weekly, instead of fortnightly. 
Contracts to be immediately entered into for a 
number of new and more powerful steamers. 
Sw itzerland*
The national council unanimously ratified the 
Neufchatel treaty.
A u stria.
Austria is making further concession to the 
Hungarians.
The troaty commerce between France and 
Russia has been signed.
The Emperor of Russia officially sanctions the 
modified customs tariff
Russia*
The reports from St. Petersburg!), describe 
business very dull with very few arrivals of for­
eign orders for grain.
SPEC IA L NOTICES
M IL L E R ’S
C O N D I T I O N  P O W D E R S .
THE BEST MEDICINE FOR
H o r s e s  a n d  C o l t s .
For sale Wholesale and Retail by
C. P. FESSENDEN,
23tf Only Agent for Rockland.
W IG G IN S
E X C E L S I O R  E Y E  W A T E R .
A SURE CURE FOR
IN F L A M E D  AND W E A K  EYES,
Put up and for sale by the gross or single bottle at
N o, 3 Spear Block* 
Rockland, June 1, 1857. • 3m23
-  ~  g g e
D ruggist and  A pothecary,
NO. 5 KIM BALL BLOCK.
R O C K L A N D , N IE .
HUTCHINS’ Head Ache Pills by25tf C P FESSENDEN', Agent.
H ER R IC K ’S Sugar Coated Pills, for sale by 
J - l 16lf C P FESSENDEN', Agent.
DREAM of Lillies at 
V  lGtf
KENNEDY’S DISCOVERY. The genuine'is 
AY. for sale by
LA TER  FROM C A LIFO RN IA
A rr iv a l of the lll iu o ia .
Sandt Hook, Juno 27, 8 P. M.
The steamship Illinois, with the California 
mails of the 1st inst., and about §2000,000 in 
specie on freight, is passing this point.
She has nearly 800 passengers.
The barque J . R. Mora arrived at Panama on 
the 19th inst., with 300 of Walker’s men. They 
were sent to Aspinwall and put on board the U.
S. frigate Roanoke.
The Illinois brings an account of a great fire 
at Port au Prince, where 100 houses were de­
stroyed.
Judgo Bowlies is on board the Illinois.
The U. S. frigate Wabash is outside this port 
bound in.
The Illinois connected with the steamer Jno.
L. Stephens, which sailed from San Francisco at 
9 A. M. on tho 5th with nearly 800 passengers 
and about §2.250,000—about 400,000 being of 
foreign account. The Stephens reached Panama
OriO n 0th a OsH H O; O^ l’tIl8| - ^ L*> ■ t u 1 ff cta bv its c°n>bi««i Stiu'iulant, i.axative-Tonic and Antl-
un  tne sixth inst, a treasure train was robbed Spasmodic powers, chiefly directed to the Nervous system, 
between Mauravilla and Colima near Mexico “lui “  "'arranted free from all narcotic, acrid, or other dele’
of S5O(I9 tenous properties.
n il , 1 As ,he proprietor wishes to bestow no false encomiums
1 he steamer bonora with passengers per Illi-i "P“n V"5 discovery, he will refund the money paid for the
nois lor California was spoken on the 18th, all n,.ed.,cme 1,1 a“.v case of failure where it has' received a fair
No 5 Kimball Block.
pOCOA and Shells for sale nt V  16tf
C P FESSENDEN
N i t
No 5 Kimball Block,
W IG rG r IZ N ’’S
, U  R  O  P  A  T  H I  C  F L U I D ,
FOR THE CURE OF
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Cramp, Toothache, Ague in the 
Face, Cholic, Cholera, all Internal Pains of the 
Stomach and Bowels, Pain in the Back,
Side and I.imbs,Cuts, Burns, Chil­
blains, Cold Feet,Sprains,
Spinal Affections,
&c., <tc.
The subscriber having discovered and thoroughly tested a 
purely vegetable and almost specific rernedv for a lar^e 
class of painful maladies, hereby invites the afflicted to test 
for themselves the merits of his invaluble preparation.
For all the complaints in which this compound is recom­
mended, it is conlidently believed the public will find uo su­
perior.
The Neuropathic Fluid produces iu  almost Magical ef-
well.
The steamer Illinois arrived at her wharf at 
about ten o’clock. She brings San Francisco 
papers of tho 5th inst., nnd 1.S53.O0O in freight.
Among the passengers are the nautei of Hun. 
J . B. Bowden, U. S. Minister from New Grana­
da, Judge Lott of California, and Lieut. Mowery 
U. S. A.
Lieut Mowery, late in command of fort Yuma, 
bears a numerously signed petition for tho crea­
tion of the new territorial government of 
Arivona in the Gadsden purchase.
trial.
Prepared only by N. WIGGIN, and fur sale by C. 
FESSENDEN', No.5, Kimball Block.
J. 11. ESTAHRttOK, dr., Agent fur Camden. 
Rockland, May 21, 1856. 2Ilf
Senator Douglas Convicted of Plagiarism 
The New York Day Booh thus convicts the 
■‘ Little Giant” of plagiarism :
Senator Douglas has been a subscriber to the 
Day Booh for the last four years, and, if we 
tnay judge by his last speech, lias been one of 
its most attentive readers. Ho not only ad 
vances precisely the same ideas, hut does so in 
almost its identical language. W hat ho says 
about the mixed races of South America and the 
deterioration of the blood in hybrids and mon­
grels are simple extracts from the Day Booh.”
The Stockholders of tho Maine Telegraph 
Company met in Bangor, Wednesday, and made 
choice of the following officers : Directors—
II. O. Alden, James Eddy, Aaron Hayden, Jacob 
A. Smith, A. IV. Paine, Knott Crockett, EJw.
O’Brien, B. O. Bailey, W. P. Merrill : President 
—H. O. Alden ; Secretary and Treasurer—Win.
P. Merrill.
Torrent Engine Co. No. 2. of Bucksport, 
will celebrate the Fourth by a parade drill and 
public dinner, at Lyceum H a ll; and by a trial 
engine. Rufus Buck, Esq., of Bucksport, has 
been engaged &•’- -----JJ- " -  -<■ eu- Hail, _ _ -------
upon the history of Buekstown and Bucksport,; the suhix;' _ . ___
from its settlement till the present, tuue. | large audience The remarks of Dr. Dwight
i 'Tera confined exclusively to the part which 
In Ellsworth on Sunday last two young men, | Christians should take in amusements, and 
aged 10 and 20 years, only sons of Joshua many true things were said ; but their general 
Turtelotte, wero drowned in Branch Pond. | tenor was condemnatory of all amusements, and 
Rev. George W. Bosworth, pastor of the Free! would luak® everybody ascetics—which religion 
Street Baptist Society in Portland, sailed for never was designed to do. Mr. Balkan! s ro- 
Europe, Saturday, in the Khersonese, from Port-1 ,l|!ard's were of a different strain. He showed 
land. I 116 necessity for amusements and presented the
i principles which should guido in relation to 
I t  is related ol a certain stenographer, fond [ them, and this, too, without diminishing one’s 
of his nips, that lie is an excellent reporter, and religious enjoyments, or making him any the 
in proof it was shown that if  a man were to less zealous Christain
M ains Congregational Conference.
The meetings of the Maine Congregational 
Conference, a t Bath, have closed. They have 
beenjwell well attended, and a greater interest 
manifested than usual. The weather has been 
highly favorable, thus adding to the comfort 
and pleasure of those present. The hospitali­
ties of the people generally, without regard to 
denominational considerations, have been liber­
ally manifested.
On tho afternoon of Thursday, a Sunday 
School meeting was held, which was exceeding­
ly inAresting. The singing was by the chil­
dren. Addresses were made by Father Sawyer 
—the centenarian—by Rev. Messrs. Fletcher 
from Rio Janeiro, Bullard and Langworthy ol 
Massachusetts, and others, all of which were 
brief, appropriate and eloquent.
In the evening addresses on the subject of 
Amusements were made by Rev. Dr. Dwight of 
Portland and Rev. U. K. Balk.tm of Lewiston. 
Thia subject has of late been brought promi­
nently to public notice by several clergymen, 
and considerable discussion hud in reference to 
th® announcement that addresses on
talk brandy and water for two hours and a half, 
ho could take it all down.—Boston Gazette.
I t is estimated that not less than sixty thous­
and panes of glass were broken by the recent 
hail storm at Washington. Glass, putty and 
glaziers are in active demand.
H omicide and Suicide. —A correspondent at 
Calais, Me,, writes as follows on the 22d in s t :
“  Several persons got into a row Saturday 
night at St. Stephens, and during its progress 
one Jim Smith kicked Robert Bell so that he ment of their dinners without a visit from that 
died of the injuries on Sunday afternoon. Smith 
is under arrest.
On Sunday, the 21st, Mr. E. Morse commit­
ted suicide by taking poison. Temporary in­
sanity is assigned as the cause. He leaves a 
wife and several children.
California Items. A strawberry measuring 
six inches in eireumlercitco was recently pre­
sented to the editor of the California Pacific 
Sentinel. I t was raised in Santa Cruz county.
James Beck, a miner from Sacramento coun. 
ty, arrived at San Francisco recently, en route 
lor the Atlantic State, with $30,090, the pro­
ceeds of his labor in the mines since 1852.
On Friday the business of the Conference was 
brought to a closa, and the session terminated 
with a discourse from Rev. Prof. Harris of 
Bangor Seminary, followed by the administra­
tion ot the sacrament.—Boston Journal.
An auriferous locality in the mining region is 
called *• Piety H ill.”
In Unity, June 17, by Rev. Wm. McGray, Mr. Otis B. 
Woods, of Belfast, nnd Miss Alfred Ellis, of Brooks.
In Castine, June 18, by Rev. Mr. Ives. Mr. Henry G. 
Morgan, of Frankfort, and Miss Abbv I*. Harding of Bucks­
port.
In Jefferson, June 5, by Rev. S. Chism, Mr. John Wing, 
of Clinton, anil Miss Clarinda Linscott.
Iu San Francisco, Cal., May 26th, at the First Congrega­
tional Church, by Rev. Edward S. Lacy, Mr. James W 
Cox, formerly of this city, to Miss Maggie A. Burrett, for­
merly of Siug Sing, N. Y.
In Treinpelean, Mitt. Ter., May 9, very suddenly, of 
disease of the heart, while on a visit to his daughter, John 
Averill, formerly of Waldo County, aged T8 years.
In Ha tit, Mrs. I.ydia Marlin formerly of Hallowell, 86.
In this city, 23d ult., Mrs. Anastacia, wife of James 
Corkria, aged 16 years, 1 months 28 days.
In this city, 30th ult., Wilmot, son of James and Rebec­
ca Morse, oged 22 months.
I the
MA R I N  E J O  U R N  A L
P0RT0FROCKLAND?^"  
Arrived.
June 26th, schs Happy Return, -----, Pictou, NS; Lion,
Hix, Raundout; Bound Brook, Maddocks, NYork; Bay
State, Yerrill, N York for Bangor; Romp, -----, Frankfort
for Baltimore; Cynosure, Flemming, Saco; Mohawk,-----,
xiaac^^unnefL^Vrey, P itts ,‘"pem hetou? Voriltaxd,
Coral, McCarty, NYork. 27tb, Ebeu Herbert, Johnson, 
Calais for Newburyport. 2Sth, sclu Bay State, Verrill, 
Bangor; Wm Tell, Trefethen, Dover, NH; Jane Ingraham, 
Merrill, Newburyport; Isaac Achorn, Merrill, do; John, 
Rhoades, do; barque Charm, Sleeper, NYork; schs Peru, 
Thomas, NYork for St John, NS; Melbourne,Hunt,Salem;
Medora, Rhoades, do; Bangs, -----, Boston. 20th, schra
Lucy Blake, Shaw, Boston; Hurd, Wood, do; Paragon, 
Barter, do; Freeport, Sherman, Portland; Sea Lion, —— , 
NYork. July 1st, Gen Warren, Guptill, Boston.
Sailed.
June 26th, achrs Bay State, Verrill, Bangor, Eagle, Greg­
ory, NYork; Pawtucket, Ross, do. 26th, schs Sea Ser­
pent, Arey, NYork; Concordia, Nash, do; Gentile, Spear, 
do; Alnom&k; Tate, Newburyport; barque Harriet, Spal­
ding, Booker, NOrleans. 28th, barque Harriet S Fisk®,
-----, NOrleans. 29th, schrs Eben Herbert, Johnson, New-
Bedford; Lucy White, Ingraham, NYork; Col Simons,
——i ---S  Trader, Hall, Boston; (Br) Happy Return,----- ,
Pictou, NS. 3l)th, aclir Delaware, Bridges, N York.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW YORK—Ar 26th, schr II Hudson, Crosby, Nan-
Free Concert.—We were agreeably surprised 
last Monday evening, to find tho Rockland Band 
(which, however it may “ rale ”  with other 
Bands in the country, furnishes first-rate mu­
sic,) stationed in front of the Methodist Church, 
a t the head of Elm street, and liberally dis­
pensing its rich “  concord of sweet soonds”  to 
all who chose to hear. From this appropriate 
location, a t the head of ono of our pleasantest 
streets, the Bnnd performed, to the great pleas­
ure of listeners and promenaders, till ten o ’clock, 
when they retired.
The Alabama Slaves.—This band of genu­
ine young negro minstrels, who are singing to 
purchase their freedom, will give one of their 
unique performances, a t Beethoven Hall, this 
evening. Thia company consists of six slave 
boys from a plantation in Alabama, who, by an 
arrangement with their owner, have been per­
mitted to give musical concerts to the public, 
on condition of paying for their freedom from 
the proceeds. They are under the management 
of a Trustee, M r. J .  G, Shaw, formerly of the 
Springfield Argus, and the integrity of their 
statements is endorsed by the N. Y. Tribune, 
Boston Traveller, Boston Journal, Hartford 
Times, and many other responsible and leading 
journuls. Their performances are said to be ex­
cellent, and we advise tho lovers of genuine 
negro minstrelsy, to go and hear them.
Bond of Henderson'a Express has our thanks 
for California and Boston papers. Carey, of 
Bryant’s Express, do. for Boston, papers, and 
lastly (though not least) Lovejoy o f the Eastern 
Express Co., do. for do.
The Schoolfellow for July has been receiv­
ed from the publishers, Messrs Miller & Curtis 
of New York, and is a  fine number. I t  has nine 
excellent articles and thirteen fine illustrations. 
The best Magazine for the children you ever 
saw, and only a  dollar a year.
Does anv of our H igh Livers ever eat too! c d t ,  Dobbin, Rondout for Newburyport;
much dinner? if any of our readers have cooks ^ . l ^ s m a ^ D e S u u ^ a S ,
who tempt their appetite a little too far, I will I Utn Franklin, Brown, Kingston for Huston.
,. . . . .  j Below ship Andover, from NOrleans.
ted a secret that will load them to the enjoy-1 Norfolk—Ar24i!i,acU Everglade, Biueliili. cid »chr 
Beauchamp, Harwood, Boston.
RICHMOND—Sid 25th, sell Onrust, Thompson, NOr­
leans.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cid 25th, brig L I’ Snow, Atwood, 
Porto Rico.
CHARLESTON—Ar 23d, schs Bremen, Adams, Rock­
port; Lamartine, Thorndike, Camden. Cid sch Goldea 
Gate, Hammond, Philadelphia.
Ar 24th, sch Meditator, Miller, Fall River. Cid ship 
Fairfield, Hathaway, Havre; brig Alruccabah, Carlisle, 
Georgetown, SC.
SAVANNAH—Ar 33d, brigs Samuel Otis, Stickney, Ma- 
tanzas; John Marston, Young; Baltimore. Cid barque 
Wenona, Gailison, Montevideo; schr George Amos, Treat, 
Havana.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 18th, briga Ganges, Jones, Rio 
Janeiro; H G Berry, Race, Matauzas; J W Sawyer, Lei«h- 
ton. do. "
Cid brig Lauretta, Merrill, Matanzas.
Towed to sea 14th, ships E A Clark, Westminster; 16th, 
Luconia; brig Baron de Castine.
Ar 26th, sch Hartstein, Nassau, NP, with wrecked goods 
from ship Saxon.
GALVESTON—Ar 9th, barque Trinity, Hall, Boston.— 
Cid 8th, schs Louisa, Newcomb, and Hardscrabble, Grego­
ry, Pensacola; 13th, brig Vesta, Sheilleld, NYork.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 29th ult, ship Eastern State, 
Kilhorn, London via Valparaiso. Cid June 2, ships Asa 
Eldridge, Coleman, Callao; 4th, Charger, Hurd, Valparai­
so. Sid May 20, ship Oliver Jordan, Alden, Callao; barque 
Rocket, Saunders, Batavia; 21st, sch Etnilv Hovt, Sutton 
Tahiti, 24th, ship Webfoot, Hedge, N York"; 27th, barque J 
Godfrey, Grant, Sydney, NSW; 29th, ships Noonday, 
Brock, Calcutta; 21st, Superior, Seward, Acapulco; June 
2, Kate Hooper, Johnson, Hong Cong; 4th, Electric Spark,
gouty old gentleman, Dyspepsia. Take a dose 
oj Dr. Sanford’s Invigorator after eating, and 
you will never be troubled with indigestion', but on 
the contrary, before the next meal time ap­
proaches the appetite will be sharpened to ap ­
preciate any kind of food. I f  the food rises or 
sours, the Invigorator will fix the matter right 
at once, forSthere is something in it that, to 
use the expression of a friend, will let a man 
eat gravel stones, and take the Invigorator nnd 
they will digest. We have tried it in double 
doses, on one or two occasions, for sick head­
ache, and it acts like a charm
W hat we want to say to our readers young
The subscriptions for the relief of Mrs. Patten or old. is, if anv thing ails you, go without de
have reached the sum of §1018.—Boston Jour, i i „ j  u ..t r w o • rv Lu®®,, uoui lay anj  get a j30ttie of j)a Sanford s Invicora-
The number of legal voters iu Boston, by the TOr, and if it don’t cure, conic and tell us, for
recent census, is 22, 754. , -n .11 we want to see one person that it will not bene- 
The Bangor papers records a late fire in th a t , fSee Advertisement.)
city as a case ot spontaneous combustion to :
rags, some] 01 which were oily, stufled in be-! —------- -
tween the wood work to keep out cold w eather.! Han1?iann ?ECO!,VERTEd to common sense. At
On Sunday last, twenty-six recent Converts' a meat,n"  of “ spiritualists, an invalid was 
were baptised and taken into the Baptist Church brought forward dreadfully afflicted with ulcer- 
in Damariscotta. The Rev. Mr. Belcher, Pas- 0U3 scr0‘u,a t '114 a"  the doctors had failed to 
tor of the Church, assisted by the Rev. Mr. ?ur? 'r “  F as P1’0?1?86^  appeal to the spirit 
Shaw, conducted the ceremonies in presence of ‘‘ind for aduce, and a Ilomepathic physician 
u very large crowd of people. present interrogated tho departed spirit of
, Hansrnann as to what remedy should be taken.
The U. S. steam frigato Wabash, Commodore: Loud and distinct raps, audible to tho whole 
Paulding, 10 days from Aspinwall, arrived a t ; audience, told ofl A-r/ e-r-s C-a-t-h-a-r-t-i c 
New York on Saturday night, briuging 121 of P-i-l-l-s. Homer [IV. Y.) Whig,
Walker’s officers and men, and 13 woman and 5 1
but we alwavs got it out, and the boiler had ; children. Seventy ol the men are sick and: T , n  • 1 t - a a
been tir'ned live r I saw it «nread so ranidlv that wounded, some severely. Among the pasaen-I . Many Lures o f  Dyspepsia and kindred 
rieen ttrneaoye.t 1 saw it sprtau so rap uiy that J = F diseases performed hv tho Oxvgenated Bitters,
I got the lady smatd and the saloon matd tnto the ,LonsU^ aftPr all other remedies have failed, should be
sufficient to induce any one sttflsring from theselung boat. We had only one boat to lower, the second being on fire. Immediately on this bout 
being launched many jumped over, swam to it, 
and it was swamped an) maDy drowned. I jump­
ed overboard and held on by a rope, some eight 
or ton held on by my legs. Some held on till I 
was rescued, others being exhausted dropped off.
wa notice tho name of John J . Atwood, a me­
chanic of Maine,
HTThe Montreal Advertiser says the fine 
steamer Canadian is a hopeless wreck; sunk be 
side the half tide rock, her stern upon tho bot­
tom, with 43 feet of water on it a t low water,
complaints, to give the medicine a trial.
Titcoinb, Cullao.
DISASTERS.
Sch Empress, French, from Baltimore for Bangor, with a 
cargo of coal, struck on a ledge near Herring Gut, iu a thick  
fog, no date, and has become a total loss. Some of the 
sails and rigging were saved. She was owned in Prospect, 
where she was built last year, and valued at $6000. In­
sured for $1200.
Sch Catharine, of St. George, from------- for Norwich,
with lumber, put into Newport 26th inst, having been 
struck by a squall, which carried away her foremast and 
main topmast aud main topmast 25th inst, 5 P. M., about 
10 miles ESE from Beaver tail Light.
Daw an American lady and gentleman jump Bad ber bows dry on the rock. l h  t . 
nvAThn:ir<l p|Jey uoated for some time, but nt , J , 8 rn 1
- - ..................  gone, and 30 ieet of the hooding plates torn off,
the cabin deck burst up, and her iron beams 
bent, broken and displaced. The Advertiser a t­
tributes the disaster to the ignorance of the 
pilot, and is very severe upon the stupidity of 
the Gulf pilots as a class.
o erboard.
last sank. There was IS of the hands lost.
Crops in Maine.—A correspondent writing 
from Farmington, informs the Boston Journal 
that the crops in that vicinity never looked bet­
ter. Oats, wheat and potatoes are looking fine­
ly ; corn rather backward, but has a decidedly 
healthy healthy appearance, and no one doubts 
a largo crop. Apples hid fair for nn unusual 
harvest. They are “ remarkably well set,”  and 
if one-half of thorn remain on the trees there 
will be a yield greater than any known for 
many years. Ho udds : “  I have not seen such 
fields of grass for many years ; the very road 
sides will yield a ton to tho acre.”
There were several American passengers on 
board the Montreal, but we have as yet seen no 
names reported as among the lost except those 
of Hon Stephen C. Phillips of Salem, and Mr. 
Norcross of Lowell, who were engaged together 
at Three Rivers, in lumbering operations on the 
St. Maurice.
The remains of Mr. Philips arrived on this 
last evening on the Grand Trunk road, and were 
conveyed to Salem.—Portland Adv.
Failurb.— rho Boston Courier of yesterday 
announces the total failure of the spiritualists 
in that city to win the offer of $500 for the per­
formance of certain spiritualistic feats. The 
report of the committee of investigation is ex­
pected to be made in a lew days.
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton.—An idle story is in 
circulation that Mr. Dalton, who.se recent di­
vorce trial has excited so much interest, has ad­
justed the differences with her, and that they 
have eloped ! There is no foundation for the 
story.
The reports from the Marblehead fishing fleet 
are encouraging. Ono vessel has been heard 
from with 15,000 fish. The Bank fishing has 
been good lor several years, and is increasing in 
Beverly, Marblehead, and the shore towns south 
of Bostqi}.
Office Dye’s Wall Street Broker, 
June 2G, 10 o’clock A. M.
The Bank of South Royalton, South Royalton, 
V t., has failed this day ut 10 o’clock.
A  dispute among the stockholders has caused 
a legal investigation. Thus the Bank has been 
enjoined. The notes are secured hy deposit of 
Virginia State stocks and bonds and mortgages.
Our advice is not to saerifico on the bills, as 
we think them worth near par.
Loss of Ship Stamford.—The St. John (N. 
B ) Leader of June 25, says :
“  We regret to report the loss of the new ship 
Stamford. 105/ tons, Vaughn, master, which 
saild hence for Liverpool on Friday last, the 
19th inst. She went ashore on Seal Island, and 
filled rapidly with water We have no particu­
lars of her present condition, but it is supposed 
she will be a total loss. The Stamford is parti­
ally insured. Her owners are Messrs. Vaughn 
of this city. All hands were saved.”
LIM E, WOOD & CASK MARKET
Reported for the Gazette, by 
A L D E N  U L M E R ,  Isspectob.
R ockland, July 2.
Lime per cask, - - - 0 67
Casks, - - - - ‘ .  17
Kila-wood, per cord, j  : ; $2^0® 3,Ofl
Special Notice-
'J 'U E  Subscriber having purchased the right to 
M A N U F A C T U R E  A N D  S E L L
DEWEY’S PATENT
SPRING TOOTH HORSE RAKE,
W ITH HAYNES’ IMPROVEMENT,
FO R  T H E  COUNT1' OF LINCOLN. 
Would inform the public, that be hna appointed HAR. 
LOW P, WOOD, No. 1 Wilson Block, bin agent for sell­
ing said Rakes in the city of Rockland.
All persons are hereby forbidden selling, using or manu­
facturing these rakes, as any infringement will be duly en­
forced by me.
EZEKIEL PRESCOTT.
Liberty, July 1, 1857. 27tf
Salt, Salt.
TU R K S Island and Liverpool CF Salt for sale 
1  by
July S, 1857.
K N O W  A L L  M E N
B Y  T H E S E  P R E S E N T S ,  
Greeting.
T hat JO H E W ILE Y
J JA S  Slaughtered the last of the
JO H N  K E E N  O XEN, 
and the BEEF thereof will be ready to be dealt out to 
customers on
F R ID A Y , J U L Y  M , 1857,
In qunntitie. to .uit customer., together with
L am b, V e a l, M u liou , P o u ltry , Vegetable*, 
F r u it, Ac.
Come one end ell, give nte a cell, at etore corner Mein 
end Elm Streei.
BoeUtatl, July 8,1857,
R. M. PILLSBURY.
3w27
JOHN WILET.
«7tf
l u l s t  o f  L e t t e r s ,
REM AINING in the Post Office, Rockland, July 1, 1857. 
AV I arsons calling for the following will please sav, “ ad­
vertised.” ‘  1
G E N T L E M E N ’S L IS T
Arey James 
Arey Silas M 
Boyles Edward 
Barnes Ilirani
Blockton John 
Bryant Samuel I 
Boyles Wm 
Cousins Edwin B 
Craig Samuel 
Curtis Berry 2 
Carter Daniel 
Carruthers Edward 2 
Cooper Henry Jr 
Crockett Norman L 
Colson Rufus N 
Coyen William 
Eagon Charles 
Fairbanks 6c. Bean 
Friend Daniel B 
Fuller E VV 
Francis Solomon 
Graves Charles W 
Qott Freeman 
George Thomas B 
Hamilton Andrew 
Hatch Geo V 
Hill H B 
Hale J S Dr 
Herbert Thomas 
Hand Thomas A Co 
living James 
Ingraham Joseph 
Kuowls Charles W
L A D I E S ’ L IS T .
Knowles Charles 
Knights C M 
Morton Fuller 
Miller Francis J .
Marden George 
Michel Hepry T 
Merrill John 
Mehan John 
McGlosee Patrick 
Phillips Geo W 
Pease Israel L 
Philbrook J J Capt 
Ray Charles II 
Ring O P 
Ring L S 
Robinson D
Kiley John (lor J Gilhoolay) 
Robersou James II 
Richards Jacob 
Snow Henry A 
Shepherd H S 
Spaulding John B 
Stover Perry W 
Tolman A Capt 
Thorndike James 
Tibbitls J H 
Tatro Peter Jr 
Trask Robert M 
Ullety Wm P 
Weymouth Martin 
Williams Peter 
Young Gilford
Dissolution.
'T’HK Partnership between E. & J .  HARRIS 
-I is this day dissolved by mutual consent. Mr. J. 
HARRIS having established himself in Bath, E . HARRIS 
will continue the business in this place on his own ac­
count and responsibility, and we respectfully solicit for 
him that liberal patronage so generously bestowed u| 
us while connected under the former firm, and for wh 
we herewith lender our sincerest thanks.
EDWARD HARRIS, 
JULIUS HARRIS.
Referring to the above notice, 1 now take liberty to 
troduce my very extensive and carefully selected Stock of
Dry Goods, Cloths and Clothing.
at the well known old stand o f E. 6c J . HARRIS to the 
kind consideration of ALL.
With more experience in business, with mors facilities 
in supplying my Stock direct from the first New York 
Importt’ng Houses, better acquainted with the wants 
and tastes of the buyers in this community, I may now 
expect to he the better able to give entire satisfaction, and 
relying upon my previous endeavors to please and to suit 
in styles and qualities of Goods as well as in prices, I 
would more especially invite my numerous friends and 
customers to favor me with their calls and to help me 
through the world.
EDWARD HARRIS.
Rockland, July 1, 1857. 3w27
A t t e n t i o n
HOUSE AND SHIP JOINERS.
rFH E Subscribers lake great pleasure in pre- 
■L senting to the Carpenters aud Joiners of Rockland 
and vicinity an improvement iu
just introduced to the public, and manufactured by the
M U L T IF O R M  M O U LD IN G  P L A N E  Co.,
J O IN T E R S  A N D  J A C K S
are made without CHIPS, consequently do not obstruct 
the S havings. The top of the STOCKS are made of 
IR O N  making them TIIINER and still HEAVIER. 
MOULDING, BEAD, MATCH, PLOUGH, 
H O LLOW S A N D RO UNDS
are all so arranged that one handle answers for them nil, 
being much smaller take very much fess room in the 
Chest.
J . C. LIBBY & SON.
Rockland, June 25, 1857. 26tf
Adams Netta Miss 
Borneman Diadaina 2 
Burkett Lucinda M 
Bucklin Mary 
Banker Mary J 
Barber Mrs 
Babidge Olive Miss 
Coleman Adeline A’
Claik M E 
Da\ Mary L 
Day Alden A Mrs 2 
Fielding Eliza S 
Ford we 11 Maria 
Fuller Sarah J 
Gray Mary L 
Gorden E A 
H irt Elizabeth 
Hart Cemantha 
Humor Clara P ±
Haskell Eveline M 
Hibbard Lydid 2 
Humphries Rebecca 
Jameson I.vdia 2 
Jones Syreng 2
ONE CENT is added to the postage of each letter for 
advertising. E. S. SMITH, P. M.
Linnekin Aldana 
Leighton Ester M 
Libby Laura W 2 
Merrill Hester 
McCurdy Lizzie 
McKinney Mary E 
Maxwell Susan 
Newbit Corn-ill Mrs 
Norwood Harriet 
Norwood Mary A 2 
Perkins Hannah II 
Savage Elmira 
Swett Ellen M Mrs 
Shepherd Ellen A 2 
Small Mary 
Sponcer Rhoda P 2 
Small Rose 
Skinner Sarah E 
Spalding Cemautha 
Thompson Elizabeth 
Ulmer Roxauna 
Walker Orinda 
Welsh William>Mr* 
Yeaton Sarah J
H A R R I M A N  & Co., 
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION
M o r e l i a  n t s ,
.  25 COENT1ES SLIP,
J. Harriman. )
Geo. C. Harriman, y N E W  YO RK .
I L A  CO. solicit consignments of Lime.&c. Alio buy 
ly27’
and ship Provision., Corn and Flour. 
July I, 1857.
UICKLED LIMES.
-X Al Cily Drug Store.
PICKLED LIMES,
P a ten t L eather
P H O T O G R A P H S .
W . B L O D G E T T ,
M ain  S treet, n ear the W illo w  T ree.
IS now transferring Collodion Pictures from Glass to Patent Leather, which give* a life-like effect to the Coloring and a finish far superior to any other.— 
These Photographs will bear the roughest handling without 
injury as they become a part of the Leather itself. They 
can be sent to any part of the world in a letter without 
damage. They are but to be seen to be appreciated.
He also takes A m b ro r y p c *  for those who wish, at all 
hours of the day. He has on hand a large STOCK, con­
sisting of
Lockets* B askets, P iu s. R in g s, Cases,
which will he pul up cheap for CASH.
Pictures of Children taken from 10 until 2 o’clock, P. 
M., in clear weather.
C all and E xam in e  Specim ens.
Rockland, July 1,1856. 27tf
A G R E A T  D I S C O V E R Y !
o  -a . t  ua. n .  n n ,
CO long deemed incurable, so little understood
by Physicians and medical writers, has at last yielded
and been vanquished by medical skill.
Dr. 3 . GOODALL a Physician of 40 years practice, has
discovered a positive and radical cure for Catarrh in its 
worst form. Without disparaging the abilities and re­
searches of the profession, or arrogating to himself supe­
rior powers, he does claim that long investigation, and 
careful experiments, have invested him with a knowledge 
of the character, location, aud results of this neglected 
disease, and directed him to apply a remedy hitherto over­
looked to counteract and eradicate it effectually 
This he has done and he now offers it to the world, and 
challenges the most inveterate cases to its test. He has 
opened an office at 385 Broadway, N. Y., for consultation 
and for sale of the Remedy, which is iu fluid form, put up 
in bottles. Price $1 and $2. 3m27
IM P O R T A N T
TO THE
Thirsty it Hungry.
'T’HE Subscriber would inform the citizens of 
J- thia cily that he is prepared io furnish ihein with pure 
C H 1C K A W A U K IE  ICE,
Wholesale or retail at reasonable rates.
— A LSO —
Constantly on hand a large assortment of
F R E S H  A N D  S A L T  B E E F ,
VEa L, LAMB AND MUTTON.
F R E SH  aud SALT PO R K  aud HAM S,
P O U L T R Y  in its season.
"V e g e t a t o l e s
of all kinds <fcc., <fcc.
ALSO,—A choice selection of
FAMILY GROCERIES, FRUIT, &c., &c.
The Great Remedy of the Age.
p a i n e ’ s
V e g e t a b l e  P a i n  C u r e r ,
THIS valuable preparation is acknowledged by all who have used it to be the surest and safest remedy ever 
offered to the public for the cure of
RHEUMATISM, CRAMPS, NEURALGIA, IIAEDACHE, 
TOOTHACHE, COLIC, CHOLERA, CHOLERA 
MORBUS, DYSENTERY, FEVER AND AGUE, 
CUTS, WOUNDS, SPRAINS, BURNS, 
SCALDS, COLDS, COUGHS, SORE 
THROAT, AND ALL INTER­
NAL AND EXTERNAL
PAINS.
Thia medicine is prepared from artiriea purely vegeta­
ble, is free from all substances injurioun to the human sys 
tem, and iu pronounced by chemists u  be the most effect­
ual remedy for pain now in use.
I t  £* th e M edicine for the P eople,
It needs no puffing or comment, It will stand on its own 
merits.
One trial will establish its valuable qualities for the 
cure of the complaints for which it is designed.
No family should be without a bottle of this medicine 
in the houBu at all times.
Often a long sickness and much exjense would be pre­
vented by a timely use of this inedicint.
Beware of Imitation and purchase none but the genu-
It is put up in paneled bottles with the words, Paine’s 
Vegetable I’aln Curer. blown in the jlass, and a likeness 
of T . S. Paine on the label of each bo He.
Price, 12 1-2, 25 and 50 cents, and $1.
T. S. PAINE, Proprietor, No. 239 Iigh street, where all 
applications for agencies must be addressed.
C. P. FESSENDEN, Druggist, VMiofesale and Retail 
Agent for Rockland.
June 24, 1857. 26tf
PROF. MOHR’S
GERM AN ELY P A P E R .
B E E T H O V E N  H A L L ,
R O CK LA N D ,
T H U R SD A Y  E V E N IN G , J U L Y  2
THE ALABAMA
Are now making a Tour through
ONE HUNDRED CITIES IN  THE NORTH,
S in g in g  for  th e ir  F r e e d o m ,
Under the guidance of their Northern friends and Finan­
cial guarantees, will give one of their pure
PLAN T A T IO N  CONCERTS 
as above, consisting of exciting
N ovelties and Songs o f  liae Sunny South. 
Admission 25 cents. Children 10 cents.
Doers open at 7 1-4. Commence at 8 precisely.
J . G. SIIAW, Trustee.
Rockland, July 1, 1857. Iw27
struction of FLIES A NTS, 
BUGS, MOSQUITOS, Ac.
WITHOUT DANGER to 
be apprehended from the in­
sects poisoning anything they 
k,. may come in contact with, af- 
ter leaving the paper. It is 
perfectly simple and safe, yet 
sure and certain in its action, 
and possesses a great advah- 
tage over all other poisons in 
its not being liable to be mis­
taken.
The above is the only sure 
and genuine article EVER offered to the public as t 
Deadly Poixon for the above named pests.
As an evidence of its superior merits, and of the satis­
faction it has given to the public, it is only necessary to 
state that its sale during the past season, in the NEW 
ENGLAND STATES ALONE, was
ONE M ILLIO N OF SH EETS 11 
Which sale has induced certain unprincipled and unmiti­
gated scoundrels to offer a SPURIOUS and WOTHLESS 
COUNTERFEIT article ; and against whom legal meas­
ures have already been taken for the protection of the 
public, and the
O nly. T ru e aud  G enuine Article*
and of which the public are hereby CAUTIONED.— 
Therefore, be sure and ask for PROF. MOHR’S
G E I U I J L t f  FLY P A P E R ,
AND TAKE NO OTHER.
M. S. B U R R  &. CO.* No. 1 Cornhill, Boston, 
General Agents for the New England States and British 
Provinces. Al»o, Agent for
P R O F . M O IIR ’S
German Rat and Cockroach Exterminator.
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for Ropk- 
land and vicinity. 3m27
Rockland, June 24, 1857.
H aying  Tools.
500 doz. “ Lamson’s Patent ”  and other Snaths.
100 “ Frost, Burke «fc Co.’s Patent do 
100 “ Kimball’s “ do
100 “ Clapp’s do
100 “ Mayhew’s Extra heavy do
500 “ Water’s Patent Cold Hammered Scythes, war­
ranted the best in use.
200 “ Darling’s New England Scythes.
200 “ Farwell’s New England Scythes.
100 “ Lunn’s No. Wane Scythes.
150 “ Keyes’ Maine Pattern Scythes.
3000 “ 2 & 3 bowed Hay Rakes, comprising all the most 
desirable makes, such as Hall’s, Simond’s, Page 
<fc Wakefield’s Tarbell’s English, 4c., Ac.
200 “ Drag orJLo ler Rakes.
500 Spring Tooth Horse Rakes.
200 Revolving Horse Rakes.
250 “  Batchellor «fc Co.’a 2 & 3 Titled Patent Hay Forks. 
250 ‘ Van Ornum, Stevens, Peck A Co. 2 A 3 Tined 
Forks.
500 “ Boxes Cummington, Choclolate, Indian Pond, and 
other Scythe Stones.
500 gro. Single, Double and Treble Coated Rules. «fcc., «tc.
Our Stock is one of the largest, and comprises the most 
desirable articles in the line, all of which will be sold
cheap.
BLAKE. BARNARD A CO. 
Agricultural Warehouse, 22,24 A 26 Merchants Row,
BOSTON.
J une 25, 1857. 4w26
A Medicine that never Debilitates-
DR. SANFORD’S
I N V I G O R A T O R
O R  L I V E R  R E M E D Y  !
HAS ALL THE GOOD QUALITES OF A PURGA­TIVE medicine, answering the mrposes of any Ca­
thartic without the debilitating effects experienced from 
most purgatives. It acts slowly aid gently, but surely, 
moving the bowels to carry off all tin secreted matter, at 
the same time, stimulating the Livjr to a proper per­
formance of its functions.
The Invigorator cures Sick Headache. Take one or two
(eaupoonsful nt each attack and it will soon disappear.— 
Bor an overloaded stomach, or when food rises or sours, 
take the Invigorator after eating, and it will not prove 
disagreeable or oppessive. For Heartburn, Palpitation, or 
Difficult Breathing taken teaspoonful once or twice daily. 
For Loss of Appetite, Languor or Listlessnesss, the medi- 
cine ia invaluable. It will restore tne appetite and make 
the food digest well. Nightmare, take a teaspoonful on 
retiring, and the demons of dream-land will all be furies. 
After eating a hearty dinner, take a dose of Invigorator and 
it will relieve all oppression or fullness. The Invigorator 
is a Liver Remedy of unequaled virtue, acting directly on 
that organ, curing Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Billious Attacks, 
Dysentery, Piles, Worms, aud all Female Obstructions, 
for which it has no equal.
We know there is nothing now before the American 
public, prepared with such skill by a scientific man, par­
ticularly for diseases of the Liver, as Dr. Sanford’s Invig­
orator, or Liver Remedy. It has attained a reputation 
second to no other article in he woild, simply because it 
rests on its own merit. To convince all by trial that it is 
nil its proprietors claim it to be. if any of our readers are 
suffering from such diseases as are described in Dr. San- 
lord’s advertisement, we know of no remedy that will so 
surely cure them as the Invigorator.
There has lately been brought to our notice a medicine 
that seems to possess wonderful, curative and healing 
properties in diseases of the Liver, Stomach and Digestive 
Organs. It came to us with so many testimonials in its 
favor that we have noted its effects in some of the worst 
cases of continual debility, caused by deranged liver, and 
and in every instance the effect was to relieve or give a 
permanent cure, Dr. Sanford’* Invigorator, or Liver Rem­
edy is what we refer to. We always have been credulous 
about cures of patent medicines, but we are convinced 
that this medicine, for family use, is not over rated by the 
host of recommendations it has. Our advice is, for all 
troubled with Indigestion, Debility or Bowell Complaint, 
io get a bottle and try i t ; our word for it, relief will be 
experienced.
J U S T  R E C E I V E D
—  A T —
O. G. M O F F I T T ’S
A SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OP
S U M M E R  G O O D S ,
SUCH AS SMALL
CH EC K ’D  A N D M IX E D  COTTONAIDS,
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO
S U M M E R  W E A R
AND WILL BE SOLD LOW FOR
O  a, is  lx  .
D ra b  aud F an cy  Colored Doo«kiu**
Manufactured expressly for the season, in styles and 
qualities not to be surpassed for durability and for Cash  
they will be sold very low.
BROWN, BLACK and BLUE 
A M E R IC A N  AN D G ERM AN
B R O A D C L O T H
-  A N D -
C A S S I M E R E S ,
sortment, C A S H  
mes.
ALSO -the largest stock of
READY-MADE CLOTHING
to be found in this city, which I wish to close out by the 
first of Septem ber and I shall off the same for CASH 
at prices to meet the wants of all.
— ALSO,—
G E N T S ’ F U R N IS H IN G  G O O D S,
Trunks, Valises, Carpet Bags, Umbrellas, dpc.
Plea*e c a ll  a t
C. G. M O F F IT ’S 
before m a k in g  vour p u rch ases.
Rockland, June 16, 1856. 25tt
E. R. SPEAR,
Wholesale and retail Dealer in
B O O K S , S T A T I O N E R Y .
J E W E L R Y ,  
P A P K R  H A N G I N G S ,  
FA NC Y GOODS, & c , Ac.,
21tf No. 1 Spofford B lock .
TZENNEDY’S Discovery, the pure article 
JA- be found at SPEAR’S.
1UT ERRILL’S Cream of Lilies for sale at
_______ __________________ SPEAR’S.
OLD Hann the Pawnbroker, and many other new publications may be found at No. 1 Spofford Block. 2 ltf
IF yon wish to buy good Jewelry a t very lowprices call at SPEAR'S Bookstore. 21tf
XXTOOD’S Hair Restorative for sale by W 21tf SPl
'C ’A NCY  Goods o f all kinds for sale very 
■L cheap at SPEAR’S,
21tf No. I Spofford Block.
j^UBIN
A
F R E N C H  CO !N F E C T IO N E R Y .
Scollop Creams. Cream Dates,Cordial Drops, Lettered 
Creams, Chocolate Creams, Fancy Rings, Raspberry and 
Lemon Gum Drops, Ac., Ac., Just received and for sale at 
City Drug Store. 27tf
J J O N E Y , H O N E Y ,
i c n y  Drug »tore.
H O N  EY .
27tf
T jR . D O D D ’S Nervine Invigorator. A  
permanent remedy for all nervous diseases, Debility, 
eaknees of the Genital Organs, Incontinence linpotency,
Barrenness. Fainting Fits, Epilepsy, Spasms, Palpitation, 
Hysteria. Head Ache, Delerium Tremens, Ac., Ac. This 
invaluable Medicine is lor sale by
27 F. G. COOK, Sole Agent, for Rockland.
r p A M A R I N D S , T A M A R I N D S .
C ITY DRUG STORE, July 1, 1857.
I have just returned from Boston, with a fresh assort­
ment of Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fancy Articles, 
Soaps, Perfumery, Paints, Linseed and Lard Oil, which 
nr.akes my stock as varied and extensive as can be found 
in any Drug Store in the Stale.
B7lf F. G. COOK.
M A G N E T I C  P O W D E R .L YON’S
For the destruction of Bed Bugs, Moths, Fleas, Ants, , 
Mosquitoes, Flies, Plant Insects, Vermin on Fowls mid ' 
Animals, and every other species of insects. It is entiie- • 
ly free from Poison. It is highly recommended by E x -! 
President Fillmore and other distinguished individuals.
r sale by F. G. COOK, Sole Agent, City Drug S tore,1
Sign of the Blue Mortar. 
Rockland, July 1, J857. 27lf
MITCHELL’S New England Cough Syrup.|A  sure remedy for Coughs, Colds, Catarrhs. Bron­chitis, Hoarseness, Ac., Arc. For sale by
27 F. G. COOK, Sole Agent for Rockland.
FIGS.—50 Boses Nice Fit's, a t City
Drug Store. 27tf
Q O M B S ,  C O M B S ,  C O M B S .
50 dozens Combs of every variety direct from the Comb 
Factory, for sale at
27tf CITY DRUG STORE.
G U A V A  J E L L Y ,  C H E A P .
1-2 box al 17 cents former price 25 cents.
1 “ 34 “ 50 “
resh and nice direct from the Importer.
F. G. COOK,
27 City Drug Store.
g o  A P S !  S O A P S ! !  S O A P S ! ! !
J have the most varied and extensive assortment of 
Soaps, that can be found in Rockland. 27tf
F. C. COOK, City Drug Store-
E v e r la s t in g  P e r fu m e r y .
HAV E just received an invoice of this de-
■ lightful perfumery from Philadelphia.
F. G. COOK, City Drug Store,
27tf Sign of the Blue Mortar.
(COMPOUND EXTRACT OF ROOTS,
F or M a k in g  B eer.
GIVE it a trial, and you will want more.
For sale only by
F. G. COOK,City D rugstore,
Sole Agent for Rock land,
27tf Sign of B lue Mortar.
A  Call-
AT the DRY GOODS AND CLOTHING 
Store of EDWARD HARRIS will a t once convince 
every purchaser that his is the p late to buy the best 
G O O D S  at the lowest prices.
Rockland. July 1, 1857. Iw27
H A Y IN G  T O O L S .
15 D O Z E N
Kim ball’s Celebrated Scythes.
IO D O Z E N
K IM B A L L 'S  P A T E N T  SN A TH S, 
w h ich  have for five years proved to be the 
be.I a rra n g em en t in u ,e.
North Wayne Scythca.
DOZ. Keyea’ Scythe*.
DOZ. Common and oilier kind. Sneath..
DOZ. Hand Bakes, assorted qualitie*.
’ DOZ. Popes’ aud Plimpton’s best 2 and 3 tined Forks 
12 DOZ. Superior quality Rifles 
g DOZ. Common Rifles 
20 ®cyl*‘e Stones 
DOZ. Drag Rakes.
ALSO—A full supply Spring Tooth and Revolving 
HORSE RAKES.
50 Superior quality Grindstones—all sizes.
L ik ew ise ,
Grain Cradles, Sickles, Grindstone Cranks and Rollers, 
Forks and Hoe Handles, Ac., Ac.
Being agents for several Scythe Manufactures we can 
sell by the dozen to country traders Ht Manufacturers 
prices, and at the fewest prices at Retail.
II. P. WOOD,
at the old stand No. 1 Wilson’s Block. 
Rockland, June 22, 1857. 26tf
15
10
5
20
BURNING Fluid and Oil, for sale low byJ . WATTS,SOtf Cor. Main and Pleasant Sts.
’S Perfumery for sale at SPEAR’S.
21tf
First rate assortment of Pocket Cutlery can
be found at E. R. SPEAR'S. 21tf
gU ELL and Buffalo Back Combs a t SPEAR’S.
21tf
Blank Books and Stationery.
R. SPEAR has a very large and well se­
lected stock of Blank Books and Stationery which 
he sell* at very low prices.
Blank Books made to order.
21tf No. 1 Spofford Block.
E,
School Books.
E R. SPEAR keeps constantly on hand a • large assortment of all kind* of School Book* which will be sold at wholesale or retail. 20tf
W ill your Pills oure 1 Yes; and they have 
my headache? I cured thousands. -
w
H E A D A C H E .
HUTCHINS’ HEADACHE PILLS,
F or
BILIOUS, NERVOUS. AND SICK HEADACHE 
AND NEURALGIA.
Tho only reliable and positive cure. 
P R I C E , 25  C E N T S .
T or sale by Druggists generally.
M. 8. BURR & CO., General A gents
for New England and the British Provin­
ces, No. I, Cornhill, Boston.
C. P. FESSENDEN, Agent for Rockland and vicinily- 
July 1,1857. 6ni27
Special Notice
1IO Y E  S L E E P Y  A N D  J A U N D E R Y !
TAR. COFFRAN has on hand the usual, supply 
-L/ of Spring or Jaundice Bitters, just made and war­
ranted the best in this market.
They are pleasant and safe, and unlike the preparations 
of Aloes and new rum for sale iu almost every shop, they 
cure instead of causing the piles.
Rockland, June 24, 1857. 26tf
H A T IN G " T O O L S ? -
T H E  C H E A P E ST , L A R G E S T , B E S T  
— AND—
M OST C O M P L E T E  A S S O R T M E N T
— OF—
H A Y I N G  T O O L S  
ever before offered in this cily, can be found at 
N O - 3 P A L M E R ’S B L O C K ,
TWO DOORS SOUTH OF THE BIG COFFEE POT
Having the Agency for several of the best Manufactures 
of
S C Y T H E S  A N D  S N A T H S ,  
can furnish them to the Trade nt the M anufacturer*' 
Prices* free of FREIGHTS AND CARTAGES.
Those purchasing to sell again will find it fur their i 
terest to call and examine the qualities and prices.
Don’t forget the place,
No. 3 P alm er'*  Block*
Two doors South o f the Big Coffee Pot.
J . P. WISE.
Rockland, June 25, 1857. 26tf
Consumption not Fatal i f  Properly Treated.
T  O  T  Z  3Z 3E3 S  1  C
A F F 3 L I C T E I 3 .
D R . A N D  M RS. G REG O R IE LAM ONT, 
T ’HE celebrated Physicians for Diseases of the 
J- Throat, Lungs. Heart, and all Diseases of the Blood, 
from 378 Broadway, N. Y., lute of London, member of the 
Reformed Medical College, New York, and the first who 
advocated inhalations for diseases of the Lungs, treat all 
diseases of the Chest, by the inhalation of Hot Medical 
Vapors, with a success unknown to the physicians of this 
country, invite the attention of the sick and nlliicted, la­
boring underbuy of the various forms of diseases, such as 
Ccughs, ulcerated or tuberculous Lungs, spitting of Blood 
pain in the chest, shoulders, sides and buck, sore throat, 
bleeding lungs, chronic catarrh, night sweats, nervous 
complaints, palpitation, ossification or dropsy of the heart, 
dyspepsia, liver complaint, chronic diarrhoe, and all fe­
male complaints,such as Prolapsus uteri or felling of the 
womb, and all uterine complaints, such as Cancers, Tu­
mors, enlargements, suppression of the Menses, excessive 
menstruation, Leucorrhoea or Whites, Scrofulous Affec­
tions, Spinal Deformities, Gravel and poisonous inocula­
tions, and all diseases of the blood.
Mrs. Dr. Lamont is the only Clarisympathetic in this 
Country, gifted with the power of telling Diseases at sight 
by looking into the eye, without the patient saying a word 
to her. She can tell them how they are affected in every 
particular, and prescribe for their immediate relief and 
permanent cure of their complaints. They can be con­
sulted for a short time, free of charge,
AT T H E LINDSEY HOUSE, ROOM  No. 1, 
Rockland* Me,*
and those who are not able to call, by sending a card of 
address, they will call and give advice free, and as their 
stay will be short in this place, Immediate attention to 
this card will be required to ensure success.
Their terms for medicines are very moderate in all cases, 
and the invalid limy depend on finding speedy relief by
cnllii'K I..... .. on I)r. and Mrs. I.ainout, nt their
stay will be short it this place.
Flense show this to your friends, h  might he Hit means 
of saving a valuable life.
P. g. Electro chemical Baths given to such as may te- 
quire tbem.
Rockland, June 25, 1857. ggtf
TUST Received and for Bale, Hoes, Shovels.
Spades and Manure Forks, by
J. WATTS, 
Cor. Main and Pleasant Sts.
Sargent’s Readers.
E R, SPEAR will sell Sargeant’s Readers at• Boiiob silcca by wbclntl*.
S. K . W H IT IN G ,
COMMISSION MERCHANT,
A N D R E A L  ESTATE BROK ER^
GENERAL AGENCY, INTELLIGENCE, AND 
E M P L O Y M E N T  O F F I C E .  
M ain  S treet, R ock lan d , M e.
Consignments solicited. Business attended to with 
promtuesa and fidelity.
Rockland, May 7, 1857. 19tf
isa-x j-w
C H E A P  C L O T H I N G
'T’HE Subscriber has ju s t opened with » NEW 
1  STOCK ot
Clothing, H ats, Caps
AND
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS &c.,
where the
N A K E D
may clothe themselves at lower price* than at any other 
STORE in thi* city, and there the
B A R E  H E A D E D  
may get a good H at at the same rale*. The beat o 
F uruiu liiug  Good*—such as 
Shirts, Collars, Bosoms, Handkerchiefs, 
Stocks, Suspenders, ^-c.,
may also be found at low price*.
O ’ Dont forget to call at the 2d door North of the
Berry Block, (formerly occupied by HODGMAN, CARR 
A CO.’* EXPRESS OFFICE.)
JO SEPH  K AUFM A N. 
Rockland, May 7, 1857. 19tf
Blessings to the Invalids who use Dr. Sanford’s In­
vigorator. for it will relieve them of their pains as soon 
as it is taken into their stomach. Pain and misery cannot 
| exist where the invigorator is used, for it will as surely 
T 'H E  Rockland Water Company give notice ' drive Giem away, as daylight will banish darkness, of this 
L ilia! the annual tvaler rents will be due nn the lirst ’ ll!e ca“ be “» <loubl “ > who try it, fur ii carries con- 
day ol July. During the first and second weeks of July ! v*c,1°n with every dose taken. Another evidence is the 
an Agent of the Company will call at the residence of i , 0UBHni°/ certificates from those who use it or have 
each water taker witii a bill of the water for the ensuing I )een cured by it. Try one bottle, if it does not benefit, 
year : and it is desirable that they may be prepared to pay : lllen we are mistaken.
the same, at that lime. If  not settled at that time pay- BANFORD 4  CO.. Proprietors,
ment may be made at the office of the company until the _ 345 Broadway New York.
30th day of July, at which time the water will be shut off,' Wholesale agents in Boston, Burr, Fostei Co., No. 1 
from the premises of all persons who have not then paid. Cornhill. Retail Agent J . Russell Spalding, 27 Tremont 
One year’s rent will be required in all cases, but anyone i St., oppositeMuseum.
wishing to discontinue the use of the water can have the I A^enl Portland
Notice to W ater-Takers.
balance of their rent refunded by returning their bill to 
the office of the company and paying one dollar for shut­
ting off the water.
w. a . Farnsw orth,
Prea’t Rockland Water Company. 
Rockland, June 26, 1857. 3w26
Caution.
WHEREAS during the past Beason certain lawless persons were in the habit of trespassing up­on the premises of the subscriber, trampling down the 
grass, breaking off and carrying away the young corn, pull­
ing up garden Vegetables, and breaking down fences, Ac., 
and as they are commencing the same course the present 
on, this is to notify them, one and all, that for each and 
y such offence they will be dealt with to the extrem­
ity of the law.
BERNARD INGRAHAM. 
Rockland, June 22, 1857. 3w26
S h e r i f f ’s  S a le .
r  INCOLN, SS.—Taken on execution against 
FREDERICK CASTNER, and others of Waldoboro,
five shares of the stock ot the Medomack Bank in Waldo- 1 
boro’, belonging to said Castner which I shall sell, or so i 
many of said shares as will satisfy said execution and all ; 
fees thereon, at public auction to the highest bidder at i 
Tibbetts A Fish’s Block in said Waldoboro’, on Monday, I 
the twenty seventh day of July next, at ten of the clock ; 
in the forenoon, unless said execution is previously satis- i 
lied. 1
CHARLES KEEN, Jr., Deputy Sherifl’. 
Waldoboro’, June 19, 1857. ’ 5w26 I
O T I S ’ S  
I M P R O V E D  P A T E N T  I N S U L A T E D ]
J .  E .  B R Y A N T  & C O .,
Agents for Lincoln County.
Post Office address, Rockland, Me.
A SAMPLE may be seen at the SHOP of 
H E M E N W A V  Si. J O N E S ,
1
From Professsor J. Ennia.
After several years of attention to the subject of 
lightning Conductors, aud their most approved construc­
tion, the best that 1 have seen are made after a quite recent 
invention, called “ Otis’s Patent.” They are very decided­
ly superior to all others, and afford the following charac­
teristics and advantages:
1. They envelope the building completely and secure­
ly, running along nil the prominent corners and angles of 
the edifice. While their form is varied to suit the peculi­
arities of every building, it may be stated that in general 
they rise on one or more points above the edifice,run along 
the roofedge to the ends of the gutters, and descend the 
four corners ol the house deeply into the ground. As they 
are ornamented in their forms no objection can be urged 
against them on the score of appearance and taste.
2. They are armed with handsome gilded points, pro­
jecting outwards two or three inches at intervening distan­
ces of every eight or ten feet.
3. The glass insulators, by which they are held off from 
the building, are greatly superior to any otherknown form 
of insulators. They are not in the interior of rings, in the 
ordinary way, hut they are solid bolts of glass of a proper 
length, fastened to the housq at one end and to the rod at 
the other, iu a very admirable manner. * An inspection' of 
the object is necessary to obtain the idea; a verbal de­
scription cannot give the notion clearly. The office per- 
iormed by these insulators, iu case of a lightning-stroke, 
has been illustrated by a vast nuinberol well-known tacts. 
(,n the other band, the necessity of proper insulation has 
been shown by a vastly greater number of facts, where 
the lightning has descended along the rods a part of the 
way down, and then entered the buildings along the staples 
bv which they were attached. Lives have been l-’st in 
tills manner: an instance of this happened last summer 
near Philadelphia. It may be objected that if insulators 
be used, the lightning cannot come from the building to 
the rods ; but in answer to this objection it may be ob­
served, that with “ Otis’s Pateu t” the lightning cannot get 
to the building, hence there need be no provision for its 
coining ofl'. Upward strokes from the earth are too un- I
frequent to he taken into account in such a connection._
Provision must be made against them in a way I sugsested 
last season, when noicing the upward stroke in Mr. Arm­
strong’s house nearthis city.
4. Although the edifice is enveloped more completely 
by “ Otis’sP aten t” than in the ordinary way, still the 
quality ot iron is not very greatly increased? The con­
ductors are square, and thereby afford more surface than 
if round, with the same weight of m etal; and they are 
more slendor than ordinary, which they can well allord 
to be on account of their grent number.
5. As architectural taste is now a prominent feature in 
nearly all buildings, this new arrangement possesses a 
special recommendation. It adds decidedly to the beauty 
of the building, and thus serves the double purpose of 
protection and decoration.
J. ENNIS.
Newark, May 2, 1854. 3m26
F o u i r n r  o f  J u l y
P R E P A R E  F O R  T H E  R E G A T T A ,
BY IMMEDIATELY SELECTING YOUR
“  O A R S ”
from a splendid lot just received by
Rockland, June 10, 1857.
C. L. ALLEN,
No. 2, Crocket Building.
3w24
E x p r e ss  W a g o n ’s  A  H a r n e s s e s
F O R  S A L E .
I V ILL be sold nt very low rates if applied for 
VV soon, two Express Waggons, one neurlv n ew _
Rockland, April 23, 1857.
F R A N C IS  H A R R IN G T O N
MANUFACTURER OF
B L O C K S  & F T J M F S ,
A T STEAM  MILL* U P  STAIRS,
ROCKLAND, ME,
February, 18, 1857. 8tf
TUST Received, Clear and Mess Pork, Lard, 
v  Mackerel and Cucumber Pickles, for safe low by 
J. WATTS,
20tf Cor. Main and Pleasant Sts.
Hard Wood.
TUST received and for Bale by tbe subscriber 
d  at hi* Lumber Wharf.
Bocklssd, J u t  3, 1857. tt. W. BERRY, sur
C. P. FESSENDEN, Druggist, Wholesale and Retail 
Agent for Rockland, 3m26
N o t ic e .
T H E  firm of INGRAHAM & THURSTON 
-L having been dissolved, the undersigned would re­
spectfully inform their friends that they are ready at the 
shops recently occupied by INGRAHAM A THURSTON 
to receive orders for all kinds of
C a s t i n g s ,
and other kinds of work in their line that may be wanted 
in this vicinity at rates that cannot fuil to satisfy any one.
PHILO THURSTON A CO. 
J osxph Ingraham, J u., J onathan Spear.
Philo T hurston.
Rockland, J une 17,1857. 25tf
TCST received at M. C. ANDREWS’ Spur-
geon’s Sermons Second Series.
Rockland, June 17, 1357. 25tf
P A R A S O L S !
JUST RECEIVED AT
NO . 1, B E R R Y ’S B L O C K ,
A very large variety of
T’a . r a s o l s ,
In all shades and styles, which will be sold cheap. 
3w25 J . W . B R O W N .
S tella  S h a w ls !
A  large variety o f Slella Shaids,
— I N -
W H IT E , G REEN A N D BLUE
JCST RECEIVED AT
J . W . B R O W N ’S;
Old Stand o f LotLrop,
w25 4 Berry’s Block.
F lannels, F lannels.
NOW OPENED AT
NO. 4 B E R R Y  S B L O C K ,
W H I T E  F L A N N E L S ,
I 3-4, 7-8, 4-4 and 5-4 widths. Some of ihem very fine 
quality. Also, al] grades of Cotton and Wool 
Flannels at low prices.
3w25 J . W . B R O W N .
T ravelling  Dresses.
A FRESH SUPPLY OF
P E K S E R T 0 N  C H E C K S
Black, Brown and Purple and White
Now on hand at the
w .  l o t h r o p ,
4 BERRY’S BLOCK.
•lltn ost E v ery  A r tic le
— OF—
XL Iff G O O D S
USUALLY CALLED FOR
M A Y B E  F O U N D  A T
NO. 4  B E R R Y ’S  BLOCK,
OLD ST AND OF B . W . LO TH RO P.
Rockland, J una 17, 1857. 6w25
R ockland  Book Bindery.
WILLIAM A. BARKEB.
B  o  o  l i .  B  i  el d .  e  r
— AND —
B L A N K  B O O K  M A N U F A C TU R E R ,
Spollord  B lo ck . M a in  St. R ockland*
. (Over E. R. SPEAR’S Bookstore)
P L A IN  A N D  O R N A M E N T A L  B IN D IN G  
of every description executed with neatness and despatch. 
Blank Books Ruled to Pattern and made to order.
N. B. Particular attention paid to binding Musie, Mag­
azines fee., & t. Ol.d Books Re-bound.
RockLand, June 17, 1857.
TUST Received by J .  W A ITS, Raisins, Figs, v Citron, Curruj its, Oranges and Lemons for sale low. 
80lf Cox. Main 4- Pleasant Su.
Old Bourbon W hiskey,
PUT UP BY
W ILSO N , F A I R B A N K  <fc C O ., 
— FOR—
M E D I C I N A L  P U R P O S E S
To attain the desired object of placing before the public 
a reliable article, we have spared neither time nor expense, 
and the basis upon which we place the virtue of our 
Whiskey is, (for whatever purposes the purest quality 
may be recommended,) that this is entirely free from any 
adulteration whatever.
Its purity cannot be questioned, as a thorough analysis 
has been made, as will be seen by referring to the follow’- 
ing Certificate, a copy of which accompanies each bottle.
State Assayer’9 Office ,
32 Somerset St., Boston, May 20, 1857.
Messrs. W ilson, Fairbank «fc Co.
Gentlemen—I have made chemical analysis of the sam­
ples of Bourbon Whiskey you sent to me, searching them 
for drugs or adulterating mutters, and have to inform you 
that the samples of Whiskey are feee from any adultera­
tions, and do not contion any poisonous or injurious mat­
ters, and hence are suitable for medicinal use.
Respectlully, your obedient servant, 
Charles T. J ackson, M. D., 
State Assayer,
In order to prevent deception, observe that the far. sim­
ile o f  the signature o f  ourfirm covers the cork o f  every 
bottle j without this protection none is genuine.
The above is put up in quart and pint bottles, and is for 
sale by all the Draggists,
W IL S O N , F A I R B A N K  & CO.,
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,
No*. 4 3  & 4 5  H an over Street* BOSTON.
TO WHOM ALE ORDERS MUST BE ADDRESSED.
For sale by Druggists generally.
F, G. COOK, Agent for Rockland.
June 15, 1857. 3m25
I N V I T A T I O N .
----- C A LL O N-----
NO. 7 KIM BALL BLOCK,
A N D  E X A M I N E
A  F R E S H  A S S O R T d llE N T
— OF—
B e a . x x t i f ' u . l  S t y l e s
— OF—
SPRING GOODS,
S U C II A S
Ladie*’ Black and Colored GAITERS and CONGRESS 
BOOTS.
Ladies’ GAITER and CONGRESS BOOTS, with heel*. 
Fine KID CONGRESS BOOTS.
POLKA u
“ “  « J. LIND “
u French Kid SLIPPERS.
“  “  “  BUSKINS.
<s KID BUSKINS, all qualitie*.
Mieses’ and Children’s BOOTS and SHOES, all qualities. 
Gent*’ and Boys’ Calf Foxed and Patent Leather CON­
GRESS BOOTS.
Gents’ Patent Leather and Calf Oxford Ties.
Gents’ and Boys’ French Calf Boots aud Shoes,
“ “  “ Black and Drab Cloth Gaiter*.
“ “  “  and Youths’ Goat, Calf, Kip and Grain
BROGANS.
All of which will be sold at the very L ow est Cash
P r ices .
P. S. A large lot of Ladie*’ and Misses’ Gaiter Boot* 
aud Shoes at Cost.
Rockluud, Juno 2, 1857. 23lf
T H E  N O V E L T IE S
O K  T H E  S E A S O N
IX
N E W  AND FA SH IO N A B LE
S p r in g  a n d  S u m m e r
D R E S S  G O O D S ,
LEW IS KAUFMAN,
H
NO. 1 N E W IB L O C K ,
Corner M ain and  L im e R ock  Streets.
AS N O W  ON E X H I B I T I O N
a L r  ■:
■S 8
,  = «  .2
£ 8 * 2
5  t  =
2 a =
C H IC K E R IN G ’S
P IA .JS T O  F O R T E S ,
M . C . A N D R E W S ,
NO 3 K IM B A L L  BLO C K ,
HAS just received and offers for sale JACOBCHICKERING’S
P I A N O  F O R T E S .
1 Seven Octaves, 4 Round Corners 
1 Six Octuves, 2 Round Corners.
1 Siz and a half Octaves, 2 Round Corners.
1 Six Octaves, 4 Round Corners.
Which will be sold at very low prices. W arranted to 
give satisfaction or no sale.
Rockland, June 9, 1857. 25tf
M . O. A N D R E W S ’
J J A S  just recieved a large lot of
GILT AND ROSEWOOD
M O U U D I T f f G S
of all width’s and qualities and will manufacture 
Portrait Looking Glass Miniature and 
P IC T U R E  F R A M ES,
at the shortest notice.
Rockland, June 9 1857. 25tf
T r u s t e e ’s  S a le .
AXTILL be sold at public auction on Thursday, 
VV the sixteenth day ol July, 1857, nt two o’clock P.
M., at the store of John Bird, Rockland, a piece of land 
oimerly owned by PHILIP ACIIORN, late of Rockland, 
deceased, bounded West bv the heirs of Enos Ulmer, 
North by E. G. Dodge’s land, East by Elliott Tolman’* 
land, and South by the road leading to Tolinan’a’. Pond ; 
containing ten acres, 109 rods.
Rockland, June 16, 1857.
3w25 JOHN BIRD, Trustees.
N o tic e .
T H E  Copartnership heretofore existing under 
A the name of INGRAHAM A THURSTON i* ihis day, 
by consent of parties dissolved.
And as it is necessary that the affairs of the Company 
should he immediately closed up, al’ persous having un­
settled accounts with the late Company are requested to 
call on PHILO THURSTON at the shop lately occupied 
by the above named Company and attend to’ the settle­
ment of the same without delay.
ISAAC INGRAHAM, 2d, 
PHILO THURSTON.
Rockland, May 22, 1857. 25tf
A N  A P P E A L
T O  T H E  N O R T H !
_____ ,#, * _____
B IL L S  & T R U E ,
Pl RESPECTFULLY ANNOUxNCE
lllal they ^ave opened at the
M o r t t i  HSiicL9
At their old stand, corner Front and Rockland Street*, a
S  2 2  ©  12
Where may be found the latest and be«t sti les of
Ladies’, Misses’,aud Children’.  Shoes aud Gailer Boots. 
ALSO —A good assortment of Gents’ Fine Calf and
Thick Bootsp, Boys’ and Youths’ Boots and Shoes of all 
descriptions, of th e ir  o w n  m an u factu re , which 
they will sell CHEAP for the
R E A D Y  C A S H .
Rockland, June 10, 1857, 
Stage an d  R ailroad  N otice
W IN T E R  A R R A N G E M E N T .
ClTAGES will leave ROCKLAND for BATH every 
Q InOrn ing- Sunday* excepted—at 2 o’clock aud 6 1-2 
n’rlnrk A M. arriving at Bath in season to connect with 
the 1 o’clock A. M. and 4 o’clock P M. Trains fot PORT­
LAND anine evening-
RETURNING—will leave BATH for W iscasset, Dam­
ariscotta, Waldoboro’, W arren,Thomastonand Rockland, 
on thea rrh ’nl of each train of cars at Bath.
a Stage leave? R o ck la n d  every Morning (Sunday* 
excepted) at 6 1-2 o’clock, A. M, for CAMDEN, BEL­
FAST any BANGOR.
RETURNING—leaves B a n g o r  every Morning (Sun 
davS excepted) at 6 1-2 aud arrive* a t R o ck la n d  about 
7 o’clock P . M.
J . T . & W . BERRY & CO., P bopbistohs.
Rockland jan . 3, 1856. l t f
City U ndertaker.
THE subscriber having been appointed City Undertaker, would give notice to the public that all orders left at his residence on MAIN STREET, North 
End will be promptly and faithfully attended to.’ l i i l f  CPF
Rockland, May 27, 1857.
Coal Tar,
CONSTANTLY on hand and for sale at the 
tBl WOBW.
O
8
H . B . E A T O N , M . D.
HOMCEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN &c
MEMBER OF THE MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Member o f the Homapathic College o f Health <%c.
DOCTOR EATON keeps constantly on hand the vari­
ous Ilomwputhic Medicines.
BOOKS, M E D IC IN E  CHESTS* ETC.
Calls left at the Telegraph Office iu Rockland, or at his 
residence in Rockport will be promptly attended to.
Rockport, Oct 1856. Iy24
I. 000.000 Bottles S o ld !
Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1853, by
J , R ussell SrxLDtNo, in the Clerk’s Office of
the District Court of Massachusetts.
A ll Infringem ents will be dealt with according to Law.
J. RUSSELL SPALDING’S
R O S E
Thi* great and popular preparation it decidedly one of the 
nicest and best articles in the world for the
H A I R !
I t  Impart* a richness and brilliancy, clenns, ornaments, 
invigorates, embellishes, removes dandruff, relieves head­
ache. and has probably been used for restoring and pre- 
ntiiig the falling off of the hnir with as much sucre** 
any article ever known. It has stood the test of lime
and use, ami all can rely upon it.
Sole Proprietor, J . Russell Spalding, Manufacturing 
Chemist. Principal Depot, 27 Tremont St., opposite the 
Museu m, Boston, Mass., where all orders should be ad­
dressed. The fac-simile ol his signature is on every bot­
tle of the genuine.
Sold by Druggists generally.
October 16, 1856. eow421y
B otan ic  fftledicines.
'T IIE  subscriber has taken tbe building next
1  above the POST OFFICE on LIME ROCK S I., 
lately occupied by the CITY MARSHAL, where he i» 
opening a good supply of
B O T A N I C  M E D I C I N E S  
hich he is pepnred to deal out to the afflicted.
From his long experience iu the Manufactures of
B otanic  or T hom sonian  M edicines,
and twelve years experience as a practitioner, and from 
the many testimonials of his success a* such entitles him 
i a share of public patronage.
The Dr. holds himself iu readiness to attend to the call* 
of all those who may be so unfortunate as to need the 
services of a Doctor.
J . D. CRABTRE, 
Botanic Physician.
Rockland, May 5, 1857.19tf
FA IR BA N K S’
CELEBRATED
S C A L E S ,
OF EVERY VARIETY,
'3 4  Kilby Street BO STO N ,
G R E E N L E A F  A B R O W N , A gents.
A full assortment of all kinds of weighing apparatus 
and store furniture for sale at low rate*. Railroad, Hay, 
and Coal Scales set in any part of the country.
May 7, 1857. 191y
A M E R IC A N  M O U SE ,
CORNER OF FORE AND LIME ST*.,
PO R T L A N D , M A IN E.
The undersigned, having become Proprietor, has re­
opened this commodious and
CENTRALLY SITUATED HOTEL.
and is ready to acfcfcmmodate the travelling and business 
public. .
Tile American House has been entirely remodelled with 
an addition of about thirty NE W ROOMS. Every parti­
cle of it has been newly filrnuheJ, aud it is In every re­
spect a FIRST CLASS HOTEL.
Its central posillon in reference t»>RalIway Stations 
and Steamboat landing*, aud Post gtffife, Custom Home, 
and the business portions of the city—offers inducements 
to the business community beyond any Hotel in the cily.
GEO. H. BARRELL.
April 30, 1 8 5 7 . lBtf
TUST Received. Molasses, Crushed, Powdered J and Havana B. Sugar*, Uyaon, Oolong, Singyoung 
and Sousbung Tea*. For lale by
J. Watts,
joif Cot. Main u d  fliuant Sit.
iz r
P A R A S O L S , R IB B O N S, H O S IE R Y  
A N D  Y A N K E E  N O T I O N S  
are all kept in a large variety
I would state to my coaiomer* that my aim will be to af­
ford to every buyer of
D R Y  G O O D S  
the facility at once and at all times, to find at my eitab- 
Iiahinen’, the greatest variety, all the Latest and mom at­
tractive Style*.
Rockland, May 7, 1857. 19tf
■"flEM ENW AY & JONES,
DEALERS IN
Doors, Sash and  Blinds,
, M A L L E T  B U I L D I N G ,
(opposite Congregational Church,)
MAIN STREET,
ROCK LAND, M E.
At the above place may be found the 
I largest and best assortm ent
ever off ered to the citizens of Rockland 
and which will be sold at the low est figure for Cash  
or approved credit,
Rockland March 18, 1857. 12tf
STJTYEMZEZO.
H A T S  & C A P S .
B E R R Y  & R IC H A R D S O N ,
NO. 7 KIMBALL BLOCK
H ave received from  BOSTON th eir
S U M M E R  I I A T S  AND C A P S ,
their Stow may be found everything
U © - w  niAca. T a s t y
in the HAT and CAP line at reason able  P rices.
P- 8. A large lot o f old STYLE HATS & CAPS
nt Co*t*
Rockland, June 3, 1857. fBtf
F U R N I T U R E
W AREHOUSE!
GEORGE W- F R E N C H ,
HAVING enlarged his WAREHOUSE, has now one of the most epacioua Warehouee* la the State-
Encouraged by past «alee, has purchaeed
T H E  B E S T  S T O C K  O F
Common and Nice Furniture*
ever offered in thi« vicinity. With paat advantages, am 
prepared to Hell lower than ever before. Those wishing 
Furnitule will find this the very best place to purchase.
FROM  23  TO 1 3 0  DO LLARS,
Also a good assortment of
Tubs, Pails, Clothes and Sawhorses, Brooms, 
Door Mats, dj-c., <fj-c.
W a r e  R oom ., M ain S t.,O p p o .ile  P o ll  Office.
Thomaston, May 21, 1857. 21tf
N E W  G O O D S ,
J .  W A T T S ,
CORNER MAIN AND PLEASANT STREET,
HAS just returned from Boston, and offers at u amall profit for cash, » general a««ortinent of
G  r o o e r i e s .
Alio Gents’ and Ladies
BO O TS, SH O E S A N D  R U B B E R S ,
Domestic Dry Goods,
EARTHEN, STONE, and WOODEN WARES.
Rockland, May 14, 1657. 20tf
P a ra so ls !!
[N great variety, of the richest styles and belt fabric, for sale at the lowest prices, at 19tf L. KAUFMAN’S.
To Let.
D  OOMS formerly occupied by Miss KIRK 
T il PATRICK, in Cuntont Houae Block. Enquire of 
KIMBALL *  ABBOTT.
Rockland, Nov. 15, 1856. ,7tf
To Let.
TW O  fine tenements in Rankin Block,suitable for large families. Also, on. store in sameblock 
Inquire of
SAMUEL RANKIN.
Rockland, Jan. IS, 1857. Stf
Soap, Soap.
PR A N E’S, Colgate’s, assorted Toilet, Curtia 
A-' Daria’, Superior Transparent, Chemical Olive, Coop, 
er’s, Winchester, Dickerson Sc Co.’*, Improved Transpa­
rent, Caalile and J . B. Williams’, Tonao rial Shaving Soap, 
Cor, Main and Fleaaanl Sta., by
20lf J- WATTS.
Ankle Ties.
IflS S E S  and Children’i  Patent Leathir and 
i l l  Kid An)1 kle Ties. 
Rockland.’*«fc»wIS67.
JERRY & RICHARDSON.
U tf
F J Y R E _ B E D T J C E D .
i j t s i d e l i  .
BANCOR, PO R T L A N D . BOSTON, LA W - 
R E N C R  A N D LO W EL L.
TBC JPLtXDrD AND FAST S.ILIKO STE.StlB
D A N I E L  W E B S T E R ,
C A PT . SAM UEL B L A N C H A R D ,
AVlNG, the past winter, received n new set ol Boilers 
and been thoroughly overhauled an«l put in the best 
possible condition for the accommodation of the travell­
ing community, has takeq her place on the line between 
B an gor  nud P o rtla n d , connecting with the cars for 
Boston, Lowell and Luwrence, and will run as follows:— 
Leaves BANGOR e' ery Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
morning at 6 o’clock, arriving at ROCKLAND at about 
11 o’clock, A. M., and arriving at Portland in searou for 
the 4 1-2 o’clock train for Boston.
R eturning,—Leaves PORTLAND for BANGOR und 
intermediate landings on the River every Monday, Wednes­
day and Friday evenings, on the arrival of the cars from 
Boston, arriving at ROCKLAND every Tuesday, Thursday 
and Saturday morning nt nbout 3 1-2 o’clock.
F A R E ,-From Rockland to Boston and Lowell, $ 2 ,0 0  
“ Portland, 1 ,5 0
River Fares as usual. Freight taken at usual rates.
M. W. FARWELL, JgenL
Agent’s Office at his residence, No. 5, Elm Street.
Rockland, April 22, 1856. 8inl7
H
0. H. PER RY ,
NO 3 BERRY’S BLOCK,
E AS just returned from BOSTON with a splendid Stock of
SPRING GOODS,
Consisting of
Ready-Made Clothing,
Nice Black and Brown Broad Clolh Frock Coats, Mix’d 
and Fancy Doeskin Frock and Sack Coats, and business 
Coats of all description.
P a n t s .
Black and Fancy Doeskin Pants, Mix’d Doeskin, Ctuii 
mere, Sutinett and business l’ants.
V E S T S ,
Figured and Blnck Satin Vests. Plain and Fancv Silk, Lasti 
ing und Mix’d Doeskin Vests, Ac., &c.
USdSTS . t . Y J )  CHIP® .
Black, Brown and Steel Mix’d Soft Hats, Mole Skin Hats, 
Boy's Brown und Black Hats.
C A P  S .
Blue, Black and Brown Caps of the latest styles. Boys’ 
and Children’s Caps of all kinds.
BOOTS AND SHOES.
Sum mer A rran g e m e n t!!
F A R E  R E D U C E D .
T W O  T R I P S  A W E E K .
THE NEW, LARGE AND COMMODIOUS STEAMER
A FR E S H  STOCK
— OF—
Broadcloths, Cassimeres.
D O E S  K I N S  p c . ,  f  c . ,
J u s t  R eceived  by
DEAN STABLER,
M e rc h a n t T a ilo r ,
D. B. BbidqfobdI N. T insley Pate
FRANKLIN MATTHEWS.
BRIDGFORD, & C0„
GENERAL COMMISSION AND FORWARDING
ON THE CORNER 20 DOCK AND CAREY STS.,
R IC H M O N D , V A .
They will mnke liberal Ca«h A dvances on Con— 
• ig n u ic u tN  to their address. They also will attend 
particularly to orders for the purchase of
F L O U R , F E E D . C O R N , & c.
R eferences—The Merchants of Richmond generally.
February 18, 1857. 8tf
Fire Insurance.
E. H. C O C H R A N ’ S
IRSURAN CE AGENCY, 
SPOFFORD BLOCK, M A IN ST.,
R O C K L A N D .
A Y E R ’S 
C a th a r t ic  P ills ,
S.f.VJF O R I),
C A P T . C H A ’S S A N F O R D ,
Will leave BANG O R for BOSTON every M on­
day and T h ursd ay at 11 o’clock, A. M., arriving at 
Rockland at about 5 o’clock, P. M.
R eturning Leaves Foster’s South W harf BOS­
TON for BANGOR and intermediate landings on 
the river, every Tumrtay a n d F rid n y  at 5 o’clock, P 
M., arriving at ROCKLAND every W ednesday and  
S aturday morning nt about 5 o’clock.
F A R E ,—F rom  R ock lan d  to Bonton. $ 1 ,5 0
River Fares as usual. Freight taken at usual rates.
M. W. FARWELL, Agent.
P. S. Agent’s Office at his residence, No. 5 Elm Street.
Rockland, April 2, 1857. 14tf __
P I O N E E R .  XZUSTE2.
E A S T E R N  R O U T E .
M A C H I A S P O R T .  E L L S W O R T H
AND K O C K LA N D .
THE FAVORITE STEAMER
Misses’ and Childrens’ Boots and Shoes, comprising all
1 styles und qualities.
J Gents’ French and American Calf Boots.
ALSO—A large assortment of Gents’ and Boys Goat and 
Calf Brogans and Congress Shoes.
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
n every variety.
Trimks, Valises, Carpet Bags, Umbrellas fyc.
Cluns an ti P is to ls ,
Powder Flasks, Shot Pouches, Tubes, Tube Wrenches 
Gun Locks, Rod Heads and Screws, Ball Moulds, Cylenders 
and Hammers.
S E A M E N ’S O U T F IT T IN G  G O O D S.
and Rubber Clothing.
All of which will be sold C h eap er than the C h eap­
est for Cash.
O. H. PERRY.
Rockland, Apri[ 16, 1856. 16tf
ON MANHOOD,
A N D  I T S  P R E M A T U R E  D E C LIN E .
Just P ub lish ed , G ratis, the 2 0 th  Thousand:
4 FE W WORDS ON THE RATIONAL TREAT- 
■Q. MENT, without Medicine, of Spermatorrhea or Local 
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, Genital and Nervous 
Debility, Impotency, and Impediments to Marriage gener­
ally,
BY B. DE LANEY, M. D.
The important fact that the many alarming complaints, 
originating in the impudence and solitude of youth, may 
be easily removed without Medicine, is in this small 
tract, clearly demonstrated ; and the entirelv new’ and 
highly successful treatment, as adopted by the Author, 
fully explained, by means of which every one is enabled 
to cure himself perfectly and at the least possible cost, 
thereby avoiding all the advertised nostrums of the day.
Sent to any address, gratis and post free in a sealed en­
velope, by rtmilting (postpaid) two postage stamps to 
Dn. B. DE LANEY, 17 Lispenard Street, New Yory City.
April 2, 1857. 6mI4*
R O C K L A N D ,
C A PT . E D W A R D  COBB,
Will leave ROCKLAND for MACHIASPORT every 
Saturday morning on arrival of steamer M. Sanford from 
Boston, and Daniel Webster from Portland, touching at 
N. Haven, Deer Isle, Mt. Desert, Millbridge and Jones- 
fort.
R eturning,—will leave MACHIASPORT for ROCK­
LAND every Monday morning at half-past four, touching 
as above, arriving at ROCKLAND in time to connect with 
fteamer M. Sanfoid, for Boston.
Will also leave ROCKLAND every Wednesday morn­
ing on arrival of M. Sanford, for ELLSWORTH, touching 
at Belfast, Castine, Deer Isle and Sedgwick.
R eturning.—Leaves ELLSWORTH every Thursday 
morning for ROCKLAND, touching as above, arriving in 
time to connect with the M. Sanford for Boston.
F  A l i  F  :
From Rockland to Machiasport, $2,50. i
“  Jonesport, 2,25. j
“  Millbridge, 2,00. ■
“ Mt. Desert, 1,50. j
“  Deer Isle, 1,00. ,
“ North Haven, ,50. :
Fxom Rockland to Ellsworth, $1,75. ’
“  Sedgwick, 1,50.
“  Deer Isle, 1,25. ,
“  Castine, 1,00. j
u Belfast, ,50.
Way Fares as usual. ......  .
April, 1857.
u r y  No Monopoly.
B R Y A N T ’ S
IN D E P E N D E N T  E X PR E SS.
BANG OR. RO CK LAND AND BOSTON.
I EAVES Rockland for Boston, every MondayS  and Thursday nt 5 o’clock, P. M., per SteamerM. Sanford,
M oney, P a ck a g es, Orders & c., 
taken and delivered and B ills  and Notes collected with 
promptness and dispatch
t Offices—Store of PIERCE & KaLER, No. 5 Spofford 
Block, Rockland. No. 11 State Street, Boston.
W. H. CAREY, Agent.
Rockland, May 11, 1856. 20tf
Th<? E aste rn  Express Co.,
’U 'O R M E D  by the combination of the Ex- 
A press Companies of
UODGMAN CARR A CO.,
CARPENTER A CO.,
WINSLOW A CO.,
Will continue the Express business between Boston  
and the State o f  M ain e.
The Express will leave Rockland for Boston by Steamer 
MENEMON SANFORD everv Monday and Thursday at 
5 o’clock, P. M.
Return Wednesday and Saturday mornings.
For Portland and Boston by Steamer DANIEL WEB­
STER every Monday. Wednesday and Fridav at 10 
o’clock, A. M.
Office in Ruston. 35  Court Square,
E. l . LOVEJOY, .Agent.
Rockland, May 1, 1857. 19tf
HENDERSON, JE F F E R S  & CO S.
e x p h s  5 ,
W ILL lewvc BOSTON for ROCKLAND, ELLSWORTH and MACHIAS In
ST EA M E R  M. SA NFO RD .
AND CONNECT WITH
S T E A M E R  R O C K L A N D ,
fit Rockland.
Rockland, April 2,1856.
~ G ~ D 7  S M IT H
T K A C H E R  O F  P IA N O  F O R T E , 
Vocalization, and Harm ony,
TXTOULD respectfully inform the public, that
’ V he can be found at MORSE BROTHERS, Music 
Room. Snow’s Block, Main Street.
He has permission to refer to the following gentlemen.
H. G. Berry, A. C. Spalding,
W. A. Farnsworth, N. A. Farwell,
F. Cobb, T. Williams,
W . H, Titcomb, J . T . Berry,
1. K. Kimball,
Rockland, April 15, 1857. 36tf
P u re  Bourbon W hiskey.
STA TE ASSA VEIL’S O F F IC E . 1G BOYDS­TON S T R E E T , Boston, May 20, 1657.
H. C. Thacker, Esq., 13 Central wharf Boston.
Dear sir-.—With this you,will receive the detailed re- 
■ults of analysis of two samples of Bourbon Whiskey, 
manufactured by Mr. J . H. Cutter, of Lousville, Ky.
It will be seen that these Whiskies are pure and una­
dulterated, and entirely free from any mineral or vegeta­
ble drug or poison, and as such I can recommend them for 
Biedicinal use. Respectfully,
A. A. HAYES, M. D., 
Assayer to Slate of Mass.
ST A T E  ASSAYER’S O F F IC E , 32 SO M ER­SET S T R E E T , Boston, May 20, 1657.
H. C. Thacher, Esq., 13 Central wharf, Boston.
Dear s i r I  have made a chemical analysis of the earn 
pie of •* Old Bourbon Whiskey ’ you brought to me. made 
bv John H. Cutter of Lousville Kv., and find that it is free 
from all poisonous matters, and has 49 ger cent of absolute 
Alcohol in it—and about 4 ounces of Saccharine matter to 
the gallon. It is a pure and unadulterated Liquor, suita­
ble for medicinal use.
Respectfully your obedient servant,
CHARLES T. J a CKSON. M. I)., 
State Assayer.
A constant supply of this Whiskey can be obtained of 
the Agents. Be sure that you obtain JOHN IL CUT­
TER’S Old Bourbon Whiskey.
H . C. T H A C H E R , 13 Central Wharf, Boston.
T H O M A S  T H A C H E R ,  5 1  Pine St.,New York.
Boston, May 23, 1857. 3in22
1 Buy Me, and TU do you Good
The P c o p  l e ’ s . M e d i c i n e .
\ More than h a lf  a  M illion Bottles were 
SOLD LAST T E A R .
Dr. Langley’s Roots and Herb Bitters.
■ Composed of Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yel­
low Dock, Prickly Ash, Thoroughwort,
; Rhubarb, Mandrake, Dandelion, &c. 
Comprising the best roots Herbs and Barks, in the worl d 
all of which are so compounded as to act in 
concert and assist Nature in 
ER AD IC ATING  DISEASE.
Tiiey cure and Eradicate from the system, 
Liver Complaint—that main wheel of so many diseases, 
Jaundice in its worst forms, all Billious Diseases and foul 
Stomach, Dyspepsin, Costiveness, Humors of the Blood 
and Skin, Indigestion, Headache, Dizziness, Piles, Heart­
burn, eakness, Pain in the Side and Bowels, Flatulency, 
Loss of Appetite and all kindred complaints, caused by a 
disordered Stomacn, or bad Blood, to which nil are more 
or less subject in Spring and Summer.
T H E  L A D IE S  A L L  L IK E  T H E M ,
F or they a lw a y s  D o them  Good.
Diseased Liver—Foremost of the van,
Gloomy Jaundice, Dread Dyspepsia,
Drooping spirits, Ailings not a few,
By Langley’s Bitters fought arc forced to yield, 
WbileitEALTH and strength united take the field. 
Principal Office 99 Union Street, Boston. Sold by alj 
dealers in Medieine everywhere.
C. W. ATWELL, Portland, State Agent.
C. I’. I’E&SENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for 
Rockland, and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine 
generally. 14tf
D R . P B T I T T ’S
FOR THE CURE OF ALL 
D IS E A S E S  O F  T H E  E V E ’
TJERSOXS who have used this wonderful Rem- 
J- edy in desperate cases of sore eyes with success, have 
ried it in other cases, and found it to exceed their most 
sanguine expectations. Thus many families it has become 
a sort of universal medicine or cure all. If a child gets 
burned, they use the Eye Salve, if they get a bruised finger 
or a piece of skin knocked off they apply the Eye Salve, 
do. for Sore Lips, Cold Sores, &c., «tc.
i t  bm used for P ile s  w ith  p erfect success. 
Scrofulous Sores and Ulcers have been forced 
to yield to this Salve when all other remedies have failed.
For Tetter, Scald Head, Ring Worms, Erysipelas sores, 
shaving sores and pimples, is has been found an invalua 
ble remedy.
C. W. ATWELL, Deering Block, Portland, General 
Agent.
C. P. FESSENDEN, and N. [WIGGIN, Agents for 
Rockland, and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine 
geneially.________________________  14if
Boors, Sash, and  Blinds.
BARROW ’S & EW ELL,
, TX70ULD inform the citizens of Rockland and 
. '  ’ viciHity that they are engaged in the manufacture 
i of the above named articles, ii^ R o c k v ille  at the head 
I of Lake Chikawaukie, three miles from R ock lan d ,
! where they are prepared to execute orders for anv of the
■ above work at very short notice.
1 In addition to which, are prepared to do a variety of
j o b  w o r k ; ,
such as
I P la n in g , J o in tin g  Sq u arin g  C lapboards, 
i T U R N IN G  A N D  B O R IN G  S H I P S ’ 
Stanchions, C ircu lar , and  S croll S a w in g , &c.
P. S. We have engaged MESSRS. STANLEY «fc 
AVER to act as our agents in Rockland, at which place 
will he found a good assortment of common size
D O O R S , S A S H  A N D  B L I N D S .
All orders left with them will be promptly attended to.
All work delivered in Rockland free of charge.
B. BARROWS. It. EWELL, JR,
Rockville, April 9, 1857. 6m 15
rpH E SUBSCRIBER lias ju s t received his
Spring Stock of Goods,
Consisting in part of GENTS’
M O L E  S K IN T  H A T S .
Gents’ Black, Brown, Drab, Claret, Castor, Rose, and 
Steel mixed
S o f t  H a t s .
Gents’ New Style Black, Drab, Brown and Blue
[Young Men’s New Style
HATS AND CAPS.
of all descriptions.
Boy’s and Youth’s New Styles
H A T S  A N D  C A P S  
of all descriptions.
Children's Fancy Hats and Caps.
Gents’, Ladies, Misses, Boy.s and Children’s,
Boots, Shoes, Rubbers and G aiters
of all descriptions.
G ENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
UMBRELLAS, &c., &c.
All of which were PURCHASED WHOLLY for Cnab 
consequently they c a n  and w a ll  b e  s o ld  at the very 
L ow est Ca silt P r ices.
T. A. WENTWORTH,
No. 2 Spofford B lock ,
15tf Opposite Thorndike Hotel.
I l  Gents’ Mole Skin H ats
T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
W IL S O N
I  W H I T E ’S
B LO CK .
Rockland, Me.
I would call attention to ray place ol business and to 
the entirely
F resh  Stock o f  Cloths
now on Sale, adapted io the Season, consisting of
F R E N C H , G E R M A N  A N D  E N G L IS H
B road cloth s, Dtcukiun and  Cawsimcres.
A large variety of
v e s t i n g s ,
Marseilles, SAriNs and grenedines,
to iuit the most particuar tastes, and which will be made 
to order and at prices for Canli to defy competition.
Also, a good selectioi of CLOTHS for 
B O Y S ’ A N D  C H I L D R E N .
A outh m Clot lies made to order ut short notice.
Custom-Made Clothing,
of his own manufacture, which he will warrant none to 
excel, and will sell at extremely low prices.
GENT’S FURNISHING GOODS,
in great variety.
D, Stab ler would most respectfully return his sincere 
thanks to his friends and*the public generally for the liber­
al patronage bestowed upon him, with the reqnest that 
they would again call belore purchasing.
Particular attention paid to the cutting of garments to 
be made out.
Rocklund, May 7, 1856. 19tl
p o
TP O R  G ents’ D rab B eaver H ats,
T T, A. WENTWORTH’S.
T P O R  G ents’ Soft H ats, all Styles & Colors, 
T  T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
T P O R  G ents’ French H ats, i  T A. WENTWORTH’S.
T ? 0 R  Boy’s New Styles H ats and Caps,T T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
T P O R  Children's Fancy H ats and Caps,
-L T. A. W ENTW ORTfl’S.B
T P O R  G ent's New Stvle Cloth and Silk 
J- Caps, T. A. W E.\TW ORTH’S.
T p O R  G ent’s Furnishing Goods. .T T. A. WENTWORTH’S. I
r |'H E  Subscriber lias just returned iruin LUb-
-L TON with a large Stock of
BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS
I-I .A .T S , CJYZPS,
--- AND—
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS.
which were selected with great care expressly for this mar 
ket, and will be sold at the verv lowest C n*h  P r ic e s *  
T. A. WENTWORTH,
No. 2 Spofford B lock , 
15tf Oopposite Thorndike Hotel.
AHERiCAN & FOREIGN PATENTS.
R .  I I .  E D 1 I Y ,
SOLICITOR OF PA TEN TS,
(Late Agent of U. S Patent Office , W ashington, 
UNDEB THE ACT OF 1836 )
7G STATE ST., opposite K ilby  Mt,, Iloslon .
AFTER an extensive practice of upwards ot twenty years, continues to secure Patents in the United 
States; also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign 
countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignments, and all 
Papers or Drawings for Patent, executed on liberal terms, 
and with despatch. Researches made into American or , 
Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pa­
tents or Inventions,—and legal or other advice rendered in j 
all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims ofj 
any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assign­
ments recorded at Washington.
This Agency is not only the largest in New England, but 1 
through it inventors have advantages for securing patents, { 
or ascertaining the patentability of inventions, unsurpass- J 
cd by, if not immeasurably superior to, any which can be 
offered them elsewhere. The testimonials below given 1 
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PA­
TENT OFFICE than the subsciber ; and as SUCCESS IS ■ 
THE BEST PROOF OF AD VANTAGES AND ABILITY, | 
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and 
can prove, that at no other office of the kind are the 
charges for professional services so moderate. The im- i 
niense practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, | 
has enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specill- I 
cations and official decisions lelative to patents. These,1 
besides bis extensive library of legal and mechanical 
works, and full accounts of patents granted in the United 
States and Euiope, render him able, beyond question, to 
offer superior facilities fur obtaining patents.
All necessity of a journey to Washington, to procure a 
patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in-1 
ven tors. -----
Teslimonials.
“ During the tunc I occupied the office of Commissioner 
of Patents, It. II. Eddy, Esq., of Boston, did business at 1 
the Patent Office, as Solicitor for procuring patents.— j 
There were few, if any, persons acting in that capacity, 
who had so much business before the Patent Office; and 
there were none who conducted it with more skill, fidelity 
and success. I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the best in­
formed and most skillful Patent Solicitors in the United 
Slates, and have no hesitation in assuring inventors that 
they cannot employ a person more competent and trust- I 
worthy, and more capable of putting their applications in 1 
u lorni to secure for them an early and favorable consider- . 
Ulion at the P a ten t Office EDMUND BURKE.
l ate Conimissionor of Patents.”
From the present Commissioner.
“ August 17, 1855.—During the time 1 have held the 
office of Commissioner of Patents, R. 11. Eddy, Esq., of 
Boston, has been extensively engaged in the transaction ’ 
of business with the Office as a solicitor. He is thorough­
ly acquainted with the law, and the rules of practice o f; 
the Office, I regard him as one of the most capable and 
successful practitioners with whom I have had official in­
tercourse. CHAS. MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.” i 
Boston, Jan. 8, 1857. Iy2 :
ECONONY IN  PRINTING.
EVERY MAX HIS OWN PRINTER !
L O W E ’S P A TEN T
P o r ia b lc  P r in tin g  and
Copying PrcHM,
rillllS  Press will print from any kind of Type, Dies, 
±  Wood Cuts, or Electrotypes, givivg as perfect an im­
pression as any other press new in use, and may be used 
by anv lad of ordinary capacity. All kinds of Fancy and 
Ornamental Printing may be executed with this Press in 
the neatest possible manner. Any kind of paper, of what­
ever quality or color, may be used, damp or dry ; also, 
all kinds of card-board.
This Press is most admirably adapted for printing Shop 
Bills, Labels, Visiting or Business Cards, Bill Heads, En- 
elopes, Railroad Receipts, Tea, Coffee, or Salt Bags, 
a Copying Press, is superior to any thinjand i
J£E E P S
JOHN FLINT,
constantly on hand fresh
BEEF.
PORK,
and POULTRY,
bought at Be,full, Wnldo County, expreuly for thia mar­
ket, ut »uch price.Biulof such qiinlitic. aa arc not found 
a t oth-r Market Houtea in iliia city. ALSO,—A full supply
Groceries and  Vegetables,
»nd all those articles usually found in PROVISION 
B1ORES.
Customers will understand that at this establishment 
they will always get the worth of their Money.
„ g i v e m e a c a l l
Rockland, Dec. C, 1856. 50tf
Paper H angings.
[F you would like to Bee a very fine and large aaaorUBcBl of Puper Hanging., at very low price, call 
x „  E H- SPEAR’S
8W Ko. 1 Spofford B lo ck .
IPOK Ladies’ Cloth Gaiter Boots,
-L T. A. WENTWORTH’S
TPOR Ladies’ Colored Gaiter Boots,
-T T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
P O R
F OR Ladies’ Cloth Congress lleel Boots,T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
f O R
Ladies’ Cloth Congress Boots,
T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
Ladies’ Side Lace Heel Boots,
T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
T?OR Ladies’ French Kid Congress Boots,
A  T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
j ? ° R
D O R Ladies’ Nice Silk Gore Congress Boots, 
-L T. A. W ENTWORTH’S.
Ladies’ French Kid Gaiter Boots.
T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
F OR Ladies’ French Kid Slippers,T. A. WENTWC
P en rhvn  M arble Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF
6 2 f ! 8 8 S T  V S B O S J S . i
PIER SLABS, PEDESTALS, &c„
’’THESE are new and beautiful articles, in im i- ! 
L tation of the richest marble such as Lisbon, Italiiui, ! 
Lyonese, Egyptian, Galway, Spanish, Stenna Black, aiul 
others of the most rare and desirable kinds. In style and 
finish they stand unequaled ; are very highly polished, re­
tain their beauty much longer than common marble and J 
aie not Injured by coal gits, smoke or acids.
At the late exhibition of the “ Mass. Charitable Mechan­
ics’ Association ” the New York “  American Institute,’ 
and the “ Universal Eqposition in Paris, they were award 
ed the highesi premium for marble.
GEO. W. FRENCH, Agent. Thomaston, Me.
G . W . K IM B A L L ,
21 A g en t for R ocklund*
1 TPOR Ladies’ Boots, Shoes and Gaiters, of all
! J - descriptions, T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
LPOR Misses’ and Children’s Boots, Shoesjund 
L  Graiters of all descriptions.
T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
. Gents’ French Calf Boots,
T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
p O R
F OR Gents’ Calf, Patent Leather and ClothCongress Boots, T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
F 0 B
r e
R . A . P A L M E R  & C o.,
W O U L D  respectfully announce to the citizens of Rocli- 
,1 lund und vicinity tltut they have just opened u store
N O .’S 4 & 5 T H O R N D IK E  B L O C K ,
where they will keep constantly on hand a full supply of
COS2PS AA’I> F lsO V lS ,
and a good assortment of
w . I. GOODS AND GROCERIES.
We shall endeavor by constant attendance und a dispo­
sition to please to merit a share of public patronage
Rockland, October 1, 1856 ~40tf
J. C. LIBBY & SON,
HAVING purchased of Geo. L. Smith his extensive stock of
Stoves an ti Bffard-W’are,
end having since the purchase received anil are still receiv­
ing from Bostou and elsewhere large additions to the stock, 
feel that we are now prepared to offer to the patrons of 
this well known stund and the public generally, as good 
an assortment in our line as can be found in the County ; 
and by close application and promptness in our business 
hope to receive our share of the public patronage 
Rockland, Ont. 21,1856.
A. PA R K ER ,
43tf
E. H. COCHRAN,
WILL TAKE KISKB ON
D W E L L IN G  H O U S E S ,
H O U S E H O L D  F U R N I T U R E ,  
S T O R E S ,
ST O C K S O F  G O O D S,
! F IN IS H IN G  R IS K S  ON B U IL D IN G S
i in process of construction, and all other In ­
surable property, in the following companies, 
known to be safe and prompt in the adjust­
ment of their losses.
Insurance effected in Stock Companies or
M utual, as applicants prefer.
M A IN E IN SU RA N C E COMPANY.
AUGUSTA. ME.
C a p i t a l  $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
J. H. W illiams, Sec’y. J . L. Cutler, Pres’t.
s  a, i  1 -  TS/3E zx Is . o  zl* ,
S P E A R ’S W H A R F ,
ROCKLAND, ME,
FJUCK, Trimmings, Bolt Rope and Twine con-
constantly on hand or furnished at short notice.
—  A L S O  —
Bunting of all kinds, Colors and Flags of every dcscrip 
lion. Tents, Awnings, «fcc., made to order in good style. 
Orders in the above line will be promptly attended to.
Rockland, Nov. 14, 1855. 6tn44
£ 7 " w . H O W E S ,
C O U N S E L L O R  A T  L A W ,  
K IM B A L L  BL O K .
R ockland . M e .
Strict attention given lo B o u n ly  Land C la im ,.
THE above named has just removed from Belfast, where 
he has been in a very active practice nbout eight years; 
about one half of which period he was of the then firm of 
Abbott Howes.
On account of his extensive' acquaintance in Waldo 
County he will continue to do business in the Courts there 
as well as in Lincoln.
Rockland, March 22, 1855
“ PE T E R  T H A C H E R T B R O T H E R T "
A ttorneys and Counsellors a t  Law,
O F F IC E , NO. 2 K IM B A L L  BLOCK,
MAIN STREET....................................ROCKLAND, ME.
Peter T haciier, r . p E . T iiaciier.
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1856. 4gtf
THORNDIKEHOTEL,
R O C K L A N D  M A IN E .
S. G . D E N N I S .
Rockiand, Jan. 15, 1856. 3tf
M E T C A L F lF D U N C A N  ~
S H IP P IN G  & COM MISSION
2 & £ e z » G 2 i s i . 2 x t ! S ,
2 1  C O E N T I E S  S L I P ,
N E W  Y O R K .
B. F. Metcalf, ?
__ Saml. Di m an. 5 ___ June 3, (23)
GEO. L HATCH,
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION 
M EK C fflA N T,
22  S o u th  S t r e e t ,  (U p  S ta i r s ,
r N E W  Y O R K .
IVVm Ckeevv-I IGih s  A. Eabwell.)
CREEVY & FA RW ELL,
Commission Merchants, and Ship 
BROKERS.
Agents for “ The Eagle Line” New York 
Packets,
3 9  N A T C H E Z  S T R E E T ,
___44 t f _  N E W ORI.E A NS.
N. BOYNTON & CO.
t o i i i D s a a s s i o s a  J f f e s - e h a B iJ s ,
AXD SELLING AGENTS FOR THE
R O B B I N S  C O R D A G E  CO ., 
PL Y M O U TH , MASS.
RUSSELL M ILLS, and Mt. V ERNON
D U C K  C O M P A N Y ’S,
are prepared to furnish Coruage and Duck of the best 
quality, at the lowest manufacturers’ prices.
N BOYNTON, ) No. 131
E BOYNTON, JR Commercial Block, 
A FH ER V EY  > B O S T O N , lb iy
THOMAS FRYE,
Physician and Surgeon,
OFFICE No. 4 Kimball Block, over thestore of J. Wake field DwellingHouse on Spring Street, opposite Dirigo 
Engine House. ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR N1GI1T, 
will be promptly attended to- 43 ly
Nov. lu 1854.
II. 0 . B R EW ER  & CO.
S H IP P IN G  & COMMISSION
M O B IL E , A L A .
36tf
II. O. Brewer, ? 
A. J. Ingersoll, j
HAM PDEN IN SU R A N C E CO. 
S P R IN G F IE L D , MASS. 3 
C a p i t a l  a n d  A s s e t s  $ 2 1 8 , 8 8 7  
J. C. Pynciiox, Sec'y. W m. IL Calhoun, Pres’t.
C harter Oak F ire  and M arine Co. 
H A R T F O R D . C O N N .  
C A P IT A L , 4 3 0 0 .0 0 0
J oseph II. Sprague, Sec’y . R alph Gillett , Prep’t.
Conway F ire  Insurance Company.
C O N W A Y , M A S S . 
C A P IT A L  A N D ASSETS. £ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
D. C. Rogers, Sec’y. .1. S. W hitney, Pres’t
B r id g e p o r t  F i r e  a n d  M a r in e  C o  
B R ID G E P O R T , C O N N . 
C A P IT A L , 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
J. II. Washburn, Sec y. II. W . Chatfield, Pres’t.
Holyoke IJu tual F ire  Insurance Cc.
S A L E M ,  M A S S .  
C A P IT A L  A N D  ASSETTS, S 3 5 0 .0 0 0 .
j J . T. Burnham, Sec’y. Augustus Story, Pres’t,
T R A D E R S ’ A N D  M E C H A N IC S ’ CO. 
L O W E L L .  M A S S .  
C a p i t a l ,  5 0 , 0 0 0 .
E. F. Sherman, Sec’y. J . Converse, Fres’t.
G R E E N F IE L D  IN S U R A N C E  CO.
G R E E N F IE L D , MASS.
W . T. Davis, Sec’y. I ra Abercrombie, Tres’i.
Thom aston E u tu a l Insurance Co.
T H O M A S T O N ,  M E .
Wm. R. Keith , Sec’y- E. Robinson, Pres’t.
G reat F ails Iilntual Company.
SOMERSWORTH, N. II.
II. Y. IIayes, Sec’y. 1. G. J ordan. President.
A t l a n t i c  M u t u a l  C o m p a n y ,  
E X E T E R ,  N  . II  .
Mm. P. Moulton, Sec’y, M. Sanborn, President.
FARMERS’ & MECHANICS’ MUTUAL CO. | 
G OR H A M , M A IN E .
J. P ierce, Sec’y Daniel R. CLCMEXT,'Pre«’t.
R O C K IN G H A d M  M U T U A L  CO .
E X E T E R ,  N . II . 
f.ii. P. Movltok, Sec'y. JI. Sasborx, Prea’t.
F S F E  B .T S F B d .B .V C F
effected in R e lia b le  C om p an ies.
B. S.— E . I I . C O C H R A N  is devoting his
whole time to the Insurance business, and 
pledges himself to give the most careful a t­
tention to all business iu the above line. 
Rocklund, December 3, 1656. 49tf
BUY SOME OF
DE. J .  P A R K E R ’S 
R H E U M A T I C  L I N I M E N T .
TTIE beet remedy in the world for the care of 
A Rheumatism, Cramp, Sprains, Bruises, Pains and 
Weakness of the Limbs, Back and Chest, Chilblains, 
Galls, Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Gout, Ticdou- 
loureux, Frostbites, Ac., «fcc. It will reduce the most 
agravated Pain and Swelling in Fracture und Dislocation, 
easing the Pain ns a charm. It is an invaluable remedy 
for what is called painful Swellings of the Limbs, of 
persons who have been recentlv confined. This prepara­
tion was invented by
Dr. J .  PARKER,
who has been in active practice in the Slate of Maine, for 
more than forty-four years, und who has cured thousands 
of the above complaints.
Put up in 25c.t., 50ct., und $1,00 bottles.
Buy a Bottle and convince yourself that you cannot 
live without it in your house.
A. PARKER, St. George, Maine, Sole Agent and Pro­
prietor. 20lf
JA COB RO SEV ELT & SON.
S H I P  C H A N D L E R S ,
DEALERS IN
C O R D A G E, O IL , P A IN T , T A R , P IT C H ,
O A K U M  & c.
S H I P  S T O X t Z E S S ,
PROVISIONS AND GROOEiRIES,
22 SOUTH ST ., 5c 33  C O EN TIES S L IP , 
N E W  Y O R K .
Manila Rope, Tar’d Rbpe, Anchors and Chains, Bunting, 
Flags, While Lead, Paint Oil, Lamp Oil, P aten t Wind­
lasses, Ac.
S T O R A G E .
JACOB ROSEVELT. MARCUS ROSETVELT.
April 23, 1857. .17 ly
YIZRAPPING Paper, all sizes, and qualities 
VV for Male at SPE^vR’S.
J  G ents’ P a te n t L eather Oxford Ties,
i . A. WENTWORTH’S ^
M en’s and B oy’s Calf, Goat and K ip
ans, T. A. WENTWORTH S.
EO= FARE REDUCED !"!
S H O R T E S T , C H E A P E S T ,
— AND—
M S S ?
W E S T !
G8 M ILES SAVED
1857 . v ia .  1857.
o r a n d  t r u n k
A I L  2 A  "S'
From Bangor to Detroit, Chicago, Dunleith, Milwaukie, 
and all points West, and the Canadas.
Cars leave Bangor, daily at 7 A M., connec ting at Dan­
ville Junction with G. T. R. R. for Chicago, (via 
Great Western and Central Routes.)
Those having THROUGH TICKETS on this route can 
stop at anv point und resume their seats at pleasure.
F R E IG H T  taken at L ean  th a n  B oston prices, 
from Portland or Danville Junction.
527- For through Tickets, or other information, apply at 
P- K. R- tt . Depot, or to
W in . F L O W E R S , Agent.
25 Circular Block, Mercantile Square, BANGOR, 
or E. L . LO VEJO Y , A gen t, Rockland.
March 26, 1857. 13tf
To th e  Ladies o f Rockland. 
MRS. J . R. ALBEE,
A GRADUATE of the Female Medical Col- lege of Boston, and Member ot the Female Medical Association, Mass. After a successive practice of nine 
years, still offers herservic.es to the Ladies of Rockland 
and the neighboring communities in the profession ^of 
M  I  W  I  F  E  R  Y  , 
and Physician in female complaints.
R esid en ce— Cornel of Union and Willow Sts. 
Rockland, Jan. 6,1837. Ily2
G. F- F L I N G ,
PO RTRAIT PAINTER,
G R A N I T E  S T R E E T .
[First Door West from Union St. J 
Particular attention pnid to painting Portraits from Da­
guerreotypes, in permanent Oil Colors. Instruction given
in the art of Portrait Painting 
Rockland,March 25,1856. IStf
The larger sizes will be found very useful to print­
ers for taking Proof-sheet Impressions, and doing Job i 
Work. It may be used by merchants, piolessional men, 
or any one who may wish a card of any kind. This 
Press is very simple, strong, durable, and easily kept in 
order. The smallest size occupies a space of 7 by 8 
inches, weighing only 5 1-2 pounds, and will be furnished 
F or the Low P r ice  o f  F ive D ollars.
There are three sizes—the $5 size prints u sheet of pa­
per 5 by 6 inches ; the $10 size prints a sheet of paper 8 ' 
by 12 inches ; the $15 size prints a sheet of paper 13 by ! 
17 inches, and on the receipt of the above named prices, j 
the presses will be sent to any part of the country.
A few hours work, by a small boy, will save the cost of i 
this Press, and do the work as well as the most skillful ; 
wotkmun. Our friends and the public are respectfully in- j 
vited to call and examine this WONDER OF THE AGE! 
which is on exhibition und for sale at 144 Washington i 
street, first door north of the Old South Church, All or- ' 
ders promptly attended to. Address, (postage stamp en­
closed,)
LO W  E PRESS COM PA N Y.
1 4 4  W u»Iiingtoii s treet, Boston.
All kinds of Paper, Cards, Envklopes, Bronze, and Inks 
for sale, jet AGENTS WANTED.
Boston, April 2, 1857. 6ml4
ROBERT ANDERSON,
1 3  o  p  u  ■£ y  S  l x  ®  i* i  ££■
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
Jaduary, 7,1857. 2tf
Through in  Six M in u te s !
A U S T IN S
Patent Cream Freezer.
An extraordinary and astonishing ini- 
proveinent in Cream Freezing; will freeze 
in SIX MINUTES, by a simple and ele- . 
gnnt application of well known princi- | 
pies, producing this desirable and surpris- • 
ing result. A child of ten years can man- j 
age it without difficulty.
T H R E E  .SILVER M EDALS  
Awarded by the Maryland Institute ; 
und F irst Class Diploma of the Met­
ropolitan Mechanics’ Institute, at- ! 
test the superiority of this apparatus over j 
all others.
As a further and convincing proof of j 
the excellence of this Freezer, the under- 1 
signed would state, that
T H O U S A N D S
have been sold sifice the Patent was issued.
The largely increasing demand for this popular article
induces the agents to remind dealers to forward their or- j 
ders early, and thereby prevent delay.
Orders by mail will meet with prompt attention. !
Annexed is a list of the retail prices of the Freezer, for j 
the convenience of those wanting a single one.
P R IC E  OF F R E E Z E R :
Two Quarts, $2 ; Three Quarts, $3 ; Four Quarts, $4 ; 
Fix Quarts, $5 ; Nine Quarts, $6 ; Fourteen Quarts, $8 ; 
Twenty Quarts. $11.
Address J. «fc C. BERR1AN, 601 Broadway, New York, j 
3ral6 Agents for Patentee. ‘ j
S.TS FR^JYCF C O ^fTP.l^'T
H A R T F O R D ,  C O N N .  , 
Incorporated , 1811).
C A S H  C A P IT A L , $ 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
T hos. A. Alexander, Sec’y Thos. K. Brace, Pres’t. ' 
A. B. HOUGH, Agent. ; 
Insurance may be effected in the above Company by ap- 1
plying to
C. D. SMALLEY, 
at D. STABLER’S Clothing Store. 
Rockiand, Jan. 15, 1857. 3tf
L  o  a  t  b .  o  r  S t a r  ©  .
L. C. BURKETT,
H yO U LD  announce to citizone of Rockland 
’ ’ and vicinity that he has opened a S T O R E  in the 
J. P- FISH building near the brook, where may be found
all kinds of
S O L E  A N D  U P P E R  L E A T H E R ,
LININGS AND FINDINGS OF ALL KINDS,
TR U C K S, VALISES, C A R P E T  BAGS &c„ 
for sale wholesale or retail at the lowest CASH PRICE. 
Those in want of any of the above articles will please 
call.
N. B. Cash and the highest price paid for guides and
Culfskina.
Rockland, Feb. 16, 1857. 8tf
lu m b e r.
JJA Y IX G  opened a Lumber Yard near the
X cir Steam  M ill on M ain  S treet,
a few roils South of the KAXKIX BLOCK, the subscriber 
is no\v prepared to furnish those in want of lumber with 
all kinds usually kept in this city, on reasonable terms. 
The stuck on hand consists in part of
1'INE BOARDS of all qualities.
PINE DIMENSION 1 1-4, 1 1-2, 2, 3 and 4 inches thick. 
PINE DECK PLANK and RANGING TIMBER. 
PINE (HITTER PIECES of extra length.
SPRUCE BLANK 2, 3 and 4 inches thick 
FENCE BOARDS.
T I M B E R  A N D  J O IS T .
JUNIPER, PINE and SPRUCE floor Boards. 
HEMLOCK TIMBER und JOIST.
ASH PLANK.
CF.3PSS <N&SZB98,
Heart. Extra and Clear, Sap, Extra Clear and No. 1 
Spruce, Extra and No. 1.
S H I N G L E S ,
Best Extra Sawed Cedrfr, Bangor Extra No, 1, acc,
P I C K E T S ,
Pine and Spruce.
L  A T  H  S ,
Pine and Spruce, «kc., <fcc.
The subscriber would tender his thanks to his hitherto 
numerous customers for their liberal, patronage, and hopes 
by strict attention to business and reasonable prices to 
merit a share of the public patronage, A good assortment 
will he kept constantly on hand.
Q u ick  Sales and  S m all P rofits ,
A. HOWES.
P S.—Office on Main Street near the Steam Mill.
O ’ Please to call before purchasing elsewhere.
Rockland, February 26, 1857. 9tf
Rockland City Book Store.
M. C. ANDREW S,
(formerly Wakefield’s,)
N O . 3 K IM B A L L  B L O C K . 
r F H IS  Store is now being filled up w ith a 
_L large and choice assortment of
G O O D S :
such as
BOOKS AND STA TIO N ER Y ,
NEW AND SPLENDID
P a p e r  H a n g in g s  a n d  B o r d e r s .
A large and beautiful Stock of Cameo Pins and Ear Drops 
to match
Gold N ecklaces and  Gold Chaiuu,
with an extensive assortment of other
l i  O L O  G O O D S .
A gteat variety of
F a n c y  A r t i c l e s .
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS, 
suited to all ages Every variety of 
SCHOOL BOOKS and
NA U T IC A L ALM ANACS. 
Constantly on hand a good supply of 
Charts, Scales, N avigators and A merican 
C O A S T  P I L O T .
of every description
Prices fa ir  and terms Cash.
Rockland, Oct 23, 1856 44tl
L O T T E R IE S .
The Lotteries of Samuel Swan «fc Co. are chartered by 
the Slate of Georgia, and have sworn commissioners ap­
pointed to superintend their drawings, und certify that 
everything connected with the same is done in a  strictly 
honorable manner. They oiler to the public a fair oppor­
tunity lor investment, for interest of parlies at a distance 
being as well protected as though they were present.— 
The Managers would respectfully call attention to the 
fuel that all persons haxe a legal right to send orders for 
tickets to Georgia, as the lotteries of Samuel Swan Co. 
are authorized by the Legislature of that State. A lottery 
will be drawn every Saturday throughout the year, all or­
ders received being filled iu the drawing uext to take place 
after the same ermes lo hand. According to the scheme 
one ticket in every ten must draw u prize. Tickets are 
$10 ; halves, $5 ; quarters, $2,50. No tickets sent unless 
the money accompanies the order. The drawings are 
upon the principle of one number on each ticket, and are 
so simple that none can fail to understand them. There 
is no combination of numbers to mystify the buyer. Prizes 
vary from $40 to $50,000 ; every prize being drawn, and 
result of drawing forwarded to all purchasers.
XT" A list of the numbers that are drawn from the wheel 
with the amount that each prize is entitled to, will be pub­
lished after every drawing ; in the following papers: — 
New Orleans Deltu, Mobile Register, Charleston Stan­
dard, Nashville Gazette, Atlanta Intelligencer,and New 
York ’Veekly Day Book. Write your address plainly, 
and direct to
S. S\V A N  &. Co., A clau ta , G eorgia .
Prizes paid iu full—no percentage deducted from prizes 
as in other lotteries.
All communications strictly confidential.
March 17, 1857. J21y
.Blinine D a ir  ISahn,
F O R  R E S T O R I N G  G R E Y  H .I IR
TO ITS O R IG IX A I. COLOR.
KZ Warranted to Cure Baldness, Scurf, Dandruff', itch­
ing mid all diseases of the skin. This Balm gives the 
scalp a new and hnalthy action ; restores the coloring 
matter to the roots of the Hair, which passes through the 
Hair and gives it a natural color without the use of Hair
Hundreds r.f preparations have been introduced, pre­
tended to preserve the Hair und keep it from falling off, 
composed of Oils, Alcohol, and other deleterious materi­
als, and nil to no use. Hair dyes have been introduced 
that do not give the hair a natural color, besides being 
troublesome to use. This Balm is not a dye. Knowing 
that a preparation was needed to do what was required 
for the Hair, the proprietor was induced to experiment 
until he could obtain an article that would be the exact 
remedy, and after seven years trial hai perfected this 
Balm. It is soothing and emollient, allays all irritation ot 
the scalp, thereby stopping that troublesome itching If 
Cures Dandruff and Scurf, and when the hair has turned 
gray it will Lung it bock to its original color, be it Black, 
Brown or Auburn It makes the Haii soft und glossy,-  
prevents it from falling off ns will be seen upon using 
this halm for a few days—life will be given to the roots of 
the Ilair, and growth vflll soon appear. Growth does not 
take place at the end ot the Hair, as will be seen in per­
sons who have their hair dyed. If you examine gray hair 
that has been colored for a week, you will find towards 
the roots, that the hair has come out gray, hence it is nec­
essary to have the fluid at the roots of the hair healthy, 
that liie whole hair may he a natural color. Each hair 
has n root in the skin, and is of itself a hollow, gray tube, 
through which there is a constant circulation of the pig­
ment front the root. When this pigment or coloring mat­
ter dies out, it leaves the hair hollow and it becomes gray. 
To invent a halm that would produce this pigment has be­
come the study of the proprietor. The discovery of the 
Alpine Hair Balm will do it. 1 will bring the hair to its 
natural color by making anew the coloring mailer in the 
roots of the hair.
It is a mistaken notion that oil or grease will restore 
the hair, as nothing can be more injurious. The Alpine 
Hair Balm, will restore the skin and save the hair of 
those who have been sick with lever or any disease.
Prepared hv C. A. I’. MASON, Providence, R. 1.
D. P. IVES & CO.. 83 Milk st., Bostou, Muss., sole 
agents for the United States and Canadas. And General 
Agent for Delight’s Spanish Lustral.
For sale in Rockland by all Druggists. 6tnl7
IPiaaio Fortes tor Sale.
Q N E  new Piano of fine tone, and one second 
v* hand Piano in good order will be eold low for Caah. 
Apply to
JOHN COLLINS, 
Corner ol' Grove and Union Sts,
P ia n o  F ortes R ep a ired  and Tuned.
Rockland, April 15, 1857, 16lf
B U R D E N ’ S
Pressed Boat, Ship, Brad and Counter­
sunk R ailroad Spikes
A RE well known in the United States, and are 
Ly. conspicuous for their regularity and finish, their un­
varying uniformity of size, and lor the excellent quality of 
the iron from which they are made, to which p ay be at­
tributed their rare strength. They are everywhere con­
sidered far supermr to the hand-made spike of common 
English iron, amnnferior to nothing of the kind yet in­
troduced to the public.
For paiticularsand samples, apply to
BLODGET, B R O W N  & CO..
SO and 82  P e a r l S t., B oston , M ass.
Dec. 18, 1856. 5Hy
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To All E aters.
2 0 0 BBLS* Richmond Superfine Flour. 
1 0 0  «
3 0  “ «
1 0 0  “ Scottsville
1OO *• Gcneesee
oO “ Baltimore
GO Half Bids
1 0 0 0  Bushels Yellow Coru 
2 0 0  “ Meal.
2 0 0  “ Shorts,
1 0 0  “ Rye.
PORK, HAMS,
CHEESE, BEANS,
SUGAR, TEA,
Fine
Family
Extra"
LARD, 
MOLASSES, 
&c..
this day received and for sale wholesale and retail 
at the lowest prices.
« v, . . °« B. FALES.Rockland, Jan. 15, 1857.
I J b  _
CLEANSE THE BLOOD AND CUBE THE SICK. 
In v a lid s , F ath ers, M others, P h y sic ia n s, 
P h ila n th ro p is ts , read their Effects, 
a n d  ju d g e  o f  th e ir  V irtues.
FOR THE CURE OF
H ea d a ch e, Sick H ead ach e,F ou l Stomach
Pittsburg, Pa., May 1 ,185a.
Dr. J . C. Aytr. Sir: I  have been repeatedly cured of 
the worst headache any body can have by a dose or two 
of your Pills. It seems to arise from a foul stomach, which 
they cleanse at once. If  they will cure othera as they do 
me, the fact is worth knowing.
Yours with great respect, ED. W. PREBLE,
Clerk of Steamer Clarion.
B iliou s D isorders and Liver Complaints.
Department op the I nterior, I 
Washington, D. C., 7 Feb., 1856.)
Sir : I havo used your Pills in my general and hospital 
piactice ever since you made them, and cannot hesitate to 
say they are the beat cathartic wo employ. Their regu­
lating action on the liver is quick and decided, consequent, 
ly they are an admirablo remedy for derangements of that 
organ. Indeed, I  have seldom found a case of bdious dis­
ease. so obstinate that it did not readily yi®Jd
Fraternally yours, ALONZO BALL, M. D., 
Physician of the Marine Hospital. 
D ysentery, R elax , and W orms.
Post Opfice, Hartland, Liv. Co., Mich., Nov. 16, 1855.
Dr. Ayer: Your Pills are the perfection of medicine. 
They have done my wife moro good than I can tell you. 
She bail been sick and pining away for months. Went 
off to be doctored at p-eat expense, but got no better. She 
then commenced taking your Pills, which soon cured her, 
by expelling large quantities of worms (dead) from her 
body. They afterwards cured her and our two children 
of bloody dysentery. One of our neighbors had it bad, and 
my wife cured him with two doses of your Pills, while 
others around ua paid from five to twenty dollars doctors’ 
bills, and lost much time, without being cured entirely 
even then. Such a medicine as yours, which is actually 
good and honest, will be prized here.
GEO. J. GRIFFIN, Pistmaster. 
Indigestion  and Impurity o f  the B lood . 
From Rev. J. V. Himes, Pastor of Advent Church, Boston.
Dr. Ayep. : I  have used your Pills with extraordinary 
success in my family and among those I am called to visit 
iu distress. To regulate the organs of digestion and purify 
the blood they are the very best remedy I  have ever 
known, and 1 can confidently recommend them to my 
friends. Yours, J . V. HIMES.
Warsaw, Wyoming Co., N. Y., Oct. 24, 1855.
Dear Sir : I am using your Cathartic Pills in my prac­
tice, and find them an excellent purgative to cleanse the 
system and purify the fountains of the blood.
JOHN G. MEACHAM, JI. D. 
Erysipelas, Scrofula, K ing’s E vil, Tetter, 
Tumors, and Salt Rheum .
From a F,rv:arding Merchant o f St. Louis, Lib. 4,1856 
Dr. Atef. : Your Pills are the paragon of all that is 
great in medicine. They have cured my little daughter 
of ulcerous sores upon her bands and feet that had proved 
incurable for years. Her mother has been long grievous­
ly afflicted with blotches and pimples on her skin and in 
her hair. After our child was cured, she also tried your 
Pills, and they have cured her. ASA M0RGRIDGE.jJ 
R heum atism , Neuralgia, and Gout.
From the Rev. Dr. Hawkes, of the Methodist Epis. Church. 
Pulaski House, Savannah. Ga., Jan. 6,1856. 
Honored Sir : I should be ungrateful for the relief your 
slrill has brought me if I did not report my case to you.
A cold settled iu my limbs and brought on excruciating 
neuralgic pains, which ended in chronic rheumatism. 
Notwithstanding I  had the best of physicians, the disease 
grew worse and worse, until, by the advice of your excel­
lent agent iu Baltimore. Dr. Mackenzie, I  tried your Pills. 
Their effects were slow, but sure. By persevering in the 
uso of them I  am now entirely well.
Senate Chamber, Baton Rouge, La., 5 Dec., 1855.
Dr. Ayep. : I  have been entirely cured by your Pills of 
Rheumatic Gout — a painful disease that bad afflicted me 
for years. VINCENT SLIDELL.
F or Dropsy, P lethora, or kindred Com­
p l a in t s ,  requiring an active purge, they are an excel­
lent remedy.
For C ostiveness or Constipation, and as 
a  D in n e r  F i l l ,  they are agreeable and effectual.
F its , Suppression, P aralysis, Inflamma­
t i o n ,  and even D e a fn e s s ,  and P a r t i a l  B l in d ­
n e s s ,  have been cured by the alterative action of these 
Pills.
Most of the pills in market contain Mercury, which, al­
though a  valuable remedy iu skilful bands, is dangerous 
m a public pill, from the dreadful consequences that fre­
quently follow its incautious use. These coutain no mer- 
eury or mineral substance whatever.
AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL
FOR THE RAPID CURE OF 
COUGHS,COLDS, HOARSENESS, INFLU­
ENZA, BRONCHITIS, WHOOPING  
COUCH, CROUP, ASTHMA, IN­
CIPIENT CONSUMPTION, 
ami for the relief of consumptive patients in advanced 
stages of the disease.
We need not speak to the public of its virtues. 
Throughout every town, and almost every hamlet of tho 
American States.'its xvouderful cures of pulmonary com­
plaints have made it already known. Nay. few are the 
families in any civilized country on this continent without 
some personal experience of its effects; and fewer yet tho 
communities anv where which have not among them 
some living trophy of its victory over the subtle and dan­
gerous diseases of"the throat and lungs. While it is the 
most powerful antidote yet known to man for the formi­
dable and dangerous diseases of the pulmonary organs, it 
js also the pleasantest ami safest remedy that can be cm- 
ployed for infants ami young persons. Parents should 
have it in store against the insidious enemy that steals 
upon theril unprepared. We have abundant grounds to 
believe tho Cuerry Pectoral saves more lives by the con­
sumptions it prevents than those it cures. Keep it by 
you and cure your colds while they are curable, nor neg­
lect them until no human skill can master the inexorable 
canker that, fastened on the vital.-, eats your life away. 
All know the dreadful fatality of lung disorders, and as 
they  know  to- tho virtues of this remedy, we need not do 
more than to assure them it is still made the best it can 
be. We spare no cost, no care, no toil to produce it tho 
most perfect possible, and afford *»»-»«»« wi... ~ iy
it the best agent which our skill can furnish for their cure.
PREPARED BY DR. J. C. AYER, 
Practical and Analytical Chemist, Lowell, Macs
A N D  S O L D  B V
Sold in Rocklnudhy C 1’. FESSENDEN; Cnmden, J 
II. E3TABROOK, J r  ; Thomaston, O. \V. JORDAN, 
Portland, II. II. 1IAY, General Agent fur lilt- State.
For Producing Hair on Bald Heads,
AND RESTORING
GREY HAIR TO ITS NATURAL COLOR. 
rp ilIS  ASTONISHING AND UNEQALLED 
J- preparation lias never failed lo produce n growth on 
i Bald Heads, when used according to Hie direction, and 
! turn hair hack to its original color, nflcr becoming gray 
I and reinstate it in all ils original health, lustre, snfniesa 
and lienulv. Remove nt once all scurf, diindrnir mid un­
pleasant itching, scrofula,ereptions and feverish heal front 
theseal’i. 11 also prevents the hair from becoming un­
healthy'and falling nil', and hence acts as a perfect 
IIA IR  1XV1GORATOR AXD TOXIC.
A gextleman ol Boston writes to his friend in New Bed­
ford thus: , .  « .
To vour inquiries, 1 would reply, that when I first com­
menced using Professor Wood's Hair Restorative, my hair 
was almost white, and hud been so for the last ten years 
and it was verv thin on the top of rny head, and very 
loose, and pulled out freely ; but I found that before I had 
used all the second bottle, (which was eight weeks) my 
hair was en.irelv changed io its original color, light brown 
and" is now l'ree'from dandruff and quite moist. I have 
had my hair eat five or six limes since the carge, and have 
never seen any thing like white hair, starting from the 
, roots j and it is now ns thick as it ever was. and does not 
come out at all. It has proved iu my case all that I could
• *  JuIy°M 855. Yours, e tc .--------
(From the Boston Herald.)
Something Worth Knowing.— By using Professor 
, Wood’s Hair Restorative, gray hair can be permanently 
' restored to its original color. The sebjoined certificate
• from Johnson A Stone, Gardiner. Maine, is but one of the 
' ci any instances that are daily coming to our knowledge, 
» of its wonderful effects. It is no longer problematic, but
a self-evident truth, as hundreds in our community can 
I testify.
Gardiner, Maine, June 22, 1855- 
' Dear Sir : I have used two bottles of Professor Wood’s 
! H air Restorative, and can truly say it is the greatest dis- 
| co very of the age for restoring and changing the hair.— 
! Before using it, 1 was a man of seventy. My hair has 
' now attained its original color. You can recommend it 
to the world without the least tear, as my case wes one 
I of the \vorat kind.
Yours, respectfully,
DAiNlEL N. MURPHY.
■ Profeasor O. J. Wood.
Brookfield , Massachusetts, January 12,1855.
' Deyr Sir --Having made a trial of your Hair Restora- 
! tive, it ‘rives me' pleasure to say that its effect has been 
excellein in removing intlamntion, dandruff, and a con- 
stant itehing tendency »vitlt which 1 have been troubled 
I from childhood ; and has also restored my hair, which 
was becoming gray, to its original color. 1 have used no 
other article with any riling like the pleasure and profit. 
Yours, truly,
J. K. BRAGG,
Pastor of the Orthodox Church, Brookfield. 
Professor Wood.
(From the Missouri Democrat. 1 
WOOD’S HAIR DYE.—Thia admirable article is rap­
idly improving the hair. Mo article of a similar kind, 
now belore the public, enjoys a better reputation as a re­
storative and Invigorating hair tonic. Its peculiar chemi- 
caLqualities have a beneficial effect upon the growth and 
charucter of the hair, giving a silky and glossy texture to 
that which was formerly of a coarse and dry nature. It 
lias, also, we understand, a tendency to preserve the 
youthful color and appearance of the hair, and destroying 
or counteracting the effects of age. With such recom­
mendations in ils favor, we hardly perceive how any lady 
or gentleman should be without so valuable an adjunct to 
their toilet.
O. J . WOOD CO., Proprietors, 312Broadway, N. Y .
and 111 Market street, St. Louis, Missouri. 
Agent in Rockland, C. P. FESSENDEN : in Portland,
II. II. HAY.
Wholesale Agents in Boston, WEEKS &. POTTER.
May 12, 1657. __  1 __  3tn20
T H E  B E S T  F R U I T  C A N .
It requires neither 
WAX, SOLDER, 
1 CEMENT,
[p'RattsJ
can
It closes with a 
SPRING HASP, 
and is so simple 
that any one can 
manage it
I It is the Cheap est 
and
MOST DURABLE 
iu the world
No
LEAD SCREWS,
WRENCHES 
arc used in this 
CAN.
Proprietors for the United States,
PRATT’S PATENT SAFETY LAMP .t  FEEDER 
M A N U F A C T U R 1 N G C O M P A N Y 
166 ULOADWAV, N. Y.
Agents for the Company.
J . <& C. BERRIa N, 601 Broadway, N. Y 
g E. K E T C H U M C O ., 289 Pearl st N Y June 1, 1857. ____  6wo3
B IRD CAGES.— Just received a Bplendid lotof Cages and for sale by j .  p. WISE
No 9 Palmer Block.
